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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

October 4, 1976 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: JIM CANNON 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

JIM CON NOR~~ I; 

Aviation Noise Proposal 
bY: SecretarY: Coleman 

The President reviewed your memorandum of September 29 
on the above subject and made the following notations: 

''Very good except it doesn't include the 
Coleman plans as an alternative if Congress 
doesn't act. 

It should be spelled out. Talk with Bill 
Colemau and add to the text so I can have 
something on my return." 

Please follow-up with appropriate action. 

cc: Dick Cheney 

Digitized from Box C50 of The Presidential Handwriting File at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library





THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 29, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

JIM CANNM~ .• 

Aviation~oposal by Secretary Coleman 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Attached at Tab A is my memorandum and draft policy state
ment on aviation noise which you asked for on September 18. 

I regret that this has been delayed beyond the three days 
we asked for. I sent it to you on Friday, September 24, 
before your Southern Swing; and I did not realize you had 
not seen it. 

The comments of Jack Marsh, Alan Greenspan and Paul O'Neill 
are at Tab B. 

In addition, I thought it would be helpful if we had some 
indication of CAB's reaction to possible fare adjustments 
if airlines should need them to meet FAA standards. At 
my request Ed Schmults informally asked CAB Chairman Robson 
for his views. They are at Tab C. 

attachments 





THE WHITE HOUSE:' 

WASHINGTON 

September 24, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: ' JIM CANNO ~ 

INFORMATION 
REQUESTED 

SUBJECT: Aviation o se Policy 

When you discussed an Aviation Noise Policy Statement 
with Cheney, Marsh, Greenspan and me last Saturday, 
you suggested that your Policy Statement might take 
the form of a message to Congress, or a major address. 

Since any message to Congress could be lost in the 
closing days of this session, I believe that a speech 
would provide a better opportunity for you to present 
your views. 

Accordingly, I have drafted for your consideration an 
Aviation Noise Policy Statement in the form of a speech 
which might be given to a knowledgeable audience gathered 
at one of the noisiest airports: 

Airport 

New York - La Guardia 
Chicago - O'Hare 
New York - John F. Kennedy 
Newark, New Jersey 
Boston - Logan International 
Los Angeles, International 

Serious Noise Affecting 

1,000,000 persons 
771,000 persons 
507,000 persons 
431,000 persons 
431,300 persons 
293,600 persons 

Since the New York metropolitan area has three of the 
noisiest airports, I would suggest you speak at one of 
them, preferably JFK. 

The audience could include (by invitation) airport workers, 
pilots, homeowners in the area, community leaders, environ
mental leaders, airline executives, civic leaders, a 
cross-section of the community most directly affected by 
aircraft noise, and labor and management representatives 
of the airline and aircraft industries and their suppliers. 
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This draft attempts to get across these points: 

your concern for an environmental problem; 

your interest in preserving a healthy and 
competitive airline industry; 

your concern for jobs; 

your interest in energy conservation; 

your desire to avoid unnecessary Federal 
expenditures; 

your personal leadership in addressing a 
difficult, complex, and interrelated set of 
problems; and 

your decisiveness in proposing a balanced, 
practical and sound solution. 

By the time of your return I will have reviewed this with 
Marsh, Greenspan and O'Neill. 



QUIET SKIES 

(Appropriate Salutation} 

We have assembled here at ---------------------- Airport 

today so that I could speak with you about two important 

and related national problems. 

And in the process I am going to discuss a real

life case study of what is wrong with Washington -- and 

what must be done about it. 

The first of these two national problems is aircraft 

and airport noise -- and I will today announce a plan to 

reduce the noise pollution around this and other major 

airports in the Nation. 

The second problem is the need to ensure that the 

200 million Americans who fly every year have the finest 

possible airline service. I will today describe the 

measures necessary to make certain that the American 

consumer will be served by a healthy and competitive 

system of commercial airlines. 
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Both of these problems and their resolution affect 

your lives, your jobs, your environment, your property, 

your future and your children's future, and the well-being 

and progress of the Nation. 

For some 6 million Americans who live and work 

around 100 major airports in the U.S., the noise of jet 

planes is a very real and personal environmental problem. 

I know, because I used to live near Washington National, 

and sometimes the noise was so bad you could not read a 

newspaper, hear the T.V., or finish a conversation with 

the children. 

For these 6 million Americans the problem of noise 

is getting worse as air travel increases -- and we want 

air travel to increase. 

But we must also end the noise problem. 

Since the 1960's, when the airlines introduced new 

jet airplanes into the fleet, noise has been recognized 

as a major constraint to commercial aviation. Through 

research and development, by the government and by private 

industry, we have learned how to make jet engines quieter, 

and more efficient in fuel use. The technology is ready. 
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We have taken the first steps to reduce 

the noise around airports. In 1969 the Federal Aviation 

Administration, one of the two Federal agencies that 

regulate the commercial airlines -- I know you are 

aware that Congress feels the airlines are so important 

that you need two Federal regulatory agencies to tell 

you what to do -- in 1969 the FAA issued standards that 

would cut in half the perceived noise of new jet aircraft 

effective at the start of 1975. 

For the last two years, all commercial planes 

corning off the assembly lines in the United States have 

met these standards. 

But the FAA did not act to correct the biggest 

part of the airport noise problem -- some 1600 older jet 

airplanes, or about 77 percent of the u.s. commercial 

airlines fleet. 

These planes are still flying; and if you live near 

this or any other major airport in the United States, 

you are still listening to them. 
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Why, seven years after the FAA set aircraft noise 

standards, are these noisy planes still flying? 

The answer, very simply, is that FAA knew that 

some of the airlines could not afford to pay for modifying 

or replacing their older planes to meet the new noise 

standards. 

Why not? One reason, frankly, is that some of the 

airlines have not been well-managed. 

But another important reason airlines could not 

afford to pay for noise reduction is that the Civil 

Aeronautics Board, the other Federal agency that regulates 

the airlines, could not look ahead and provide the 

revenues the airlines would need to pay for noise reduction. 

The CAB is like that mythical bird which flew back

ward and knew where it had been, but not where it was going. 

Under their own regulations for setting airline fares, 

CAB looks backward at "historic costs," but not ahead to 

realistic future costs. 
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The CAB was created almost 40 years ago to promote 

and assist a young and hopeful airline industry. There 

were reasons then to allocate routes, set fares, and limit 

competition; at the beginning, the public need for good 

service required extensive government involvement to assure 

orderly growth of the airlines. 

It is different now. 

When the CAB began in 1938, domestic airlines carried 

a total of 1.3 million passengers, for 476 million passenger 

miles. 

This year, U.S. airlines will carry more than 200 

million passengers, for 128 billion passengers miles -- a 

growth of 26,800 percent. Airlines now carry more people 

between cities than any other form of public transportation. 

The airline industry is no longer an infant; it is 

mature, big and fully capable of prospering in a free, 

open and competitive market. 

It was for this reason that on October 8, 1975, I 

proposed to the Congress the Aviation Act of 1975, which 
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would have reduced economic controls, opened markets, 

reduced fares and made it possible for all airlines 

to better serve the American consumer. 

My objective was to work with the Congress to 

ensure that the u.s. will have the most efficient airline 

system in the world, providing the American public with 

the best possible service at the lowest possible cost. 

That was 11 months ago; but neither the House nor 

the Senate has acted on this important legislation, which 

is the first comprehensive updating of airline regulation 

in almost forty years. Nor has Congress proposed any 

alternative. 

However, the blame does not all rest on Congress. 

Some airline executives, and their Washington lobbyists, 

have short-sightedly opposed this change. While they say 

publicly they are for free enterprise and open competition, 

they have privately lobbied against open competition, against 

the American consumer, and in fact against greater opportunity 

for the growth and prosperity of their airlines. 
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Consequently, we have this situation: 

Too Much Noise: 

The FAA, by not moving on noise standards, has 

shown a lack of decisiveness that must be changed. 

Outdated Regulations: 

The CAB, by following policies and procedures 

that are impractical and out of date, is clearly 

unable to assist the airlines in providing the best 

and cheapest service to the public. 

Congressional Inaction: 

The Congress, by its failure to act on aviation 

regulatory reform, is continuing a critical economic 

problem for the airlines and all the people who work 

for airlines and depend on them. 

As President, I cannot tolerate inaction any longer. 

We must end the noise pollution around American airports 

and bring quiet skies back to America again. 

We must free aviation from arbitrary and unnecessary 

restrictions and regulations so that the airlines themselves 

can pay the cost of noise abatement. 
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To do this, I am taking the following actions: 

First, I am today directing the Secretary of Trans

portation to instruct the Administrator of FAA to extend 

its noise regulations to all u.s. commercial aircraft, to 

be phased in over an 8-year period. 

Second, I am putting the Congress on notice that I 

will not accept its inaction. Congress must adopt the 

airline regulatory reform measure I proposed in 1975. 

Congress must act on this reform in the interest of the 

American public. 

I want the members to know now that aviation regu

latory reform will be on their doorstep when they come 

back in January. 

Third, I propose that the present Federal tax on 

domestic passenger fares be reduced from 8 percent to 

6 percent, and on domestic freight, be reduced from 5 percent 

to 3 percent. This tax on the consumer is now going to 

the Airport and Airway Trust Fund to provide Federal 

assistance to airport construction and improvement. There 

is now a surplus of $1.4 billion in this fund. Passengers 

have a right to this tax reduction. 
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However, if the Congress does not act on regulatory 

reform for the airlines within 60 days after the new session 

opens, I shall have no choice but to propose the reimposition 

of that 2 percent as an environmental surcharge on passenger 

fares and freight bills. The funds from the surcharge 

would be directed into a special trust fund, administered 

by the Secretary of Transportation, to assist the airlines 

in financing the new and quieter planes that are necessary 

for the abatement of aircraft noise around our major airports. 

I do not want to call for this environmenal surcharge 

on passengers. Regulatory reform is a far better solution. 

But if Congress does not act on the aviation regulatory 

reform I proposed last October, there has to be another 

alternative. 

Even then, an environmental surcharge would be a 

temporary expedient -- not a permanent solution to the 

real problem facing the airlines and other over-regulated 

industries in this country. 

cSuch a surcharge would help end the noise problem. But 

it will not change the CAB's outdated methods of setting fares 

and controlling markets. It will not improve an airline's 

ability to compete and provide better service. 
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The lasting solution is to give the free enterprise 

system its best chance to operate. 

The genius of the American economic system throughout 

our history has been a partnership between government 

and free enterprise. The right role of the government 

in the American economic system is to help private enter

prise accomplish needed objectives for the American people 

and not to hinder private enterprise. 

Our national growth in 200 years has been phenomenal, 

and in no area of our lives has the partnership between 

government and private enterprise worked better than in 

transportation. 

In the National Transportation Policy Statement of 

my Administration of September 17, 1976, we said: 

"Transportation has substantially shaped the 

growth and development of the United States. 

Waterways led our ancestors to new frontiers. 

Today, our energy-efficient inland waterways and 

merchant marine seek out new markets. Railroads 
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fed the hearths of an industrial revolution and 

now have renewed significance in the era of environ

mental and energy consciousness. Highways made 

us the most mobile population on earth, profoundly 

altered our land use patterns, and established the 

automobile, truck and bus as an important part of 

the Nation's mobility and economic activity. Mass 

transit provided the lifeline to city centers and 

now offers hope for their revival. Civil aviation 

extended its reach around the globe and helped 

design the interdependent world in which we now 

live. General aviation has greatly increased 

business and pleasure mobility and opened up formerly 

unreachable territories. Pipelines are vital to 

energy independence. 

"To sustain and enhance our economic vitality 

and growth, the productivity of our commerce and 

the quality of our leisure, we need a healthy and 

responsive transportation system. National trans

portation policy must serve these broad goals of 

our society by helping to guide the development, 

financing and maintenance of a safe, efficient, 

accessible and diverse transportation system. Such 
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a system should meet the needs of all Americans -

as passengers, consumers, employees, shippers and 

investors -- in a way that is consistent with 

other national objectives. The values and priorities 

of our society are changing as the land on which 

we live is changing, and transportation must blend 

with other national goals in seeking heightened 

quality in the American way of life." 

We have set our national goals for what is and what 

must continue to be the best airline system in the world. 

By working together we can reach those goals. 

Thank you. 





Jack Marsh 

Concurs with the general approach of requiring Congress to 
either pass your Aviation Regulatory Reform or impose an 
environmental surcharge to assist the airlines in meeting 
FAA standards. 

Alan Greenspan 

Made three points: 

1. He feels it is very important that you make a judgement 
on the politics of the proposal. 

2. He believes it is bad long-term economic policy to 
provide part of the capital airlines need to finance 
equipment, and it would eventually lead to quasi 
nationalization. 

3. He believes that aviation noise is not a compelling 
public issue of the dimension of abortion or jobs. 
would like to see this decision delayed until after 
election, which would give us time to review the 
financing alternatives. 

Paul O'Neill 

Made three points: 

He 
the 

1. We should not say the FAA is holding up action on the 
extension of noise abatement regulations. The fact is 
that FAA has sent several proposals to Secretary Coleman 
to extend the noise regulations, but the Secretary has 
returned them for further study. 

2. While the general public may respond favorably to your 
insistence that Congress either pass your Aviation Regu
latory Reform or face an environmental surcharge, the 
aviation trade believes this is not a real threat. The 
a~rlines which have opposed deregulation would be likely 
to continue their opposition in order to get federal 
assistance for aircraft replacement. 
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3. OMB is strongly opposed to giving up the revenue from 
the present tax. A 2% reduction would cost them about 
$300 million yearly. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASI-ilNGTON 

September 22, 1976 

Telephone Cal to the Chairman 
of the CAB on DOT Noise and 
Aircraft Financing Proposals 

I called Chairman Robson this morning to inquire about 
CAB procedures if the airlines requested a fare increase 
to finance, in part, aircraft replacement required by 
FAA noise standards. At the outset, Robson said that 
the CAB had never been faced with the problem of auth
orizing fare increases to meet future costs. He said 
that such a request by the airlines would present novel· 
questions to the CAB and would require adjustment to · 
the Board's fare setting formula. If the ticket tax 
were reduced by 2 percent or so, this would at least 
give the Board something to work with. 

Robson stressed several times that he thought any 
proposal should be directly linked to regulatory reform. 
He said that we should not lose the "lever" provided 
by any financing proposal without obtaining passage of 
reform legislation. 

Robson also observed that if the DOT proposal involved 
any legislation, the airlines would undoubtedly be 
fighting in Congress for a mandatory fare increase. 
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THE WHITE HOUS~ 

WASHINGTON 

September 24, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 
t 

JIM CANNO ~ 

INFORMATION 
REQUESTED 

SUBJECT: Aviation se Policy 

When you discussed an Aviation Noise Policy Statement 
with Cheney, Marsh, Greenspan and me last Saturday, 
you suggested that your Policy Statement might take 
the form of a message to Congress, or a major address. 

Since any message to Congress could be lost in the 
closing days of this session, I believe that a speech 
would provide a better opportunity for you to present 
your views. 

Accordingly, I have drafted for .your consideration an 
Aviation Noise Policy Statement in the form of a speech 
which might be given to a knowledgeable audience gathered 
at one of the noisiest airports: 

Airport 

New York - La Guardia 
Chicago - O'Hare 
New York - John F. Kennedy 
Newark, New Jersey 
Boston - Logan International 
Los Angeles, International 

Serious Noise Affecting 

1,000,000 persons 
771,000 persons 
507,000 persons 
431,000 persons 
431,300 persons 
293,600 persons 

Since the New York metropolitan area has three of the 
noisiest airports, I would suggest you speak at one of 
them, preferably JFK. 

The audience could include {by invitation) airport workers, 
pilots, homeowners in the area, community leaders, environ
mental leaders, airline executives, civic leaders, a 
cross-section of the community most directly affected by 
aircraft noise, and labor and management representatives 
of the airline and aircraft industries and their suppliers. 
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This draft attempts to get across these points: 

your concern for an environmental problem; 

your interest in preserving a healthy and 
competitive airline industry; 

your concern for jobs; 

your interest in energy conservation; 

your desire to avoid unnecessary Federal 
expenditures; 

your personal leadership in addressing a 
difficult, complex, and interrelated set of 
problems; and 

your decisiveness in proposing a balanced, 
practical and sound solution. 

By the time of your return I will have reviewed this with 
Marsh, Greenspan and O'Neill. 



QUIET SKIES 

(Appropriate Salutation) 

We have assembled here at ---------------------- Airport 

today so that I could speak with you about two important 

and related national problems. 

And in the process I am going to discuss a real

life case study of what is wrong with Washington -- and 

what must be done about it. 

The first of these two national problems is aircraft 

and airport noise -- and I will today announce a plan to 

reduce the noise pollution around this and other major 

airports in the Nation. 

The second problem is the need to ensure that the 

200 million Americans who fly every year have the finest 

possible airline service. I will today describe the 

measures necessary to make certain that the American 

consumer will be served by a healthy and competitive 

system of commercial airlines. 
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Both of these problems and their resolution affect 

your lives, your jobs, your environment, your property, 

your future and your children's future, and the well-being 

and progress of the Nation. 

For some 6 million Americans who live and work 

around 100 major airports in the U.S., the noise of jet 

planes is a very real and personal environmental problem. 

I know, because I used to live near Washington National, 

and sometimes the noise was so bad you could not read a 

newspaper, hear the T.V., or finish a conversation with 

the children. 

For these 6 million Americans the problem of noise 

is getting worse as air travel increases -- and we want 

air travel to increase. 

But we must also end the noise problem. 

Since the 1960's, when the airlines introduced new 

jet airplanes into the fleet, noise has been recognized 

as a major constraint to commercial aviation. Through 

research and development, by the government and by private 

industry, we have learned how to make jet engines quieter, 

and more efficient in fuel use. The technology is ready. 
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We have taken the first steps to reduce 

the noise around airports. In 1969 the Federal Aviation 

Administration, one of the two Federal agencies that 

regulate the commercial airlines -- I know you are 

aware that Congress feels the airlines are so important 

that you need two Federal regulatory agencies to tell 

you what to do -- in 1969 the FAA issued standards that 

would cut in half the perceived noise of new jet aircraft 

effective at the start of 1975. 

For the last two years, all commercial planes 

coming off the assembly lines in the United States have 

met these standards. 

But the FAA did not act to correct the biggest 

· part of the airport noise problem -- some 1600 older jet 

airplanes, or about 77 percent of the u.s. commercial 

airlines fleet. 

These planes are still flying; and if you live near 

this or any other major airport in the United States, 

you are still listening to them. 
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Why, seven years after the FAA set aircraft noise 

standards, are these noisy planes still flying? 

The answer, very simply, is that FAA knew that 

some of the airlines could not afford to pay for modifying 

or replacing their older planes to meet the new noise 

standards. 

Why not? One reason, frankly, is that some of the 

airlines have not been well-managed. 

But another important reason airlines could not 

afford to pay for noise reduction is that the Civil 

Aeronautics Board, the other Federal agency that regulates 

the airlines, could not look ahead and provide the 

revenues the airlines would need to pay for noise reduction. 

The CAB is like that mythical bird which flew back

ward and knew where it had been, but not where it was going. 

Under their own regulations for setting airline fares, 

CAB looks backward at "historic costs," but not ahead to 

realistic future costs. 
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The CAB was created almost 40 years ago to promote 

and assist a young and hopeful airline industry. There 

were reasons then to allocate routes, set fares, and limit 

competition; at the beginning, the public need for good 

service required extensive government involvement to assure 

orderly growth of the airlines. 

It is different now. 

When the CAB began in 1938, domestic airlines carried 

a total of 1.3 million passengers, for 476 million passenger 

miles. 

This year, u.s. airlines will carry more than 200 

million passengers, for 128 billion passengers miles -- a 

growth of 26,800 percent. Airlines now carry more people 

between cities than any other form of public transportation. 

The airline industry is no longer an infant; it is 

mature, big and fully capable of prospering in a free, 

open and competitive market. 

It was for this reason that on October 8, 1975, I 

proposed to the Congress the Aviation Act of 1975, which 
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would have reduced economic controls, opened markets, 

reduced fares and made it possible for all airlines 

to better serve the American consumer. 

My objective was to work with the Congress to 

ensure that the u.s. will have the most efficient airline 

system in the world, providing the American public with 

the best possible service at the lowest possible cost. 

That was 11 months ago; but neither the House nor 

the Senate has acted on this important legislation, which 

is the first comprehensive updating of airline regulation 

in almost forty years. Nor has Co~gress proposed any 

alternative. 

However, the.blame does not all rest on Congress. 

Some airline executives, and their Washington lobbyists, 

have short-sightedly opposed this change. While they say 

publicly they are for free enterprise and open competition, 

they have privately lobbied against open competition, against 

the American consQ~er, and in fact against greater opportunity 

·· for the growth and prosperity of their airlines. 
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Consequently, we have this situation: 

Too Much Noise: 

The FAA, by not moving on noise standards, has 

shown a lack of decisiveness that must be changed. 

Outdated Regulations: 

The CAB, by following policies and procedures 

that are impractical and out of date, is clearly 

unable to assist the airlines in providing the best 

and cheapest service to the public. 

Congressional Inaction: 

The Congress, by its failure to act on aviation 

regulatory reform, is continuing a critical economic 

problem for the airlines and all the people who work 

for airlines and depend on them. 

As President, I cannot tolerate inaction any longer. 

We must end the noise pollution around American airports 

and bring quiet skies back to America again. 

We must free aviation from arbitrary and unnecessary 

restrictions and regulations so that the airlines themselves 

can pay the cost of noise abatement. 
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To do this, I am taking the following actions: 

First, I am today directing the Secretary of Trans

portation to instruct the Administrator of FAA to extend 

its noise regulations to all u.s. commercial aircraft, to 

be phased in over an 8-year period. 

Second, I am putting the Congress on notice that I 

will not accept its inaction. Congress must adopt the 

airline regulatory reform measure I proposed in 1975. 

Congress must act on this reform in the interest of the 

American public. 

I want the members to know now that aviation regu

latory reform will be on their doorstep when they come 

back in January. 

Third, I propose that the present Federal tax on 

domestic passenger fares be reduced from 8 percent to 

6 percent, and on domestic freight, be reduced from 5 percent 

to 3 percent. This tax on the consumer is now going to 

.. the Airport and Airway Trust Fund to provide Federal 

assistance to airport construction and improvement. There 

is now a surplus of $1.4 billion in this fund. Passengers 

have a right to this tax reduction. 
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However, if the Congress does not act on regulatory 

reform for the airlines within 60 days after the new session 

opens, I shall have no choice but to propose the reimposition 

of that 2 percent as an environmental surcharge on passenger 

fares and freight bills. The funds from the surcharge 

would be directed into a special trust fund, administered 

by the Secretary of Transportation, to assist the airlines 

in financing the new and quieter planes that are necessary 

for the abatement of aircraft noise around our major airports. 

I do not want to call for this environmenal surcharge 

on passengers. Regulatory reform is a far better solution. 

But if Congress does not act on the aviation regulatory 

reform I proposed last October, there has to be another 

alternative. 

Even then, an environmental surcharge would be a 

temporary expedient -- not a permanent solution to the 

real problem facing the airlines and other over-regulated 

industries in this country. 

cSuch a surcharge would help end the noise problem. But 

it will not change the CAB's outdated methods of setting fares 

and controlling markets. It will not improve an airline's 

ability to compete and provide better service. 
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The lasting solution is to give the free enterprise 

system its best chance to operate. 

The genius of the American economic system throughout 

our history has been a partnership between government 

and free enterprise. The right role of the government 

in the American economic system is to help private enter

prise accomplish needed objectives for the American people 

and not to hinder private enterprise. 

Our national growth in 200 years has been phenomenal, 

and in no area of our lives has the partnership between 

government and private enterprise worked better than in 

transportation. 

In the National Transportation Policy Statement of 

my Administration of September 17, 1976, we said: 

"Transportation has substantially shaped the 

growth and development of the United States. 

Waterways led our ancestors to new frontiers. 

Today, our energy-efficient inland waterways and 

merchant marine seek out new markets. Railroads 
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fed the hearths of an industrial revolution and 

now have renewed significance in the era of environ

mental and energy consciousness. Highways made 

us the most mobile population on earth, profoundly 

altered our land use patterns, and established the 

automobile, truck and bus as an important part of 

the Nation's mobility and economic activity. Mass 

transit provided the lifeline to city centers and_ 

now offers hope for their revival. Civil aviation 

extended its reach around the globe and helped 

design the interdependent world in which we now 

live. General aviation has greatly increased 

business and pleasure mobility and opened up formerly 

unreachable territories. Pipelines are vital to 

energy independence. 

"To sustain and enhance our economic vitality 

and growth, the productivity of our commerce and 

the quality of our leisure, we need a healthy and 

responsive transportation system. National trans

portation policy must serve these broad goals of 

our society by helping to guide the development, 

financing and maintenance of a safe, efficient, 

accessible and diverse transportation system. Such 
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a system should meet the needs of all Americans -

as passengers, consumers, employees, shippers and 

investors -- in a way that is consistent with 

other national objectives. The values and priorities 

of our society are changing as the land on which 

we live is changing, and transportation must blend 

with other national goals in seeking heightened 

quality in the American way of life." 

We have set our national goals for what is and what 

must continue to be the best airline system in the world. 

By w9rking together we can reach those goals. 

Thank you. 



Jack Marsh 

Concurs with the general approach of requiring Congress to 
either pass your Aviation Regulatory Reform or impose an 
environmental surcharge to assist the airlines in meeting 
FAA standards. 

Alan Greenspan 

Made three points: 

1~ He feels it is very important that you make a judgement 
on the politics of the proposal. 

2. He believes it is bad long-term economic policy to 
provide part of the capital airlines need to finance 
equipment, and it would eventually lead to quasi 
nationalization. 

3. He believes that aviation noise is not a compelling 
public issue of the dimension of abortion or jobs. 
would like to see this decision delayed until after 
election, which would give us time to review the 
financing alternatives. 

Paul O'Neill 

Made three points: 

He 
the 

1. We should not say the FAA is holding up action on the 
extension of noise abatement regulations. The fact is 
that FAA has sent several proposals to Secretary Coleman 
to extend the noise regulations, but the Secretary has 
returned them for further study. 

2. While the general public may respond favorably to your 
insistence that Congress either pass your Aviation Regu
latory Reform or face an environmental surcharge, the 
aviation trade believes this is not a real threat. The 
airlines which have opposed deregulation would be likely 
to continue their opposition in order to get federal 
assistance for aircraft replacement. 
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3. OMB is strongly opposed to giving up the revenue from 
the present tax. A 2% reduction would cost them about 
$300 million yearly. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 22, 1976 

JIM CANNON 

ED SCHMULT~ 
Telephone Calf/ to the Chairman 
of the CAB on DOT Noise and 
Aircraft Financing Proposals 

I called Chairman Robson this morning to inquire about 
CAB procedures if the airlines requested a fare increase 
to finance, in part, aircraft replacement required by 
FAA noise standards. At the outset, Robson said that 
the CAB had never been faced with the problem of auth
orizing fare increases to meet future costs. He said 
that such a request by the airlines would present novel
questions to the CAB and would require adjustment to 
the Board's fare setting formula. If the ticket tax 
were reduced by 2 percent or so, this would at least 
give the Board something to work with. 

Robson stressed several times that he thought any 
proposal should be directly linked to regulatory reform. 
He said that we should not lose the "lever" provided 
by any financing proposal without obtaining passage of 
reform legislation. 

Robson also observed that if the DOT proposal involved 
any legislation, the airlines would undoubtedly be 
fighting in Congress for a mandatory fare increase. 
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Dick: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Staffing has not been completed on 
the attached "Aircraft Noise Policy 
Matter", but I wanted you to be 
aware that it was in-house. 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 25, 1976 

PHIL BUCHEN' 
MAX FRIEDERSDORF 
ALAN GREENSPAN 
ROBERT T. HARTMANN 
JH1 LYNN 

VJACK HARSH 
BRENT SCOWCROFT 
BILL SEIDMAN 
GUY STEVER ~I.).Jl.}l/~ 

JIM CANNON ~oLJ!). 

A!IC 0 c: 1976 
..... t "-~ ..... ~· 

Presidential decision memorandum on 
Aviation Noise Policy and Aircraft 
Replacement 

You are no doubt already familiar with this issue. We 
were asked to reconcile several different memoranda 
on the subject for Presidential decision. 

I would appreciate receiving your comments and recommendations 
by C.O.B. Friday, August 27th. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON DECISION 

August 25, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: JIM CANNON 

SUBJECT: Aviation Noise Policy and Aircraft 
Replacement 

The purpose of this memorandum is to seek your decision on 
aviation noise policy and, if appropriate, a new federal 
role in the financing of aircraft replacement and new 
aircraft development. Secretary Coleman is scheduled to 
testify on the Administration's position before the House 
Aviation Subcommittee September 2. 

There are essentially two issues which require your considera
tion: 

I. What position should the Administration take 
on aviation noise policy in September 2 
Congressional testimony? 

II. What should the Federal Government do to help 
airlines finance the retrofit and replacement 
of old aircraft and to stimulate the develop
ment of a new generation of aircraft by U.S. 
airplane manufacturers? 

BACKGROUND 

Six million people are significantly affected by aircraft 
noise at 100 airports. About 600,000 people near 26 major 
airports are seriously· affected. Public officials, envir
onmental groups, and airport neighbors have long pushed 
for federal action to reduce aircraft noise. 

The main federal action to date has been the issuance of 
noise standards for all new aircraft. Approximately 1600 
airplanes (77% of the current commercial jet fleet) do not 
meet the standards. The oldest planes in the jet fleet -
about 500 B-707's and DC-8's (25% of the fleet) -- are the 
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noisiest and least fuel efficient aircraft. Later model 
aircraft -- about 1,000 B-727's B-737's and DC-9's (50% 
of the fleet) -- are significantly less noisy but fail 
to meet the 1969 standards. About half the u.s.-owned 
B~47's (50 planes) also fail to meet the standards. 

The FAA has statutory authority and responsibility for 
setting noise standards for new and existing aircraft. It 
has so far failed to issue standards in existing airplanes, 
but is under pressure to do so from the EPA, interest groups, 
and at least one State (Illinois through litigation). The 
FAA is prepared to work out a joint plan with Secretary 
Coleman; but in the absence of a comprehensive policy 
statement, the FAA is expected to issue regulations under 
its existing authority. 

There are a number of ways to reduce aviation noise: 

• Modification (retrofit) of existing aircraft 
engines with sound absorbing material; 

• Replacement of older, noisy aircraft with new, 
quieter planes; 

• Imposition of jet "bans" or night curfews at 
airports (e.g. Washington National); 

• Land acquisition and local zoning measures to 
create noise buffer zones; and 

• Modified operational techniques to minimize 
noise. 

Many of these techniques are already being used in response 
to strong pressures at local levels. Lawsuits against local 
airports are increasing both in frequency and in damages 
sought. Over the last five years airport operators have 
paid $25 million on noise judgments and settlements, and 
have invested hundreds of millions in land acquisitions 
for noise buffer zonei. The noise issue has seriously 
curtailed airport planning and expansion. 

Secretary Coleman's Position (See Tab A) 

Apart from the noise issue, there are a number of related 
problems currently faced by the airlines and aircraft 
manufacturers. Secretary Coleman proposes to deal with 
these problems in a comprehensive fashion. He maintains 
that: 
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(1) Airlines have experienced a low return on invest
ment in recent years and are unable to finance 
new airplanes they will need in the 1980's, 
with or without a federal noise policy. 

(2) In the absence of new orders, U.S. aircraft 
manufacturers are unable to commit themselves 
fully to the development of the next generation 
of long range aircraft, threatening the tradi
tional American superiority in this field 
(especially in light of government subsidized 
competition from Germany and France); 

(3) Unemployment, depressed earnings, and unused 
capacity continue to plague aircraft manufacturers 
and related industries. 

(4) Many airplanes in the existing jet air fleet are 
inefficient users of fuel. 

ISSUE.I. What position should the Administration take 
on aviation noise policy in September 2 Congressional 
testimony? 

There are three basic alternatives regarding what position 
the Administration should adopt. The options differ in 
the emphasis placed on noise reduction methods. The options 
are: 

(1) Issue a comprehensive policy statement which 
imposes strict standards on all aircraft (old 
as well as new) . 

(2) Issue a limited policy statement largely dependent 
on the regulatory authority of the FAA to issue 
guidelines on operational techniques and noise 
limits. 

(3) Defer issuance of a policy statement until after 
September 2 to permit more thorough analysis of 
the merits of various noise abatement options. 

Discussion of Options 

Option #1 - Issue a comprehensive noise policy statement 

This option embraces the regulatory components of Secretary 
Coleman's proposed policy, but does not necessarily include 
his related financing proposal (that proposal is discussed 
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in Issue II below) • This policy would require most commercial 
aircraft operating in the U.S. to meet the 1969 noise standards 
over the next 4 - 8 years. 

The DOT proposal would require that the entire fleet of all 
domestic air carriers and the domestic portion of u.s. inter
national air carriers' fleets meet the current noise standards, 
or be retired, according to a prescribed timetable. The 
intention is to force replacement of the oldest, noisiest 
jets (B-707's and DC-8's}, and the modification of the later 
model, non-standard planes (B-727's, B-737's, B-747's and 
DC-9's). 

The arguments in favor of this option are: 

• It would clarify the federal responsibility for 
reducing aircraft noise at its source. 

• It would guarantee lower aircraft noise levels 
over 4 - 8 years -- 2 - 3 years sooner than 
presently scheduled fleet retirements. 

• It would partially relieve the pressure on local 
airport authorities to impose disruptive operating 
restrictions. 

• It would delineate the major responsibilities of 
carriers, airport operators, and the various 
levels of government. 

• It would remove an existing air of uncertainty 
which impedes the ability of local authorities 
to plan for their long-range air service needs. 

• It would promote public understanding of the 
economic costs associated with achievement of 
the socially desirable goal of aircraft noise 
abatement. 

• It could hasten new orders for aircraft, thus 
preserving the competitive advantage of u.s. 
manufacturers, while speeding the pace of tech
nological investments, new aerospace industry 
jobs, and energy savings. 

It should be noted that Option #1 would place increased 
financial pressures on the airlines, some of which may 
not be able to manage independently. This issue is dis
cussed below as Issue II. 
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Option #2 - Issue a limited noise policy statement. 

This option would limit federal actions to FAA promulgation 
of regulations for future aircraft types and the establish
ment of the quietest operating procedures consistent with 
a high safety standard. 

Arguments in favor of this option are: 

• It would minimize federal involvement and allow 
communities to decide on preferred noise abatement 
measures. (This seems appropriate because: 
(1) about half the six million people seriously 
~ffected by airplane noise live near 5 major 
airports; and (2) the community is best equipped 
to trade off the degree and cost of service with 
the amount of noise it wishes to accept. There 
is evidence that many areas prefer to tolerate 
noise rather than reduce air activity because 
of service and employment losses that operating 
restrictions can bring.) 

• It would recognize the fact that the noise problem 
is taking care of itself. It is expected that 
many of the noisiest planes will be retired over 
the next ten years, and major federal intervention 
may serve only to reduce this timetable by 2-3 
years. 

Option #3 - Delay issuance of a federal policy statement. 

This option would postpone the announcement of the Adminis
tration's aviation noise policy until after September 2. 

Arguments in favor of this option are: 

• It would permit more thorough analysis of the 
asserted merits of Options 1 and 2, i.e. 

-- To what extent does Option #1 achieve the 
external benefits claimed (e.g. improved u.s. 
competitive position, job creation, energy 
savings, etc.)? 

-- Does Option #1 create an undesirable precedent 
for federal action? 

-- Does Option #2 encourage local action which 
disrupts air service and stalls airport and land 
use planning? 
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Does either Option have any significant effect 
on international air carriers and their governments? 

• It would permit consideration of alternative policy 
options not included here, e.g. 

-- A hybrid compromise incorporating elements of 
Option #1 and #2; 

Differential treatment of certain airports; or 

Establishment of a noise pollution tax linked 
to the degree of noise omitted by specific air
craft. 

• It would recognize the fact that although there is 
pressure for federal action, there is no compelling 
reason for immediate action. Congress is not 
likely to act this year on any of the nine noise 
abatement measures currently before it. 

• It would permit additional study of the apparent 
inconsistency between a "quiet" policy on noise 
and the decision to give the Concorde (SST) a 
trial period. (Federal law requires noise standards 
to the extent they are technologically feasible. 
Current technology does not permit quieter SST 
operation.) 

• It would permit Secretary Coleman to hold public 
hearings of the type he has used so successfully 
on the Concorde and air bag issues. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
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DECISION ON ISSUE I 

Option #1 Issue a comprehensive noise policy statement. 

Option #2 Issue a limited noise policy statement. 

Option #3 Delay issuance of a federal policy statement. 

If Option #1 is selected, Issue II below on financing should 
be studied and decided. 

ISSUE II. What should the Federal Government do to help 
airlines finance the retrofit and replacement 
of old aircraft and to stimulate the development 
of ~ new generation of aircraft by u.s. airplane 
manufacturers? 

If you decide on Option 1 on the issue discussed above, 
i.e., to issue a comprehensive noise policy statement with 
retrofit/replacement deadlines, Secretary Coleman urges 
that the Administration also propose a $3.0 to 3.5 billion 
program funded mainly by an "environmental surcharge" to 
help finance the required replacement and retrofitting of 
jets. In addition to assisting the domestic airline industry 
to modernize its jet fleet, Secretary Coleman argues that 
this program will stimulate earlier development of a new 
generation of aircraft by U.S. manufacturers and strengthen 
the position of U.S. airframe manufacturers in the world 
aircraft market. 

There are three basic options regarding Federal involvement 
in financing the retrofit/replacement of existing airplanes 
and the development of new generation aircraft. These 
opetions are: 

(1) Propose the DOT plan which calls for financing 
more than $3 billion of airplane retrofit and 
replacement over 10 years out of tax money now 
going into the Airport/Airway Trust Fund. 
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(2) Do nothing except continue to push strongly for 
the Administration's proposed Aviation Act of 
1975. 

(3) Do nothing at this time except continue to push 
strongly for the Aviation Act and initiate a 
thorough review of the related airplane financing 
and new plane development situation. 

Background 

American scheduled airlines had about 2000 jet aircraft 
in their fleets at the beginning of 1976. Of these, about 
300 are wide-bodied jets {B-747's, DC-lO's and L-lOlls) 
which will be used into the 1990s. Another about 1,225 
B-727's, B-?37's and DC-9's in the fleets are, for the most 
part, relat1vely new. Only about 300 of these will be 
replaced by 1985. Finally, about 475 older B-707's and 
DC-8's will be largely phased out by 1985. 

The applicatio~ of noise standards on older aircraft may 
effectively require some aircraft, now likely to be replaced 
by 1985, to be replaced at an earlier date. Thus, the 
impact of noise standards may be to increase capital outlays 
during the next several years while reducing outlays some
what in the mid-1980's, but the magnitudes of these shifts 
has not been established. 

If the airlines were to continue to earn the 5.7% rate of 
return which they have experienced over the past few years, 
they will have substantial, if not insurmountable, problems 
obtaining the capital needed to finance the fleet replace
ment and expansion. However, if our airlines begin to 
earn a normal rate of return {10-12% for industry), they 
will generate $6-8 billion of earnings. This internally
generated capital plus the new debt and equity which would 
be available if the airlines were financially healthy would 
be sufficient to meet all the capital needs of the airlines 
over this 1976-1985 period. 

Last fall you proposed the Aviation Act of 1975 which is 
designed to increase competition in the airline industry, 
decrease CAB involvement in the business decisions of the 
airlines and improve the financial health of the airlines. 
If enacted, it is anticipated that the Aviation Act will 
create an economic environment where the airlines earn a 
normal rate of return. Extensive hearings on this bill 
have taken place in both the Senate and House. Positive 
action on the Aviation Act or a similar bill is anticipated 
by the end of 1977. 

A memorandum at Tab B provides some information on the 
Aircraft Manufacturing Industry. 
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Discussion of Options 

Option #1 - The DOT proposal would couple the Noise Policy 
with legislation which would do the following: 

Reduce the Federal air passenger ticket and 
freight way bill taxes collected for the Airport/ 
Airway Trust Fund from.· 8% to 6% and from 5% to 3%, 
respectively. 

Impose a 2% surcharge for 10 years on all domestic 
passenger tickets and freight waybills. 

Deposit surcharge revenues(expected to be $3 to 
3.5 billion over 10 years) in an Aircraft Replace
ment Fund, managed by intercarrier agreement. 

Grant each carrier drawing rights to the Fund in 
proportion to its total system passenger and cargo 
revenue. Withdrawals would be permitted only for 
replacement of aircraft not meeting existing Federal 
noise standards for new aircraft. There would 
be no requirement that the money be used to 
purchase the next generation of jet aircraft. 

Deposit any balances remaining in the Aircraft 
Replacement Fund after program objectives have 
been achieved in the existing Airport/Airway Trust 
Fund, dedicating them to noise control purposes 
(including land acquisitions and easements). 

Authorize payment of the cost of retrofitting 
two- and three-engine aircraft ($250 to 300 million) 
from the Airport/Airway Trust Fund. 

The arguments in favor of this option are: 

• It would help finance about one-half the cost of 
replacing the oldest, noisiest B-707's and DC-8's 
while the later model B-727's, B-737's and DC-9's 
would be retrofitted. 

• It would not adversely affect the Airport/Airway 
Trust Fund because the reduced rates are expected 
to be sufficient to cover all outlays chargeable 
to the Fund under the Airport Development Aid 
Program (ADAP) bill through FY 1980. DOT estimates 
that without a tax reduction, unused Trust Fund 
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balances will grow rapidly (to $1.7 billion by 
1979) and become a target for other tax reductions 
or unjustified spending proposals already being 
advanced by the aviation industry. 

• It would provide the air carriers with greater 
assurance of the financing needed to retrofit/ 
replace existing aircraft. 

• It would help to reduce a financial burden (created 
by the imposition of noise standards on existing 
aircraft) on some air carriers that they cannot 
meet. Credit markets are now virtually closed 
to the industry, because the/return on investment 
since 1967 has averaged 5.7%. Even with the 
loosening of CAB control over air fares, as you 
proposed last October in the aviation regulatory 
reform bill, some argue that it is unlikely that 
the industry can assume the full burden of meeting 
the noise standards within the proposed time 
frame. 

• It would recognize the fact that the air carrier 
industry has several financially weak members 
(Pan Am, TWA, Eastern) which would find meeting 
the DOT standards very difficult within their 
existing resources. Redistribution of surcharge 
revenues would avoid an unduly severe impact on 
the four major carriers (Pan Am, TWA, American 
and United -- but not Eastern) that own 60% of the 
B-707's and DC-8's. This program would tend to 
help the "weak" carriers more than the "strong" 
carriers (such as Delta, Northwest and Continental) 
which, because of better management or more 
favorable route structures, have purchased newer, 
quieter planes and would thus tend to equalize 
the competitive position of most of the airlines. 

• It could create sizable orders for new aircraft 
and might stimulate airframe manufacturers into 
beginning development of new, advanced aircraft 
types with improved fuel efficiency and quieter 
engines at a somewhat earlier date. There are 
now no u.s.-manufactured 140-200 passenger, 
medium/long range aircraft suitable to replace 
those reaching the end of their useful lives 
in the early 1980's. It is desirable to begin 
to develop within the next year or two a new 
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generation of U.S. aircraft. However, the 
aerospace industry does not have the economic 
incentive to go forward with these programs at 
this time. (Each new U.S. aircraft has a total 
R&D cost of as much as $1 billion). Employment 
in the aerospace industry would also rise sub
stantially (each new aircraft program would add 
10,000 new jobs within two years and 25,000 new 
jobs within six years) and the competitive advantage 
of u.s. manufacturers would be enhanced. This 
would help to maintain the U.S. preeminent position 
in the international aviation market in the face 
of stiff new government-subsidized competition 
from France and Germany. Failure to act may 
allow government-subsidized European manufacturers 
to preempt the next generation market, thereby 
reducing sales and jobs for the U.S. aerospace 
industry. 

• It would finance the cost of reducing noise by 
taxing the user. Cutting taxes while initiating 
a surcharge also has the advantage of keeping 
air fares constant. 

• It would have minimal inflationary impact (DOT 
estimates) primarily because private sector 
outlays would be spread over a 10 year period 
and would be in the airframe industry which has 
idle manufacturing capacity. 
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Option #2 - Do nothing except continue to push strongly for the 
Administration's proposed Aviation Act of 1975. 

Arguments in favor of this option are: 

• While it has been asserted that our airlines and aircraft 
manufacturers face a financing problem of major pro
portions, the objective analysis to support this 
assertion has not been developed. Without persuasive 
evidence of a continuing problem it is unwise to take 
measures to correct the problem. 

• The Administration, including Secretary Coleman, has 
argued consistently that adoption of the Aviation Act 
will lead to financially healthy airlines which earn a 
reasonable rate of return and are capable of financing 
growth. Any attempt to subsidize aircraft purchases 
would be totally inconsistent with these arguments. 

• The Aviation Act is expected to be enacted in reasonably 
acceptable form during 1977. This will have a very 
beneficial impact on the profitability of our airlines 
and their ability to finance new plane purchases. 

• Once enactment of the Aviation Act -- or a revised 
version -- occurs, a major uncertainty in the airline 
industry will have been removed and outside investors 
(financial institutions and private individuals) will 
be more likely to provide debt and equity capital for 
the airlines. 

• One of the major arguments favoring some kind of fi
nancing incentive is the weakening position of our 
airframe manufacturing industry. However, it is not 
at all clear that a severe financing problem confronts 
the airframe manufacturers which are likely to develop 
a new generation of aircraft. Rather, it is likely that 
our manufacturers are merely awaiting the airplane orders 
which should be forthcoming now that u.s. airlines are · 
returning to profitability and using up excess capacity. 
In addition, new markets and sources of financing may 
be available through international cooperative joint 
ventures. 
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• Since the Administration has consistently argued that 
the aviation industry should contribute more than it 
presently pays towards the $1.7 billion Federal cost 
of operating the aviation system, any "tax cut" would 
be contradicting our own policy. 

• Any redistribution of revenues penalizes those airlines 
that do not have large numbers of noisy aircraft. A 
principal criticism of Option 1 is that it would create 
a $3 to 3.5 billion fund, collected from passengers of 
all carriers, in order to help finance new aircraft for 
those carriers with disproportionate numbers of old and 
noisy B-707s and DC-8s. · 

• It leaves the airline industry with the decision of deter
mining whether it is in their economic best interest to 
purchase new planes or retrofit their existing ones. No 
artificial incentives are established as is the case in 
Option 1. 

• Market competition alone should compel the airlines to 
purchase new planes, even without Government incentives, 
since new aircraft being built and designed not only meet 
or exceed current aircraft noise standards, but are also 
25% to 40% more fuel-efficient. 

• Any other action may be perceived as a Federal bail-out of 
the airline and aerospace industries. 

• Pooling and redistribution of taxes is contrary to anti
trust policy. 

Option #3 - Do nothing at this time except continue to push 
strongly for the Aviation Act and initiate a thorough 
review of the related airplane f1nancing and new plane 
development situation. 

Factors in favor of this option are: 

• The arguments for Option 2, above, are also relevant here. 

• If a problem exists, this will allow the Administration 
to examine alternative ways of dealing with it including, 
for example: the DOT financing proposal {Option 1 above) / 
or some variation, loan guarantees, tax incentives, air
craft development grants to airframe manufacturers, DOD 
purchase of noisy planes for the air transport reserve 
fleet, Government purchase of new generation aircraft 
and special export incentives for fo~eign airlines willing 
to order new generation aircraft from U.S. manufacturers. 
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• An action which may not be needed and is totally in
consistent with your proposed Aviation Act of 1975 
should not be taken until an objective analysis of 
the need is undertaken. 

• TO date, sufficient information on the aircraft needs 
of the airlines, the financing problems of the airlines, 
the new airframe development plans of the u.s. air
frame manufacturers and the competitive situation posed 
by foreign manufacturers has not been developed by an 
interagency group charged with carrying out a factual 
analysis of the issues and developing appropriate alter
natives for action. 

• The airlines and airframe manufacturers are just coming 
out of a disastrous recession and thus there is risk of 
overreacting to a problem which may now be resolved by 
market forces. Deferring action would give additional 
time to assess whether the airlines and airframe 
manufacturers will solve any problems on their own. 

Recommendations 



DECISION ON ISSUE II 

Option #1 Propose the DOT plan for more than 
$3 billion of financing 

Option #2 Do nothing except push·· for 
Aviation Act 

Option #3 Do nothing except push for 
Aviation Act and initiate review 

Attachments 
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Tab A DOT Memorandum for the President on "Aviation 
Program" 

Tab B 

Tab C 

Memorandum on "Implications For Aircraft Manu
facturing Industry" 

Table on "Carrier Contribution and Entitlement" 
under DOT Proposal 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 19, 1976 

Jim Connor-

Jim -

Just received this package from Judy Hope and she 
is sending the original memo to Cannon in today1s 
courier. 

Felt you should have this to review. 

It still seems very confusing to me. 

I feel that Jim Cannon should make a recommendation 
in his memorandum and then we could staff it. 

If it is not handled that way then I think Domestic 
Council should staff and send in the complete package. 

Please let me know what you think. 

Trudy 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 18, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: JAMES M. CANNON ~ 

FROM: JUDITH RICHARDS HO~ --

SUBJECT: Bill Coleman's Proposed Aviation 
Noise Policy Statement 

I attach for your consideration and review a draft 
Presidential Decision Memorandum on the above subject, 
together with the proposed memorandum circulating it to 
the senior staff. As you will see, there are three 
questions presented here: 

Whether the Federal Government should establish 
a comprehensive noise policy? 

Whether that policy should be limited to noise alone 
or should encompass broader goals, such as the 
revitalization of the aerospace industry and the creation 
of jobs? 

And, if the answer to either of the first two questions 
is affirmative, should Federal financial assistance be 
provided, in what amount, and by what methods? 

I would e~phasize that the entire package does not need to be 
decided by the September 1st date. Indeed, although the 
matter has been studied for several years, the correlation and 
compilation of data in some critical areas is still incomplete. 
This could be developed over the course of the next three to 
four weeks, but not in time to meet the September 1 deadline. 
Depending on the views of the senior staff, I tentatively 
recommend that Bill Coleman be given the go ahead on estab
lishing a noise policy, but that his testimony be limited to 
the noise policy, coupled with a statement that various 
methods of implementing that policy and of financing it are 
still under consideration. 



THE WHITE HOUSE ACTION 
WASHINGTON 

August 18, 1976 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Phil Buchen 
Max Friedersdorf 
Alan Greenspan 
Robert T. Hartmann 
Jim Lynn 
Jack Marsh 
Brent Scowcroft 
Bill Seidman 
Guy Stever 

Jim Cannon 

Secretary Coleman's Proposed Aviation 
Noise Policy Statement 

I attach for your consideration a Presidential Decision 
Memorandum on Bill Coleman's Proposed eight-year, 3.5 billion 
dollar aviation noise program, financed by airline users 
themselves, to help replace today's fleet of older, noisier 
commercial aircraft. The policy has these objectives: 

1. Reduction of noise levels at and around metropolitan airports. 

2. Stimulation of the development of a new generation of 
aircraft. 

3. Stimulation of approximately 240,000 private sector jobs. 

4. Conservation of energy through use of newer, more fuel
efficient aircraft. 

5. Maintaining our preeminent position in the international 
aviation marketplace. 

To finance this proposal, Bill Coleman recommends legislation 
to reduce the Federal airline ticket tax, currently at 8 per 
cent, to 6 per cent. Simultaneously, a 2 per cent environmental 
surcharge on tickets would be imposed, the revenues from which 
would be placed in a special trust fund administered by the 
airlines and used to finance a portion of the replacement costs 
of older, noisy aircraft. 
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His proposed legislation would also make $250-300 million 
available from the Airport Trust Fund to "retrofit" newer, 
but noisy, 2 and 3 engine jets. 

Because Bill Coleman is scheduled to testify before the House 
Aviation Subcommittee on the Administration's noise policy 
on September 1, he seeks White House approval of a noise 
policy before that time. 

Can you review and comment on the proposed policy and the 
financing options presented so that the President may have 
the benefit of your views? 

I would appreciate receiving your comments by close of 
business, Tuesday, August 24. 

Thanks. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 
DECISION 

WASHINGTON 

August 19, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

BACKGROUND 

JIM CANNON 

Secretary Coleman's Memorandum on 
Aviation Noise Policy and implementing 
legislation 

Aircraft noise is a serious problem for 6 million Americans 
near 6 major airports; it is a significant problem for 60 
million, at about 100 airports. Public officials at all 
levels of government, airport operators, the airline industry, 
environmentalists, and citizens are demanding that the 
Federal government mandate quieter jet airc~aft. T\vO methods. 
are technologically feasible: add insulation to all existing, 
noisy aircraft (retrofit); or require that, by a specified 
date, the airlines replace their noisy fleet with new, quiet 
planes (replacement) . 

Because total retrofit would require a $1 billion investment 
in an already old aircraft fleet, Secretary Coleman believes 
that a $3.5 billion replacement program for larger aircraft, 
financed by airline users, coupled with a $250-300 million 
retro~it plan for newer, but still noisy, 2 and 3 engine 
jets, is cost beneficial, and serves other important national 
goals as well. 

SUMMARY OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

Since 1969, the FAA has ·been required by law to issue noise 
standards for new and existing aircraft. Standards for new 
aircraft were issued quickly (the Federal Aviation Regulation, 
part 36, or "FAR 36," standards) but none have been set for 
the noisy 1600 aircraft comprising 77 percent of the current 
commercial jet fleet. The State of Illinois has filed suit 
against the Department of Transportation to force FAA's 
compliance with the law. 



EPA, which has the authority to issue noise regulations 
under the Federal Aviation Act, is proposing mandatory 
retrofit of all noisy aircraft. Congress has held public 
hearings and is considering 9 separate legislative proposals, 
some which would require the retrofit of all airplanes at 
Federal expense and the creation of regional land use planning 
commissions. 

Lawsuits against local airports are increasing both in fre
quency and in damages sought: over the last 5 years airport 
operators have paid $25 million in noise judgements and 
settlements, and have invested hundreds of millions in land 
acquisitions for noise buffer zones. The noise issue has 
paralyzed airport planning and expansion and effectively 
eliminated the building of new airports. 

Piecemeal "solutions'' are being tried: airport operators 
are restricting air traffic by imposing night time curfews 
and jet bans which place significant burdens on interstate 
commerce, particularly on air freight, which often moves at 

night. 

Concomitantly, the troubled airline industry lacks the 
capital needed to purchase new, quiet equipment. (While the 
private marketplace could handle replacement of the noisy 
fleet if all carriers have $6 billion in earnings in the 
next 10 years, the best current estimates 'indicate there 
will be only $3 billion.) Lack of orders in turn has prevented 
the aircraft manufacturers from completing development of 
new aircraft. (Both Germany and France are heavily subsidizing 
their aircraft manufacturing industry with the expectation 
of obtaining a much increased percentage of the world aircraft 
business.) 

SUMMARY OF SECRETARY COLE~ffiN'S PROPOSAL 

Secretary Coleman has prepared and submitted for your review, 
a comprehensive 10-year, $3.5 billion program paid for by 
aircraft users, which will not only attack the noise problem, 
but will also help to finance the development of a new 
generation of quieter, more fuel-efficient aircraft, revitalize 
the airline and aircraft industries, create at least 240,000 
jobs, and strengthen our position in the International 
Aviation marketplace. His proposal is attached at Tab A. 

His proposed financing methods would require implementing 
legislation including: (a) reduction of the airline ticket 
tax by 2 percent; (b) imposition of a 2 percent per ticket 
environmental surcharge for ten years: (c) a iimited exemption 
from certain provisions of the anti-trust laws to allow the 
airlines to pool and administer the environmental fund; (d) use 
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$250-300 million from the airport trust fund to retrofit 
existing 2 and 3 engine jets. 

SU~~ffiRY OF ISSUES 

Should the Federal Government mandate a comprehensive 
aviation noise policy? 

Should that policy be limited to noise alone or should 
it encompass broader goals? 

If so, should Federal financial assistance be provided, 
in what amount, and by what methods? 

TIMING 

Secretary Coleman has been called to testify September l, 1976 
before the House Aviation Subcommittee on the Administration's 
position on noise. He seeks White House approval on his 
propasal prior to that time. 

ISSUES 

l. Should the Administration issue an Aviation Noise 
Policy Shatement, whether limited or Comprehensive, at 
this time? 

This Administration has or will soon announce policies 
which, when taken together, form a co-ordinated,comprehensive 
aviation policy. The proposed Aviation Act of 1975 would 
simplify CAB regulation of the domestic airline industry, 
foster competion, and encourage lower air fares. Our International 
Aviation Policy Statement, to be issued in 4-6 weeks, will 
set goals in the International sphere. The Airport Development 
and Assistance Act of 1976, signed July 12, not only provides 
funds for air safety and airport development, but also, for 
the first time, allows airport trust fund moneys to be used 
for land acquisition to help solve the airport noise problem. 

DOT's budget allocates substantial money for research and 
development of aviation noise solutions. 

Secretary Coleman believes that an Administration noise 
proposal is a necessary adjunct to our aviation policy. 
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OPTIONS 

1. Take no action on the aircraft noise issue at this 
time. 

PROS 

CONS 

We could defer making a policy statement until after 
September 1 and cause another paper to be prepared 
which compares the costs and effectiveness of various 
noise abatement options. 

Deferral of decision would maximize local community 
decision-making on local noise needs and wishes. 

New aircraft being built not only meet current aircraft 
noise standards, {FAR 36) but are also 5% to 40% more 
fuel-efficient. Pure market competition may compel the 
airlines to purchase new planes, even without Government 
intervention. 

The airline industry's financial condition is improving; 
deferring action would give additional-time to see if 
the airlines, on their own, can solve the noise problem. 

Recent signings of international joint ventures, such 
at that between McDonald-Douglas and the French, indicate 
that the aerospace industry's financial condition may 
also be improving. 

If the Aviation Act of 1975 becomes law, the competitive 
financial positions of the airlines should be strengthened 
particularly in the Act's first "honeymoon" years \'Then 
pricing flexibility is allowed, but market entry is 
still restricted. 

The enunciation of an aircraft noise policy is an 
appropriate function for Presidential leadership. If 
decision is deferred, Congress, the FAA, the EPA, 
and/or local airport operators may act in ways contrary 
to the Administration's overall aviation policy. 
Indeed "doing nothing" is not permitted under the law, 
which requires FAA to set standards now. 
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This issue has been studied for years; deferring decision 
may not result in any additional information or options. 

2. Limited Federal Action 

PROS 

CONS 

We could proceed with the issuance of a noise policy 
statement limited to the promulgation of more strict 
noise standards for future aircraft types, the establishment 
by FAA directive of the quietest operating procedures 
which are safe, and the requirement that, by a date 
certain (1984-1986), all jets flying must meet a standard 
such as FAR 36. 

Shows Presidential leadership and concern about this 
serious problem but limits the Federal role; 

Allows private market forces, such as inter-airline 
competition to work; private firms will be encouraged 
to purchase new aircraft not only because they are 
quieter, but also because they are considerably more 
fuel efficient. 

Sets a compliance date for existing, noisy aircraft 
which is compatible with the end of their ''useful" 
lines. 

Assumes, contrary to present industry predictions, that 
the industry's financial condition will be sufficiently 
improved to permit retirement of the old fleet and 
purchase of a new fleet within 10 years. 

Fragments the rules and regulations governing the 
nationwide airline system, allowing different planes to 
land in different manners and at different times depending 
on the airport. 

Does not address additional issues of concern to the air
line industry. 
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3. THE DOT AVIATION NOISE POLICY STATEMENT 

PROS 

CONS 

As discussed, Secretary Coleman proposes a 10-year, 
$3.5 billion program funded by an environmental surcharge, 
designed to address not only noise but also energy con
servation, the revitalization of the aerospace industry, 
jobs, the International market share with its balance 
of payments implications and the continued development 
of needed technological skills for national defense. 
The proposal would retrofit the smaller, newer jets 
paid for from the Airport Trust Fund. 

Would reduce aircraft noise 2-3 years sooner than 
presently scheduled fleet retirement; 

Stimulates the development of a new generation of air
craft at a time when new foreign products are coming on 
the market. 

Stimulates permanent private sector jobs; 

Conserves energy: new technology aircraft are 25 to 40 
percent more fuel efficient than existing B-707's and 
DC-8's. 

Eases the pressure on local airport authorities to 
establish curfews and other operating restrictions 
which, if wide-spread, would be disruptive to air 
travel. 

Is strongly supported by the aviation industry. 

Under the guise of a noise policy, proposes broad 
relief for the airline and aerospace industries; 

May perpetuate the cyclical "boom or bust" tendency of 
the airplane manufacturing industry by creating a 
demand for new equipment not caused by the marketplace; 

Interferes with local decision-making; 
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Depending upon which financing option is chosen, may 
cause passengers on efficient carriers (which have new, 
quiet equipment) to subsidize carriers which have been 
less efficient. 

Depending on which financing option is chosen, pooling 
and redistribution of surcharge taxes may require an 
anti-trust exemption, contrary to our aviation regulatory 
reform effort which seeks increased competition. 

FINANCING OPTIONS UNDER DOT PROPOSAL (Option 3) 

Options 1 and 2 do not require consideration of financing 
options since they involve no federally mandated funding. 

Option 3 does. 

(a) DOT PROPOSAL 

DOT's recommendations include the following financing 
mechanism; 

Seek legislation to reduce the Federal air passenger 
ticket and freight way bill taxes collected for the 
Airport/Airway Trust Fund from 8% to 6% and from 5% to 
3%, respectively. 

Impose a 2% surcharge for 8-10 years, on all domestic 
passenger tickets and freight waybills. 

Deposit surcharge revenues in an Aircraft Replacement 
Fund, managed by intercarrier agreement. 

Grant each carrier drawing rights to the Fund in pro
portion to its total system passenger and cargo revenue. 
Withdrawals would be permitted only for retrofit/replace
ment of 4-engine aircraft not meeting FAR 36 noise 
standards, or replacement of non-FAR 36 two and three
engine aircraft. 

Deposit any balances remaining in the Fund after program 
objectives have been achieved in the existing Airport/ 
Airway Trust Fund, dedicating them to noise control 
purposes (including land acquisitions and easements). 
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Seek legislation to authorize payment of the cost of 
retrofitting two and three-engine aircraft ($250 million) 
from the Airport/Airway Trust Fund. 

Effect: 

The $3-3.5 billion flowing into the Aircraft Replacement 
Fund could finance approximately one-half of the $6.4 billion 
cost of replacing the some 200 to 275 B-707's and DC-8's 
that would otherwise be in airline service at the end of 
1984, the date by which the noise standards must be met. 
(This would be about 10% of the industry-wide capital requirements 
for this period). 

The user taxes flowing into the Airport/Airway Trust Fund 
under the reduced rates would cover all outlays chargeable 
to the Fund under the Airport Development Aid Program (ADAP) 
bill through FY 1980. Without a tax reduction, unused Trust 
Fund balances will grow rapidly (to $1.7 billion by 1979) 
and become a target for tax reductions, already being advanced 
by the aviation industry. 

PROS 

CONS 

Provides major financial assistance to the airline
aircraft industry but, unlike loan guarantees, minimizes 
Federal involvement. 

Sparks development of a new generation of airplanes, 
but does not encourage excess capacity because the 
surcharge provides only part of the revenues needed for 
replacement. ----

Interference with market choices is minimal; the carriers 
have flexibility to decide how to use the revenues from 
the surcharge. 

Redistribution of surcharge revenues avoids an unduly 
severe impact on the four carriers that own 60% of the 
B-707's/DC-8's. 

Does not increase the cost of air travel. 

Is funded by aviation users, not the general taxpayer. 

Pooling and redistribution of some revenues is contrary 
to antitrust policy; an antitrust exemption, if needed, 



PROS 

CONS 
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is contrary to the tenets of our aviation regulatory 
reform effort which fosters competition. 

Controversy over revenue pooling, whether in the Congress 
or before the Civil Aeornautics Board, may delay announce
ment of new aircraft programs. 

Redistribution of revenues penalizes those airlines 
that, because of better management or more favorable 
route structures, have been able to purchase newer, 
quieter planes. (Note: only Delta has opposed the proposal 
on this basis.) 

May be perceived as favoritism to the airlines as 
opposed to other transportation modes; 

Revenue pooling is contrary to present antitrust policies; 

(b) Modified Financing Proposal 

This proposal has the same basic provisions as financing 
option (a) except that, instead of establishing a pool 
or trust fund, each carrier would impose the surcharge 
and manage its own aircraft replacement account, comparable 
to the aircraft security surcharge ($.37 per ticket) established 
when airline highjacking's were prevalent. Excess 
funds would be remitted to the airport trust fund; and 
receipts and disbursements would be reported regularly 
to the CAB and DOT. 

All of the pros of financing option (a) above. 

Does not require special exemption from the anti-trust 
laws. 

Does not conflict with our aviation regulatory reform 
proposals. 

Would be taxable income for each carrier, thus providing 
a smaller overall fund for replacement. 

Provides a windfall for carriers which have modern 
quiet fleets, (Delta and Continental, for example) 
while providing 
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less assistance for other carriers which have the older 
noisier fleets (United and American) and little for our 
international carriers (Pan Am and T~vA.) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Departments and Agencies 

Option 1 (defer decision and request further studies) 
is recommended by CEQ and Justice. 

Option 2 (limited Federal involvement) is recommended 
by CEA, COWPS, and OMB. 

Option 3, (Secretary Coleman's full replacement and 
retrofit proposal) is recommended by DOT, NASA, State, 
HEW, and Commerce. 

Financing Options 

' Option 3(a), (the DOT financing proposal) is 
recommended by DOT and Commerce. 

Option 3(b), (reduction of tax, coupled with 
surcharge but no pooling arrangement) , is recommended 
by 

White House Advisors 
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(Note: Among other considerations, the impact of these 
proposals on International Aviation and the concerns of 
the financial institutions which have a $4 billion 
investment in aircraft leased by them to the airlines, 
should be considered here.) 

DECISIONS 

Option 1, (defer decision and request further studies) 

Approve Disapprove 

Option 2 (limited Federal involvement) 

Approve Disapprove 

Option 3, (Secretary Coleman's full replacement and retrofit 
proposal) 

Approve Disapprove 

If Option 3 is approved,· then: 

Financing option 

Option 3(a), (the DOT financing proposal) 

Approve Disapprove 

Option 3(b), (reduction of tax, coupled with surcharge 
but no pooling arrangement) 

Approve Disapprove 



V/ASHINGTON, D.C. 20590 

MEMORlli~DU1'I FOR THE PRESIDENT 
The \Vhite House 

Subject: Aviation Program 

1 

' .. · 

The Administration has a unique opportunity to propose an innovative 
aviation progra...'>ll managed by the private sector to reduce airport 
noise, stimulate private financing of nev; aircraft, increase employ
·ment in the depressed aeronautical manufacturing industry, advance 
aircraft technology, and preserve the American share of the world 
aircraft market which is now being ·challenged by the Europeans. 

The Department of Transportation submitted to the ·Office of Manage
ment and Budget on June 1 a proposed Aviation Noise Policy Staten1ent. 
This Noise Policy placed the primary responsibility on the airport 
proprietors and state and local gover~1ments to ta1;:e action to reduce 

< 
airport noise by locath:g airports outside pop:1lated areas~ to assure 
compatible land use and zoning, a.o.1d to acquire~ land around airports. 
The policy further clarifies the responsibility of the federal government 
to" reduce aircraft noise at its source both by proi.nulgating noise 
standards for new airplanes and by bringing the 75% of the existing 
fleet that does not now comply with federal noise standards into 
c01npliance within eight years. This policy statement is currently 
in the process of interagency review. I urge that the statement be 
approved, with certain refinements.· 

Bringing the current ·aircraft fleet into compliance with federal noise 
standards will require special financing arrangements. 'fhe D2partment 
of Transportation recon1mends that airlines be permitted to collect 
a 2% surcharge on airline tickets for ten years and use these funds 
prin1a.rily as down payments· for the replacement of the oldest, noisiest 
four engine jets in the commercial fieet. 1/ The carriers, not the 

. -
1/ A 2~o surcharge for a ten year period_ 'vould raise about $3 billion 
- . which is almost one-half of the cost of replacing those old noisy four 

· engine airpl~nes th~t would rem::Un in the fleet at the end of 1984, 
the date when full compliance with federal noise standards would 
be required. If after further analysis within the Administration, we 

......... -.----· 
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. 
federal government, would operate the fund and they ·would have 
maximum flexibility in determining hovt to use the funds. At the same· 
time the surcharge is imposed, the ticl~ct tax collected for the Airport 
Trust Fund would be reduced by 2%. The Trust has accumul~.ted a 
surplus that now exceeds $1 billion. If the ticket tax continues to:be 
levied at its pre sent rate, the surplus will exceed $2 billion by 1980 
assuming full funding of all current authorizations. Although we would. 
prefer to broaden the uses of the Trust Fund to include n1aintenance 
of the air traffic system, Congress has permitted this only to a 
lilnited extent. Eventually, the surplus will either become a target 
for unjustified spending proposals or the tax will be reduced. Of course, 
the moment the tax is reduced, the airlines probably ·would apply to the 
CAB to increase their fares to a like. amount, but it is doubtful that 
the CAB ·would permit the increase, and if it does, there would be no 
direction as to how said increase is spent. I believe that this proposal 
is sound public policy because it prevents an increas'e in the cost of air 
travel while dedicating resources to the attai.t'·1ment of ilnportCJ.nt 
objectives. It is also n1y judginent that Congress will reduce the ticket 
tax by 2% to 3%. s 

\Ve recommend further that the Administration se~ek legislation to 
authorize the expenditure of an additional $350 1nillion from the existing 
Trust Fund surplus that would be used to quiet down some of the 1;,ewer 
two a.lld three engine airplanes. The Congress will the11 have the 
opportunity to consider whether the retrofit of the newer airplanes 
with sound absorbent Jnaterial provides sufficient noise reduction to 
be worth the cost. 2/ _ 

I would like to highlight for you some of the advantages of this 
prog-ram: 

1v1inimum Federal Involvement: Use of a surcharge collected and 
managed by the carriers with CAB approval avoids direct and continuing 
federal involvement in private sector capital investment decisions. 

(footnote continued) . 
reach agreement that this objective may be achieved with less financing 
then we could reduce the number of years or the surcharge percentage. 
Several options along these lines a.re described in the attachments. 

2/ AlternJ.ti'\·ely, we could include the cost of retrofiUin~ these lwo 
- and three engine planes in the CAD-approved fund th~t would be used 

for aircraft replacement and avoid the need to seck specific legislation 
to authorize the expenditure of trust funds. 

- ...... 
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The financial burden will be placed on airline users rather 
than on the general public. 

A surcharge avoids use of general federal revenues . 

The airlines collect the surcharge, determine the distribution 
formula, and decide whether they prefer to replace or retr.ofit 
airplanes. 

New Technology: Stimulating private nnancing for aircraft replacement 
will provide the estimated $1 billion needed for Boeing to develop the 
7X7 and $500-$800 million for IvicDonnell-Douglas to build to DCX200. 
A new generation of U.S. manufactured airplanes is presently stalled 
at the design stage because U.S. air carriers have not been able to 
finance new airplanes. 

Employment: Aircraft replacement will generate jobs in the aerospace 
and related industries. 

• An accelerated replacement program by the airlines that 
generates about $12 billion dollars in airc:rait sales, 
including sales abroad, would create over 240,000 jobs 
in the aerospace and related industries_. 

. . 

• . Aircraft orders could reverse the heavy unemployment 
of the scientists and engineers in the commercial jet 
manufacturing j.ndustry. 

• Immediate aircraft replacement would prevent a major shift 
of jobs to European countries ·whose manufacturers have 
.captured a larger share of the aircraft marl(et. 

EA"J)Orts: Accelerated production of these airplanes will help American 
manufacturers remain competitive in the world market. 

Aerospace p:poducts have been, in recent years, an important 
export of the United States, equaling 7% of the total in 1974. 
Twenty-seven percent of 1974 U.S. aerospace sales in 1974 
were exported. 

European ~overnments are now subsidizinp.: their aerospace 
industries. (France's 5 year plan for 1971-75 contained a 
$220 million annual subsidy for its aerospace industry). 



.. . European aerospace manufacturers are beginning to produce 
aircraft, for example, the A-300-B~ that will ta.."l{e sales away 
from U.S. manufacturers if U.S. companies do not produce 
new aircraft soon. 

Energy: Production of a new generation of planes will promote 1 

energy conservation by improving fuel efficiency about 30% over the 
older four engine planes. 

Better Air Service: Nev; generation airplanes are more cost efficient 
to the airlines. 

New technology airplanes will be more efficient to the carriers 
than the older aircraft in terms of seats, range and operational 
characteristics (easier n1aintenance, increased reliability 
of systems). 

I1nproved air service would be achieved without a significant 
increase in cost to users since DOT, a.s part of its proposal, 
requests a 2% reduction in the ticket tax collected for the 
Airport Trust Fund. 

Noise Reduction: Affirmative federal action to reduce aircraft noise 
by fhe em:ly retirement of the noisiest, oldest four engine jets (about 
500 B-707s, DC-8s) and the retrofit of some of the newer hvo and 
three engine jets (B-727, B-737, DC-9) is necessary. · 

• Ne'\v aircrait containing new noise control technology w9uld 
reduce by n1ore than two-thirds the land area and number of 
people presently impacted by noise problems for sLx million 
Americans, helping to forestall increasing da1nage suits -
against airpqrts. 

Proliferation of curfews and other airport use restrictions 
that increasingly threaten to interfere with interstate 
commerce and disrupt the air traffic system will be deterred. 

Air Quality: New airplanes will comply with engine pollution standards 
to be in eifect in 1979. 
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I believe this proposal offers you an opportunity to ad.dress affirmatively 
a number of serious environmental, energy, transportation, export 
promotion and employment problems ·with minimal federal involvement 
and maximum private sector flexibility. If you approve the concept 
generally, I hope to work closely with my colleagues in the Cabinet 
to refine and improve the pr.oposal to enable you to announce it as 
soon as possible. · 

e;) 
William T. Coleman, Jr. 

Enclosures: 

Preferred financing proposal 

Alternative financing proposals 

Backup paper on financing aircraft 
noise reduction ' 

• 

/. 

, 

\ 
I 

'· . 



AVIATION NOISE FINANCING 

DOT recominends a financing plan with the following key elements: 

1. CAB would be asked to approve, and the Executive Branch would 

support (perhaps with an expression of Congressional d8sire), an across 

the board surcharge for 10 years of 2% on domestic passenger tickets and 

freight waybills. The airlines would b8 required to deposit the revenues 

from the surcb.arge in an Aircraft Replacement Fund. 

Effect: 

About $3 billion (in jnflated dolla~s) would flow in~o the Aircraft 

Replacement Fund over 10 years. This amount would finance approximately 

one-half of the cost (roughly $6. 4 billiorl) or" some ~00 to 2r15 of the B-707s 

and DC-8s that would otherwise be in airlinP. SP.rvjcP. at thP. P.nrl of 1.984, 

when the_ noise standcU-d applies to those aircraft.* 

2. The Aircraft Repb.cement Fund would be managed by intercarrier 

agreement under whicn each carrier would have entitl.ements to the Fund 

in p-roportion to its total system passenger a.nd cargo revenue. 

Effect: 

Administration of the Fund by the airlines would minimize federal 

involvement. 

S. The federal air passenger ticket ~and freight waybill taxes would be 

··reduced from 8% to 6%, .and from 5% to 3%, respectively • 

... 

. *The amom~t o!' $J billion to be collected through the surcharge has been 
chosen because it is the sum that commercial lxlnks h::we indicated to 
the airline industry would be required to induce their i:nrticip.ltion in 
financing an early aircraft repb.cement program. DOT is, however, 
conducting an analysis to asccrbin v;hcthcr some lesser amotmt might 
induce the ~rticipation of the financial community. Upon completi~n 
of that an.1.ly.sis the rccornmendation as to the dm-:1tion of the 2% surcharge 
Will be adjusted 00 tlnt the collection Will yield the amount deemed 
necessarv. 



Effect: 

The lower user taxes flowing into the Airport and Air·way Trust 

Fund would cover all outlays charge~hle to the Fund under the 

ADAP bill. (An amendment would be needed to permit the use of 1
• 

uncommitted balances ($1. 4 billion) to finance the full annual authorizations 

included in the ADAP Act.) 

Once the pending ADAP bill is enacted without a tax reduction, unused 

Trust Fund balances would grow rapidly (to $1. 7 billion by 1979) and 

become a target for tax reductions or unjustified spending proposals. 

From a national interest point of view, the use of these excess 

' revenues to help meet environmental and broad ec&nomic objectives is a 

sound and defensible policy alternative. 

4. Any balances remaining in the Fund 2.fter program objectives have 

been achieved would be deposited in the Airport and Ai...rvr<w Trust Fund 

and d~dicated to noise control purposes (including- land acquisitions and 

easements) . 

. 5.' 'l'he cost of retrofitting two and three engine airplanes will be paid 

from the Airport and Airway Trust Fund. 

Effect: 

About ~350 n1illion (inflated dollars) will be tal:.:en from the Trust Fund 

for retrofit. 



Attachments: 

1. Effect of Aircraft Replacement Fund on carriers' finances. 

2. Estimated Aircraft Replacement Fund revenues, l9'l7-1986. 

3. {A&B) -- Impact on airport/airway fund of lmver tax rates. 
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·Carrier 

CARRIER cor;ftiHBDi'Tbi~-AND. ENTITL.EMENT 
·(Dol1ars in millions) 

Contribution (2X . Number of 
Pas~nrcr & l~ilY.biiTSU'rcharge- tlon-Como1tiJ1o -:r;o Years) 197/-198[) . - /ol-rs&oc-a""'~'"s . Total 

Enti t1 ementl/ 
• 

Trunk , 

An~ri can $ 424.8 91 $ 377 
Braniff 

119.8 11 124 · Continental . 132.5 . 5 112 
Delta 

384.0 34 299 
Eastern 35 7. 1 . 

342 
National . 8312 

75 
North;-;es t 

162.3 10 171 
Pan f:.merican 28.7. 79 353 \ 
Trans l.Jor1 d 319.4 ... 90 379 
United 598.3 100. 

469 
Uestern 126.2 23 .. 

109 Total Trunk $ 2736.2 443 •. . $ 28TO ~- .. Lcca1 Service 
Ai legheny $ 103. 5. 

·.$ 80 
Frontier 41.2-_ 

37 North Central 39.6 
i It 34 

Ozattk 
31.5 • .28 

., . Piedfi.ont 
35.9 ,.... \I 

28 
Air !lest 

44.0 
'38 Southern 

26.3 - 25 Texas International 15.8 - '17 -- -Total Local Service $ 337.8 .. 
$ 281 

.. 

Entitlement less 
- Cootri but ion= -

$ 

$ ( 23.5) 
( 4.2) 

~ 5.6~ 
3.5 

( 7.9} 

t 6.0) 
1. 3) 
1.2 

$T5Q-:8) 

. 

I . 

. Total entitlement is determined by distributing the funds collected among ·carriers, on the basis of th<; 
prop~rtio~ that.ea~~ carrier's.sy;tem reyenu~~.eear ~o th~ tota~ of ~11 r:v:nucs.c?llectcd ~~the car:Jers, . . . 

• 

. ' . .. 
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'carrier 

, Contribution (2% Number of 
.. passenger & Hay}?.i.11 Surcharge- ~n-Complyin ... C). Total ·Entitl err.ent 1 ess 

·1o Years, 1977-1]]5) 707 1s & oc-s·s · Enffii"Frnent ·Contribut1on 

emental Carriers 
state Carriers 

.. 
Other 

TOTAL 

arriersY · 

TOTAL 

-.'. 31.1 
17.4 
4.5 

$53.0 

48.2 
125.5 
14.8 
11.5 

$201f.1J 
. 

. $3327 .o. 

.. 

I ' .. 

. . 

16 
11 
5 ;' 

32" 

31 
-
-
3T 

495· ... 

17 

523 

8 
46 
24 
.78 

92 
42 
11 
7 

152 

3327~0 

• 

(23. 1) 
28.6 
19.5 
25.0 

43.8 
(83.5) 
( 3.8) 

hH+ 
\ - 0 -

. . 

,. 

es commercial operators 'and flying·cl~bs. Revenue contribution and entitlements for these carriers 
not provi~ed due to lack of revenue data. 

I 

. ' 
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REVENUE COLLECTIONS - AIRCRAFT REPLACEMENT FUND . . . . .. ,, . ... \ 

• i 

1977 . 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

224 244 258 . 271 284 303 322 . 
surcharge 22 26 28 32 ... 

36 38 38 -. 
246 270 206 303 320 341 360 

- - ; 

' >. 
f, •. 

• 
·' . • 

.. 

. . 

1984 1985 

341 360 

40 40 

381 400 -- -

Attachment 2 

1986 

377 

42 

419 --

Ten 
Year 
Total ' · 

2484 

342 -. 
3327 
-
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EXISTING TAX STRUCTURE. LATEST CONFEREE COi·iPROMISE ON ADA? & MAINTENANCE. CASE A. 

' . . . 
(In $ Mi1lions) 

-· 1976 1Q 1977 1978 1979 19130 1981 -· - - - -
nnirrg Un~omrnittcd Balance 889 l2G9 1378 1520 1693 1892 2105 
Trust Fund Revenues 969 254 1046 1128 1205 1268 1338 - - - --....... -. 

.1858 1523 2424 2648 
.. 

2898 3160 3443 
ADAP 412' 103 525 555 590 625 l·la in tenance ·· 250 1 275 300 325 . .. F&E 250 62 250 250 250 250 RE&D 68 . . 18 77 85 90 95 ·. 1128 1340 132:2. 1483 1668 ·. 1865 

Estimated Interest * 141 38 198 _1lQ. 224 240 - - .._ - -
\ " ·' 

~g Uncom~itted Balance 1269 1378 1520. 1693 1892 2105 ~ 

' 

• 

nterest for FY 1976 and the transition quarter is as shovm in the FY 1977 Budget; interest thereafter 
calculated at ·8% of average cas~ balance. • 

ning Cash 8alance· .2013 2393 2502 26•14 2817 . 
3016 3229 us Revenues Less Expe~ses 239 71 -56 -37 -25 -27 Ending Cash Ba1ance 225i 2454 247f6

4 

2£{(5"7 2Ffi 2989 g2 CJsh Ba 1 a nee' (2Tlil) (2Ki5) (2804) (3002 t~rest 141 38 198 2i0 224 240 .cc. ·carried Fo~Jard 2393 • - - --·-· - -2502 £644 2817 3016 3229 

• • 



CASE. B~ 
6% PASSENGER TICKET TAX, 3X v/AYBILL TAX, LATEST COrWEREE COMPROr.fiSE ON ADAP & MAINTENANCE 

(In$ Millions) 

..... 1976 .. .l.Q. 1977 1978 1979 1980 l 981 - - - -- - -ginning Uncommitted Balance . 889. .1269 1378 1276 . ; 1165 1038 884 .. ,.. . 
us Trust Fund Revenues 969. 254 811 874 932 '981 1035 . - - - - - - -1858 1523 2189 2150 2097 2019 1919 

ADAP 412 103 525 555 590 ·625 Haintenance 250 .275. 300 325 I F&E 250 62 250 250 ° 250 250 ·RE~D 68 18° 77 85 90 22. - - ·-
1128. 1340 1087 985 . 867 724' 

s Estimated Interest * 141 38 189 180 171 160 - - - - -ing Uncom~itted Balance 1269 1378 1276. 1165 1038 ' 884 

.. 
0 • 

Interest for FY 1976 and the transition quarter is as shown in the FY 1977 Oudget; interest thereafter 
is calculated at 8% of av~rage cash balance, 

inning Cash Balance 2013 2393 2502 2400 2289 2162 2008 Plus Revenues Less Expenses 239 71 .. 291 -291 -298 -314 2252 '2464 22IT 2T69 --·--. 
1848 

Ending Cash Balance 
1991 rage Cash Balance (2351) (2254) {2140) (2CirJ5 interest 141 38 189 180 171 160 . . an~e Carried Forfiard --0 -- ,..._ ___ 

22""89 mi ·rooa 2393 2502 2400 
. 
• 

• ' . 

... J 



· AVIATION NOISE FINAN'CING 

The following ·_options might be considered as alternatives to DOT 

proposal to facilitate replacement and retrofit of aircraft that do not 
I 

comply with the FA..~ noise standards: 

Option #1 

1. CAB would be encouraged through an expression of legislative 

. intent to permit an environmental surcharge of 2% on domestic passenger 

tickets and freight waybills for 5 years. Revenues from the surcharge 

would be placed in an escrow fund to be used primarily for replacement 

of 4 engine aircraft. 

Effect: 

About $1. 4 billion would be provided for the replacement fund over 

5 years. \ • 

2. The replacement fund would be managed by the ?.Jrlines und~r 

an ·inter-carrier agreement. 

Effect: 

Administration of ~he replacement fund by the carriers \vould keep 

federal involvement to a minimum. 

3. The replacement fund would be disbursed as follows: 

• - - 50% would be distributed in cash to the participating airlines 

in proportion to the surchar9:es each contributes to the fund; 

- - 50% would be used as a loan gu~tr~tee fund with the 
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entitlement of each participating carrier computed on the basis 

_of its total system revenues. Loc:L'1 guarantees would be authorized 

up to three times the amount of each airline's entitlement. 

Effect: 

About $1. 4 billion in cash' would be available to. carriers. 

Use of a loan guara.11tee fund ena.bles carriers to obtain financing for 

new airplanes. ..· 

4. Any unused bala...'1ce in the loan guarantee fund after all loans 

have been paid off will be placed in the Airport 2Jld Airways Trust Fund. 

5. The tax on pass211.ger tickets ?..nd freight waybills collected for 

the Airport and Airways Trust Fund would be reduced by 2% for 5 years. 

Effect: 

A reduction in the ticl~et tax to bala..11ce the surcharge prev~nts the 
\ 

·cost of air trai1Sportation from increasing. . . 

6. Appropriations would be authorized from the Airport a.11d Airways 

Trust Fund to pay the cost of retrofitting those non-FAR 36 aircraft 

which the airlines elect to retain in domestic service,. rather than replace 

or retire them. 

Effect: 

Th~ cost of retrofitting 2/3 engine airplanes is estimated to be about 

$350 million (in inflated dollars). If U1e. airlines choose to retrofit the 

approximately 75 four-engine aircraft which may be economic to retrofit 



Option #2 

1. The CAB would be encouraged to approve a 2% surcharge for 

7 years on carriers' domestic passenger tickets and freight waybills. 

Revenues from the surcharge would go into a replacement fund. 1 

Effect: 

About $2 billion in revenues, 30% of the approximately $6. 4 billion 

needed to. replace 4 engine airplanes would flow into the replacement fund. 

2. The replacement fund, ro..anaged by the airlines under an 

inter- carrier agreement, would be distributed according to the amount 

each carrier contributes. 

Effect: 

AdmL'1istration of the fund by carriers minimizes federal involvement. 

Funds ·could be used for purcha.se of any type of new aircraft. 

There would riot be any cross subsidy or pooling of funds: . 
• 

3. International carriers and the portion of a domestic carrier's 

airplanes used in international service (determined by the propo~tion 

its international re-ienues bear to total revenues) are exempt frm:n the 

domestic standard artd do not participate in the domestic Aircraft Replace-

ment Fund. 

.. , 



Effect: 

About one-third of TV! A's and almost all of Pan An1's fleet would 

be exempted. The exempt portion of em American carrier's fleet would 

come within the international fund (6 below). I . 
. 4. Any balance in the replacement fund at the end of the 7 year period 

would be placed in the Airport a:."!d Airways Trust Fund. 

5. The tax on passenger tickets and freight waybills collected for 

·the Airport and A5.rways Trust would be reduced by 2% for 7 years. 

Effect: 

A reduction in the ticket tax that corresponds to the surcharge \Vill 

not increase the cost of air transportation. 

6. A surcharge on ?Jl international tickets and waybills would be 

collected to facilitate replacement of 4 engLTJ.e airplanes in international 

service for both domestic cmd foreign carriers. A distribution formula 

• 
would be worked out through ICAO. 

Eifect: 

Separation of domestic and international operations prevents uneven 

b:'eatment of either domestic or foreign carriers. 

'1. Appropriations would be authorized from the uncommitted balance 

($1. 4 billion) in Airport ?J1d Airways Trust Fund to pay for retrofit of 

2/3'engine airplanes . 

... 

- ... ---- --:----



Option #3 

1. Require the carriers to submit a plan within G months after 

a noise rule takes effect stating the number of airpl2.ncs they int~Jnd 
I 

to retrofit and the number they intend to replace. .. . 

Effect: 

The FAA, airframe manufacturers, and air Unes will know the 

estimated demand for retrofit kits and new airplanes and can estimate 

the costs. 

2. An escrow fund would be creRted and would receive moneys from 

two sources: 

' 
- - the $1. 4 billion surplus in the Airport and Air•Nays Trust 

Fund· 
' 

-:- - a 1% s~chs.rge. approved by the CAB to be levied on domesUc 

passenger tickets ap.d freight waybills. 

Effect: 

About $2 billion would be placed in the fund in 5 years. Of this amount, 

$1. 4 billion would be available immediately to be used for replacement. 

The carriers would decide how they would meet the noise requirements. 

3. Disburse the funds as follows: 

- - Estimate the retrofit costs and set tlie amount necessary to meet . ~------------------------------------------------~-------
them aside; 

- - Allocate the funds remainjng after retrofit equally among the 

airplanes to be replaced .. 



Effect: 

The total cost of retrofit ($350 million i..'1 current dollars) would be 

covered. 
.. 

About $1.6 billion, approximately 25% of the amo:.mt needed to replace 
; 

4-engine airplanes (roughly $6.4 billion), would be available for =that · 

purpose. 

\ 

• 



BACKUP PAPER ON FH!ANCING AI RCP-AFT NOISE REDUCT I ON , 

I. INTRODUCTION 

• 
There are four parts to the aircraft noise problem: 

I 

Ohe, an unacceptably high level of noise at major U.S. • 
airports, and the resultant pressure for a responsible 
Federal Government noise-reduction program. 

Two, the inability of much of the airline industry to 
obtain conventional financing to undertake a noise 
reduction program. 

Three, the present ur.avail ability of nev:-generati on air
craft as suitable replacements under the program. 

. . 

Four, declining employment in the U.S. aerospace industry, 
and threatening encroachment of government subsidized 
foreign competition on the U.S. share of the world aero-
space market. 

II. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 

A. The National Airport Noise Problem 

•. Aircraft noise has become a serious problem at seven key U.S. 
airports and a considerable irritation and annoyance at about 
one hundred more, derogating the quality of life for 6 to 7 
million citizerrs. Pressure from airport operators and consumer 
groups compel action by the Federal Government in order to avoid: 

Curfews at major airports, which would interfere with air 
commerce and disrupt our national air system by delaying 
mail and cargo, and requiring expensive and difficuit 
repositioning and rescheduling of aircraft. 

Billions of dollars in potential law suits and/or land 
acquisitions. ---- · 

Federal preemption of local restrictions and the resultant 
Federal liability fo\~ claims c.gainst local air·port operators. · 

To co1·rect the noise p\·oblem, DOT prcposes issuance of a regulation 
requiring operators of the airGraft not meeting FAR 36 standards 
to co~:1ply \'-lith these stundards Hithin a 6- to S-year pedod, 
depending on aircraft type, by rftiring and replacing them exceot in 
the case of newer aircraft for ~hich retrofit makes sense • 

.. 



• 

• 

• 
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There are 2,148 je~. aircraft in the U.S. co.~mercial fleet today . 
Of these, 77 percent, or 1,654 planes, exceed FAR 36 standards. 
These consist of approximately 500 1960-vintage four-engine air
craft, 1,100 more recent b-10- and three-engine aircraft, and 50 
early 747's. Relatively fev1 of the noisy aircraft are found in 
the fleets of the all-cargo and supplemental carriers. The 
majority are m·med by the trunk carriers; four trunks--American. 
Pan Arn, THA, and United--account for nearly two-thirds. 

I . 
If all 1,654 noisy aircraft were retrofitted; the cost in today•s 
dollars would range from approximately $870 million to $1.6 
billion: 

$255 mi 11 ion for the 1,100 b-10- and three-engine a1 rcraft 
(at an average cost of over $200,000 per aircraft). 

From $600 million to $1.3 billion for the approximately 500 
four-engines (not including the 747's). The cost of these 
kits--which have not yet been developed--is estimated to 
range from $1.2 million to $4.5 million, depending on certain 
assumptions, the most important of which is the number of 
aircraft to be retrofitted. A reasonable estimate, assuming 
all four-engines were retrofitted, would be from $1.2 million 
to $2.5 million per aircraft. The higher unit cost, as com
pared to the t\'10- and three-engine retrofit, is a function 
of the greater difficulty of retrofitting these planes, the 
larger number of engines, and the smaller num~ers of planes 
involved. 

The 50 747's would cost approximately $13 millior to retrofit. 
- . 

Retrofit is conceded to increase operating costs for most narrow-
bodied four-engine aircraft, and it is expected the airlines 
will choose to replace rather than retrofit these aircraft. 
The kits are expensive and would add nothing to the useful 
life of the plC!nes. The airlines have indicated it \'IOUld. be 
economically preferable to replace almost all \·lith a quieter, 
more· efficient aircraft, if one ·.o;ere available, contingent 
upon obtaining the necessary financing. 

Not all the four-engine aircraft in the fleet today will be in 
the fleet at.the end of 1984. But not all will have been retired 
either. Between now and then, it is expected that the airlines 
will purchase on the order of 700 additional aircraft* to meet 

* Projecting the composition of individual carder fleets and the total U.S. 
fleet 8 years into the future is a difficult, con:plicated exercise, requir
ing considerable amounts of judgm~nt as to cat-riet~ decisions,. as \'>'ell as 
quantitative data. The figures included in this papet~ at·e preliminary 
and may be n~vised; hm-:ever, the relationships and the ranges are fir·mly 
established and can be used with reasonable confidence. 
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anticipated traffic growth and to 
aircraft (additional requirements 
reduction policies not included)~ 
the program should be noted here: 

replace worn out, uneconomic 
resulting from Federal noise 
Several points central to 

The airlines are not expected to need a significant number 
of new aircraft before 1980 or 1981. Existing aircraft, 
combined.with orders currently on the books and supplemented 
only slightly by additional purchases, should handle pta~ 
jected traffic increases until then. In addition, because 
of their poor financial condition, some carriers will find 
it difficult to obtain financing for new equipment. For 
this and other reasons, the carriers can be expected to post
pone rep 1 a cement orders until they bec0111e abso 1 ute ly necessary. 

On the other hand, to meet the 1984 noise regulation with a 
·new technoloSY aircraft, the airlines v:ould have to place 
firm orders for such aircraft in the next 12 to 18 months. 
thus .. there j~ a oao of from 2 to 3. ver~rs h~b·u:en th~ invest
ment decision the" airlines \·:auld make in the normal course " 
of events--absent a noise regulation--and the accelerated 
decision they rr:ust make to comply Hith the noise reduction 
program. 

' Hany of the noisy four-engin2 aircraft currently in the 
fleet will be retired under the airlines' anticipated 
schedule. But more than half--between 275 and 350--are 
expected to be still in the fleet by the end of 1984 (as 
cargo and chcrter air~raft, if not in passenger scheduled 
service). Most of these planes are, or soon will be, fully 
depreciated. Hmo.;ever, the expense'of retrofitting them~ \'lith 
kits rangjng from $1.2 million to $4.5 million, would make 
co~tinued operation in most cases unecon~~ic. 

The cost of a realistic and econo~ic program to meet the noise 
~eduction requirement by 1984 has been estimated as follows: 

. . 
$400 to $450 million (in 1976 dollars) for retrofit of approx
imately 950 two- and three-engine aircraft, 50 747's, and 
approximately 75 four-engines that may be economical to 
retrofit. ~ 

From $4.0 to $5.5 billion (in 19.76 dollars) for accelerated 
replacement of the other 200 to 275 noisy four-engines 
expected to be in the fleet after 1984. 

If the airlines choose to retrofit none of the narroH
bodied four-engine aircraft then the cost of replacement 
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increases to a range of from $5.5 billion to $7 billion 
(in 1976 dollars). · 

B. The Financial Situation of the Trunk Airline Industr~* (Detail 
in Appendix A). 

• 

• 

• 

J 

Although the national interest quite clearly compels a noise 
reduction program. the financial condition of the trunk airline 
industry, and in particular of certain companies \vithin the 
industry, calls into serious doubt the industry's ability to 
finance such a program through conventional means. 

In the norma 1 course of events, the airline industry ~'r'i 11 have 
to raise on the order of $25 billion to $30 billion (in inflated 
dollars) beh:een nm'l and 1985 in order to purchase an estimated 
700 new aircraft that wi 11 be rr.ade necessary by tt~affi c gro.-;th 
and obsolescence of existing aircraft, to repay debt, and for 
other miscellaneous capital expenditures. 

As is well known) the air carriers have had almost 10 years of 
very lean earnings (since 1967 an average pl~e-tax profit margin 
of 2.5 percent and ROI of 5.7 percent). There seems little 
doubt that for the last year or so (princi:ally as a result of 
the 1974-75 econol!lic recession co:nbined \r;::. rapidly escalating 
costs) the industry's collective ability t~ fin:~nce any major 
capital acquisitions has been at an extreme low point, both in 
terms of its m-m history and as compared to othel~ industries. 

Fortunately, the resurging economy is bringing the industry out 
of its doldrum~ and positive earnings are in sight for the next 
several years. The size of the existing fleet, with the ~ddition 
of current orders, is sufficient to r.~ake the need for ne~'/ air
craft investments relatively lm-1 through the period from 1976 
to 1979 .. By the time substantial nev.; aircraft capacity is needed. 
it seems likely that the industry \·lill have 1·edeveloped adequate 
fi nanci a 1 strength to. fund it. (This assumes no extraordinary 
financing needs and the help of regulatory reform.) 

However, the realistic noise reduction program would add $5.6 to 
$7.7 billion·(in inflated dollars) to ·the industry's capital 
requirement, which clearly constitutes an extraordinary financing 

* The focus of attention in this paper is on the financial condition of the 
trunk air carrier· industt·y because the. majority of the noisy aircraft, 
and virtually all of the noisy four-engine aircraft wh~ch should be 
replaced, are concentrated therein. Any financing options considered by 
either the ; ndus try ot· the goven1ment must of coLn·sc take into account 
the fac~ that there are noisy ai1·craft m·:ned by comnanies outside the 
trunk airline indust~v. 
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neec.* Capital nP-eds \'/OUld increase by 19 to 31 percent~ from 
which the airlines would derive no direct traffic or revenue 
increases, and only slight capacity increases. An incremental 
requirement of this magnitude is beyond the near-term ability 
of the industry to finance in any normal ,fashion, since both 
the debt and equity markets have been foreclosed effectively 
for several years.** 

Yet, to obtain delivery of nevr generation aircraft in time.to 
comply with the regulation by 1984, the airline industry ~tould 
have to accelerate its replacement schedule and make firm purchase 
corrmitments within the next 12 to 18 months. The industry very 
simply is not in adequate financial condition to make such 
commitments. It will begin to do so eventually, but too late to 
obtain the economically and environffientally efficient aircraft 
desired for the noise reduction program, to generate the jobs 
needed nm'l in the aerospace industry, and to counter the com
petitive threat of new-technology foreign aircraft.*** 

Compounding the problem greatly is the financial condition of 
certain individual carriers vtithin the industry. The use of 
aggregate data to analyze the ability of an industry to meet a 
specific financial need is often misleading. Individual 
companies, possessing a specialized knowledge of their o~n 
situation, can find ways around financial barriers that seem 
insurmountable to the industry analyst. In this case, hm·;ever, 
the reverse is true. Several of the financially weakest 
carriers in the industry are also the m·mers of large numbers of 

* Assumes tne combination of replacement and retrofit discussed earlier, 
with a 5 percent annual inflation rate and usi~g 1982 prices. Excludes 
those four-engine air:.eraft possessed by other than the trunk airlines. 

**In hearings on the Aviation Act, the heads of several banks and insurance 
companies, the industry's traditional institutional lenders, testified 
that they did not anticipate making further loans to any carriers, and 
advised that capital formation was, and would continue to be, a critical 
problem for the industry. 

***An additional consideratio~ is the potential impact of some approaches 
that have been proposed for dealing \'lith the industry's re-equipment 
problem. Frank Borman, the CEO of Eastern Airlines, has recommended, 
for exarple, that the industt~y conduct a design ccmpetition, select a 
single new aircraft, and then agree to·purchase that·aircraft only. 
The consequences of such an appt~oach for the ·competitive structure of 
the. aerospace indus try are serious. 
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noisy aircraft. and Will face some of the largest requirements 
for funds \'rl th which to rep 1 ace those aircraft . 

. 
11lA, for example, has had an extremely difficult time remaining 
solvent over the past year and a half. In fact, having asked 
for and been refused Federal subsidy, it has avoided bankruptcy 
only through extraordinary efforts on the part of management and 
acquiescence on the part of its lenders. TWA's problems wtll not 
vanish overnight. Even though it will approach breakeven {n 1976, 
and should see a return to profitcbility in 1977. the company is 
a feH years av;ay from being an effective co;npeti tor for funds in· 
the capital marketplace.* Yet by 1985. H!A probably Hill require 
from $2 to $3 billion in capital (in inflated dollars) m~rely 
to stay competitive and remain in business. The added cost of 
achieving noise reduction goals (that is, of replacing before 
1985 those aircraft that \·:auld otherv:ise remain in its fleet) 
could increase HIA's capital needs by as much as $1.5 to 2.0 
billion (in infiated dollars) beh:een now and then. Present 
projections say it is highly unlikely that TWA could finance 
independently such a tremendously increased Cqpital requirement. 

T\'tO of the other carriers strongly impacted by the noise regulation, 
Pan Am and f:.rnerican, also have had financial difficulties recently 
and would face similar problems 1n financing the purchase of 
replace~nt aircraft. Pan Am's capital r2quirements in the 1976 
to 1984 period could increase on the order of $1 billion (from 
around $2 billion to as much as $3 billion), as would American's 
(from around $3 bi)lion to around $4 billion). 

C. · The Need for a New-Generation Aircraft (Detail in Appendix B): 

No ma.jor new aircraft has been developed in the United States · 
for almost 10 }~ars. In that tio.e important design and techno
logical advances have been wade -- rrany specifically to meet the 
new economic, operati~g, and environmental constraints dictated 
by rising labor ~osts, energy shortages~ and changing market 
dernands. · 

* TW~'s recent announcement that it plans to sell 2 million shares of 
corn.r.1on stock should not be cons·trued as ~ sign of ability to COJ!lpete. in 
the capita 1 mad~etplace. The company qtnte c_learl~ has been force~ 1nto 
the sale by financial exigencies and as a ~esult w1ll suffer a ser1ous 
dilution to its equity base. The shares w1ll sell at a cut·rent.mark~t 
price of around $13 as compared to a book value of $21: Someth1ng ~1k: 
15 percent of the company will thus be sold for approx1mately $25 m1ll1on, 
or the price of ~ne 747. 
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Although the technology exists~ tlw present inability of the U.S. 
airline industry to fin~nce a ncv1 •l'·rll'ration of ail~craft prevents 
the runufacturers from rroving beyond the design stage. It is 
clearly in the national interest, larl\'lt!Ver. and in the interest of 
the air traveler and the airline inrl11~try. to take advantage of 
of such gains: 

Greater noise reduction: A w·v/ technology aircraft \·;ould 
sound abo~t three times qui el.•~r than a nonretrofitted 707, 
and bli ce as quiet as a retrof i t.ted .707. 

Greater fuel efficiencv: In tiH• period from 1981 (when the 
"first nc~·l-technology atrcraft \\l>uld be introduced under the 
accel erat~c1-repl acem2nt progr.llil) unti 1 1986 (Hhen a 11 new
techno 1 ogy rep l ace~nt a it~cr.~:d t. \"-!oul d be de 1 i vered) the 
total savings in jet fuel is estimated to amount to about 
2.5 billion gallons. 

Productivitv: Measured again•,t existing aircraft, a new
technology aircraft would offt•r greater payloGd for its 
size and ,.,.eight, would be rrDrl' reliable and rr.-ore easily 
maintained) and h'ould cost lc··" to operate and less to 
acquire per unit of productivity. 

D. The Declinino Prosoects of the U.S. Aerospace Industr,l (Detail 
in Appendix B). · 

The United States achieved its pt'(!Jllinenc:e in the Horld aerospace 
market because of its technical Sll!lt~riority; most important civil 
aviation advances historically hu\'1' been,made in U.S. products. 
But lack of orders for a ne\'t pla1w has virtually stalled technical 
develop1;12nt sir{ce the widebody jet~. \-:ere introduced. Nev:er foreign 
aircraft such as the A-300--B sho.,., the potential for meeting certain 
rrarket demands which current U.S. products cannot (i.e. efficient 
operation over short-medium range n)utes). This, corrbined with 
declines in U.S. Government outlays for aircraft and engines, 
has a 1 ready had serious consequennh; for U.S. a i rfr·ame and engine 
manufacturers, a major source of l'l'1ploym2nt and export sales. 
Since 1968: 

----
Real inc;lustry sales have declineq 37 percent. 

Employment has declined 37 percent. 

Aerospace exports as a percent. of Gr~P have declined 42 percent. 

Each $30 million lost in s·al<'S translates into a loss of 
1,000 full time jobs and $15.5 million in payroll. 



- -------------- . 
llhile the U.S. industry shrinks in real terms. foreign aerospace 
manufacturers -- spurred by Government subsidy -- are grm'ling larger. 
more capable technologically, and more agressive. It is conceded 
that the U.S. cannot continue to hold its present 80 percent market 
share (of world civil aircraft in operation). The question;of how 
large a share European and other foreign manufacturers take ~ill 
depend in part en how long U.S. production of a new aircraft is 
delayed. A 2- to 3-year acceleration of·the present timetable could 
be very important in that it 'ttould allm·t U.S. rranufactul'ers to pro
duce a new generation of planes when U.S. airlines will need them 
and when nei·t foreign products will be on the rra.rket. 

·' \ 
' • 

/. 
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APPEf!fliX A 

FINA!-lCIJI.L COi!DITIO:·I OF TilE TfUJi:K fl.I P.LHIE INDUSTRY 

The ability of the airline industry to finance equipr::ent replace
ment depends, as it \·:culd in any other industry, or. its i!bility 
to gencrc:te fur.ds internally (through depreciation and eal~nin~gs) 
and/or externally (from the equity m~rket ancl/or debt market). 
Table 1, following, projects sources and uses for the 1977-19B4 
period, using the sp~cified economic and traffic assumptions. 

l. Internal Sources 

As the table shm·1s, depreciation \·!ill yield.a total of $10.0 billion 
through 1984. Aircraft sales will yield only about $~00 million, 
leaving tile airlines $18.7 billion short of their total·needs of 
$29.1 billion. This amount ~ust be met through earnings, new loans, 
leases) or nev! equity financing. The cost of a realistic noise reductior. 
pt'ogram \·!ould increase the totc.l need for funds by the end of 1984 
by ~round 23 percent, to $36 bi 11 ion and \·JOul d. increase the deficit 
by around 3fi percent, to S:/.5 bi 11 ion.* 

' 
Industry ean.ings are pi~ojected to range from $.3 to $.5 billion 
in 1976-1977 to $.6 to $.7 billion toward the end of the period,** 
and could total abcut $5 billion, which would leave a financing 

·need of $13.7 billion, or about $21 billion when noise reduction 
costs are taken into C!ccount. This "gap" must be r.~et through 
external sources the equity market and/or the deb't mc.rket. 

2. External Sources • 

* 

Because of the airlines' poor earnings record for the past 10 years 
(see Table 2) both the equity and debt markets have been effectively 
foreclosed to then·fcr some time. Airline stocks have not been a 
reco!T!iiend2d buy for much of this period, and are not being recor:mended 
·as an investment for the future, except for possible short-term 

Assumes the cost of the replncement/retrofit progt~am is in the middle of 
the $5.6 to $7.7 billion range. 

** To earn $.5 billion, the industry \·:oulct have to achieve ahout 9 percent 
to 10 percent ROI at Clll'rent investr.:ent levels. Since 1967, ROI for 
the domestic trunks plus Pan A~erican has rang~d from a high of 8.5 per
ccrit to a low o~ 2.1 percent, averaging only 5.7 percent. 



gains in the next six months.* At present, airline stoc~s 
stand at anproxir~ately 60 peru~nt of _their 1967 value (versus 
120 percent for the Dow-Jones Average). 

• The major source of airline debt financing throuqh the l960's-
tradi tiona lly the 1 arge ·j nsut~ancc ccrnpanies--hcs -l::een cl os2d for 
six years. Under t!!:!u York lcM, Ne\'t York insUi~ance CC[llf)anie:s. are 
forbidden to nnl:e further leans. In a stater.~ent submitted to 
the House Pub 1 i c \·:od~s and Tt~ansportati c_n Ccrr:ni ttee :~eo1·ge ~enkins ~· 
Chainnan of Vetropolit2n Life Insurance, said: " •.• v:e feel 
confident that fletropolitan \·Jill lose no money on its current 
airline investments as they run off, ·tut under present conditions, 
no new money Hill be 1 caned. 11 Before l e:oders \·li 11 corr.r::i t ne\·/ cebt 
capita 1 , Jenkins added, •i (they) \'!i 11 require a sound equity base and 
good profits • • ... 

' \ 
The DOT'is confident that the proposed Aviation Act of·l976 will 
return the Aviation industry to long-ten:1 profitability and elir.:inate 
the cupi ta 1 expenditure problem of the future. · Hc•::ever, no rei::edy 
is seen for the problem of funding the capital decisions that must be 
made new in order to achieve a quieter and 6ore fuel efficient fleet 
.~Y the end of 1984. Airline earnin~s_ are the key to both internal 
and ~xt~mtt1 funds g~oeration~ but as .the fon~onino dat?. makes clear 

.even· a hi£;h level of earnings \·till not insure thilt the i~d•.1stry ~·!111 be 
able to finance the•$5.~ to $7.7 hillinn n~~rlRd for the nois~ 

. rerlucti on program through nol:ma 1 m2ans. 

3. Problem Carriers 
\ 

The financing problems anticipated for the industr.y \·rill be· 
concentr(lted hea~vi lv in ~ajar carriet·s, \·:hich have the most four
engine aircraft in ~heir fleet and consequentl)· the greatest retrofit 
burden, particularly t~medcan, Tl-!A, and Pan 1'\r.l. P.s shm-m in Table 3~ 
these three carriers have together accounted for a large ~ortion of 
the industry's losses o•;er the last five years and, Hith the possible 
exception of American, have relatively undesirable debt burdens. · 
Further, as shm·m in Table 4, An~et·ican 2nd T1·!J\, (presui:ling that 
they caul d obtain the debt financing trey \·:cul d need,) ur.cet~ the 
burden of the ncise reduction progr~am \-:ould have debt/equity ratios of 
4 and 5.7 respectively, while Pan Am's·would be near 2. These carriers 
are likely to have g1·eat difficulty in raising the capital that \·;auld 
requi rqd by the noise r~gu1 oti on. • 

* A potential exception to this state~ent is the pending TWA issue of 
2 mil1ion shares of stock. As exp1cincd in the text, the need for such 
an issue ii created by TWA's poor financial situation and at the expected 
price of the sale \-.'ill seriously dilute the compc:uw's equity base. 



PROJECTED USES J,r!D SQUP.CES or FUiiOS 

jcurrcnt Dollars in Billions) 

Uses of Funds 1977 1980 1984 1977-1~84 
·1 . 

Property & Equip~ent $1.2B $1.6B $5. 7B $2lt. !~[3 

D:::->t Rcpay~ent .5 .5 .4 - 3-.6 

Divid2nds & Other .3 .6 __J_ 1.1 --. 

Tctal Uses $2.08 $2.7B $6. 2B $29.1[3 

,, 

·, 
\ 

Sources of ' Funds 

Depreciation 1.1 1.1 . 1.6 10.0 

Sales of Aircraft .1 . o .1 .4 

Total So~trcr:s 1.2 -~ 
1.1 1.7 10.'1 

Uses Less Internal Sources $ .88 . $1.68 $4.58 $18.713 

.. 

HOTE: The fol1o·.·ring grm·;th rates are assumed in tne projec:tic.ns: 
0 ' • 

~ea 1 Gl~P 3.7% 

Inf1 ati on 5.1,: 

- RPH's 

Domestic 6.5% 

International 5.3% 

System 6.2% 

• 

. 
• 

:. . 



... 
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· Tf.\SLE 2· .. 
SELECTED FINANCIAl OiJ,TA FOR TRUNK CN~RIER II\DUSTRY 
· (Sy::;tc;;, Op0.rv.ticns, Inciuding Pv.n f~m) 

l9G7-1S75 

(Dollars in millions) 

Operating Pre-Tax Pre-Tux •. R(;:turn on 11 
Revenue Profit Profit .r·iargi n · Invest~~nt -

1967 $6,11·7 $638 10.4% 8.5% 

e 

1958 6,902 411 5.6 . 6.1 
;, .. 

1969 7,765 247 3.2 4.6 

1970 8 '131 (154) (1 . 9) 1.8 

. \ •. 

1971 8,811 55 0.6 3.7 

1972 \ · 9 ,n33 266 
... 2.8 6~0 

.:1973 10,905 287 2.6 5.6 

1974 12,865 447 3.5 '5.8 

1.975 . 13 '37 4 J 121 2. 
. . . J-) 2.8 

$2;075 
. 

9 Yr. Tota1 $84,653 2.5% NA 

.. ~ 

• 

Jj Return e1ement includes net incom~ nnd interest on 1ong term debt. 
• • ' f • . ... 

. 
Source: CAB Form 41/iPI-32 Reports 



TAt3LC 3 

SELECTED F!Nr.NC1Al DAi.'\ FOP. TRUNK Cf.ll~!1J FRS (Inc1 udi Tl9 Pan Am) 1971 TO 1975 

Carriers with Large 
~brr.bers of 

4-Enaine Aircraft 

Trans ',.!orl d 

A':'leri can 

United 

Pun A.:r.eri can 

Others 

'·Eastern 

Delta 

Braniff 

't:es tern 

tlorthv:est 

Conti nenta1 

Hationa1 

Operating nevenu~s 
( $ t'd 1l ions) 

$ 7,679.9 

7,583.5 
I 

9,681.2 

7,169.1 

6,629.2 

\ 5,502.5 

2, 281 ~ 3. 

2,113.4 

2,984.8 

2,081.4 

.1,821.1 

'Net Income (Loss) 
($ ~'ii1lions) 

'$ (24.5) 

(39.5) 

155.6 
• 

(233.9) 

( 65. 1) 

268.8 ... 

93.1 

74.5 

.203.5 

21.3 

82.3 ,..,. 

1J Trunk Air Carriers - System Operations, De~ember 31., 19-75 

Profit (loss) ~':nrgi n 
Debt as a Proporticr 

of Total Capitalizat~ 
(Percent) (Percent) 

. . (0.3)% . 7 3. 0~~ 

' ' (0.5) 45.4 

1.6 48.2 

(3.3) 75.9 

( 1. 0) 68:2 

4.9 44.8 

4. 1 . 57.7 
: .., .. 

..),:J 43.8 

6.8 28.3 

1.0 . 71.7 

4.5 46.7 

..... 



AI RUNE 

American 

Pan Am 

TW\ 

United 
\ 

. Industry 

SOURCE: 

CAPITAL EXPf!niTUS.ES 
(1977-1984) 

$·3-3 .• 5 

1.8 

$2-.3 

4.2 

$27.1 

\ 

A1linnce One Institutional 

TABLE 4 

• PROJECTIONS· OF DEBT EQUITY RATIOS, 
SELEClr.D '1kONK C/iRHll:irS-:-T97b, !~eY, N~D 1984 

(Uollars·in Billions) 

LONG TEfH·1 
EQUITY-' 

1976 1980 lgf34 

.78 .47 2.3 
• 
3.0 1.7 .74 

3.0 2.2 2.8 

1 • 1 .56 . 34 

1.3 .74 .98 
... 

Services and TPI-32 

REPLACEMENT CAPIT~l 
REQUIRED BY 1984~ 

$1.2 

1.0 

1.5-2.0 

2.0 

5.6-7.7 

l! Assumes borrowings for capi'tal needs Hithout respect to carriers ability to obtain financing. 

4.4 

2. 17. 

5.77 

1. 52 

1. 78 

~ Based on number of four-engine aircraft remnining in fleet after 1984,·\~ith replacements (including spares) 
valued at a 1982 cost of $27 million each. · · 

.... 



P.PPEIIDI X 13 

-· 
f.DVMHf~GES OF Ji.CCELER,\TED DEVELOPl·lC:IT OF NEH TEC!IiWLOGY AI RCRf\FT 

1. Greater Noise Reduction 

A ne\·/-techno 1 ogy replacement aircraft \·raul d be far quieter than 
the quietest existing aircraft. The gain achievable is illustrated 
in Figure 1, which outlines the area exposed, on a single event •. 
to a noise level equal to or greater tha~ 90 EPNdB--rou~1ly 
equivalent to the sound of a busy dmmto;-m street. 

--The 90 EPNdB contour of the 707/DC-8 aircraft (technology of 
the l950 1s) extends more than 20 miles beyond the brake release 
point of takeoff and roughly nine miles prior to the touchdown 
point on landing. 

--The ot·-10, employing the late 1960's technology CF-6 engine, 
is able to confine the 90 EPNdD contour to i much smaller area, 
equivalent to the over-water area south of Logan International. 
It is significantly quieter than a SN1 retrofitted 727, which 
meets FJl.R 36 standards . 

. -- Ful'ther important noise reduction advances are reflected in the 
noise contour of a new Tt'i-jet \\-'hich has doublE: lc:.y~r acoustical 
linings) and the 1970 1s technology CFt,:-56 or \.1T10D engines \·tith 
ne~ design fan and turbine st~ges. Those engines are expected 
to be available for use in new aircraft. 

\ 

2. Productivity, Ooeratina and Safety Gains 

• 

Technological advc.nces possible today \·Till result in a ne\·1 aircraft 
with greater payload for its size and weight--an aircraft that is 
more reliable, n:ore easily maintained, costs less to operate, and 
costs less to-acquire per U!lit of productivity. These benefits 
accrue to the public, the air traveler, an.d the airlines. 

Greater effi ci enci es are achieved through such techno logi ca 1 advances 
as: 

-- Supercritical aerodynamics concepts 'in \·ling ait'foil and body 
design, \·:hich can yi~ld a lighter.and more efficient aircraft • 

. --Lighter, more aerodynamic p1~opulsion system and more efficient 
engines and nacelles. 

Digi.tal electronics for.avionics systen:s and in-flight control to 
avoid engine abuse, ir:1pl·ove navigaticn and i!ppl·oach precision, 
p1·ovidc. increased rl!1iat,ility, r.1aintainability, safety and fuel 
efficiencies. 
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• 

.. 
• 

Ne\'1 structural concepts, nevi materials, and computer""aid2d designs 
\·thich \'till result in a lighter aircraft mc:tdc up of fe~;:er, less
complex parts. 

The new aircraft will be safer for the air traveler, through im- . 
proven~2nts in i nfl i ght control, and ne\·1 interior materia 1 s of much 
improved flammability/smoke/toxicity characteristics. 

The neVI aircraft ~-:ill comply vlith the more rigorous engine pollutant 
stundards set for 1979. 

The ne·.·l aircraft, by virtue of irr:provements in systems and avionics, 
be certified \·rith a t\-10-man flight deck cre'd--an ir::portant contri- · 
bution to control of airline costs and hence ticket prices. 

In terms of seats,range and operational characteristics, the new air
craft will be more closely attuned to marketing requirements of the 
late 1970's and mid 1980's .. On mc.ny routes today the aircraft used 
are smaller than optimal, making c.dditiona1 flishts necessary; on 
other routes aircraft of longel~ rc.nge than nec.essary are used, \·thich 
incurs both \·:eight and efficiency penalties. A market-m:::.tched air
craft would convert into increased airline efficiencies. 

The nevr a·ifcraft vdll use comput~1~-aide(r flight profile managsrr:::nt, 
\·;hicll increases ait~craft, airportand a"lrY!ays system productivity. 

The new aircraft will accept the standardized interline cargo 
container (LD-3). This \':ould a11u.·r n:uch io:proved _efficiency in 
the high gro\':th air cargo industry, by avoiding r.~uch of the labm~ 
and handling costs, while interfacing efficiently.with all-cargo 
and interline air cargo services. , 

0 

3. Enerqy S?.vings 

Replacer::ent of 707/DC-~ airct~aft \'iith ne\·t, h'\gh:~echnolog~ .... 
aircraft \·iould result 1n reduced energy consump~..1on per seal. 
mile flm-m. l/ The estimated masnitudes of the savings fl~om various 
noise reduction programs are shm·m below: 

A program resulting in the retrofit of about 100 of 
the 707/DC-8 aircraft and repl~cement of the ~est· 
\"lith ne\t,·high-technology aircraft·\·:ould prov1~e an 
cne1·gy sa vi r.g of a~wut 2. 5 billion ga 11 ons · ~f ~et 
fuel--an energy cost saving of about $900 m1ll1on 
over the period of the progri}r1 ( l9Sl-l9SG) at today' s 
price. 

'Jj This is bused on con~parison of the fleet mix that \·tas estimated to result 
from it::plu::ent.i.ltion of th~ proposed ~~rosrl!ns \·:ith th~ fleet r.:ix estir.:i!ted 
to resu 1 t in the ev~nt that no p1·og1·2::1 \·;ere t:ndel·t.:1ken. The neh', high
tcchno1ogy aircruft is est_imatcd to be 30~ more fuel efficient than a 
707/DC-S on a seat mile'per gallon basis. 



aircraft \'lith m~\'1, higlt-·tcchnolO~JY aircr·uft \-/OUld provide 
an energy saving of about 2.B billion gallons--a cost 
sav·i ng of over $1 billion over the progralll pcd cd. 

A program resulting in the retrofit of all 707/DC-8 
aircraft would i~pose an additional energy requirement 
of about 220 million gallons over the progr~m period • 

. 
It should also be noted that t~etrofit of the 727/737/0c.-.g 
aircraft would not cause a measurable chang~ in the cneroy 
requirement of the commercial aircl~aft fleet. ., 

The annual energy saving of the program \'/ould in 1986 
amount to about 8% of the total jet fuel consumption. of 
the commercial aircraft fleet. 

4. Positive I~pact on the U.S. Aerospace Indust1j 

• 

• 

The 2- to 3-year gap beb1een expected development and 
accelerated develop~ent of a new-generation aircraft is 
significant for the national interest in general, but could 
be crucial for the U.S. aerospace industry. Lacking a 
market for a new plane -- and thus the opportunity to put 
their dravli;.g-boo.rd technology to ,\':od~ -- the U.S. manufacturers 
already ha.v2 lost so:~:e of th~ technologic1l advantage thc:y have 
ah1ays enjoyed over foreign competition. 

A potentially mare critical loss is U.S. shat~e of the \·torld 
aerospace market. If de1ivery of a ne\·! ai1·craft is delayed 
to 1985, as appears likely absent the spur of a realistic; nois~ 
program, foreign co~petition --with newer products to offer -
may secure thei~ hold on a major share of the world ~arket, and 

. the U.S. industry may decline to a level from \·:hich it cannot 
easily recover.* 

The economic irnpc.ct on the aerospace industry and on the U.S • 
economy in genel~al \·iould be enorrr:ous. Hith sales of $28 billion, 
and employment of around 950 thousand, the industt~ has been a 
majot~ factor in the U.S. economy fol~ nearly the 1 u.st quarter 
century. Since 1968, ho\'iever --as a result of the problens of 
its cl1c:nt industry, the U.S. airline~, and a reduction in military 
purchases -- aerospace has experienced a ver·y shc.rp decline: 

Direct empl oyn:ent has declined 37 percent. 

Industry puyroll as a percent of all n:anufacturing 
payro 11 has dec 1 i ned 30 percent. 

-r--111e(fu;;::.!Sl1c l:iJn,et is also at issue. In the absence of a ne\·l 
U.S. 180-to-200 passenger ait·craft, U.S. ait·lines at·e looking at 
such fo1·ci9n aircruft us'thc French-made A-300-B» Hh~~h.ulready 
developed is siJ!JSt.:!ntiullY che(lpct' -- though less efne1ent 
th:tn u ncv1 gcm:r2.tion U.S. aircraft Hould be. 

i-·-------· ---·. . . --·-~--- . . . 



. . 
As a percent of GUP, aerospace industry sales have 
declined 42 percent. 

Real aerosp<!ce industry sales have decl-ined 37 percent • 

As the real domestic and military n~C.Jrkets have declined, U.S. 
manufacturers have gro~n heavily d~pendent on foreign 
markets for sales of civil aircraft. Since 1968 civi1 aircr.aft exports 
as a percenta~e of total civil aircl~~ft sales have alriiost doubled. 
U.S. ai rfrar.ie and engine manufacttn·ers have tur·neci more and n:ore -.--
to consol~tiums t·1ith Eu1·op2an firms, both to share developmental 
costs and to ensure continued access ~o European markets. However, 
the consequent sharing of production \·ti11 further erode U.S. 
aerospace err.ployn:ent. * 

• flJiXious to reduce U.S. dominance of the lucrative aerospace market,. 
foreign _governments have becorr.e increasingly pl~otecti ve of their 
0\·m aerospace industries and markets, and increasingly aggressive 
about penetrating other r.1a rkets, forming alliances \·!here necessary 
to do so (the French and German cor.:bined fOI~ces to produce the successfu 
A-300-B). Thus, while the U.S. aerospace industt~ has been declining 
in real terms, European and other foreign govern~ents have been 
subsidizing expansion of their m·:n o.et~ospace industries, and threaten 
to encroach on both the U.S. and t-ior1d markets. A loss of only 
5 percent of present U.S. sales to foreign co~petition would result 
in a loss of 47,000 jobs and $729 million in payroll. 

Assuming that past relationships hold true, the proposed program 
would accelerate by 2 to 3 years the rehiring of about 25,000 
aerospace \'/O~'kers at a pay1~o 11 of about $400 mi 11 ion a ~~ea_l~ • 

• 

* An important consideration here is the effect erosion would have 
on the structure oi the U.S. aerospace industry. The competition betNeen 
the ttree major manufacturers has he1peJ to establish and reaintain U.S. 
technological su~eriority. If a sizable share of the world market is 
1 ost to foreign competition, one and p\)SS i b 1y t\\'o manufacturers caul d 
suffer seriously. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 14, 1976 

MEMORANDUM TO : JIM CONNOR 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Po lie 

We cannot do the thorough job that needs to be done 
to consolidate and staff the Aviation Noise Policy 
Statement and have it ready for the 2 p.m. Courier 
on Tuesday, August 17. 

We will have it ready for the Thursday Courier. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

August 13, 1976 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

JIM CANNON 

JIM CONNOR J /!_ j: 

Proposed Aviation Noise 
Policy Statement 

As you are aware Secretary Coleman wishes to issu~ an aviation 
noise policy statement by September 1, when he is scheduled to 
testify before the House Aviation Subcommittee on the Administrtion's 
noise policy. 

The first decision 1nemorandum on this subject was prepared by 
OMB on July 19. Comments received in staffing indicated that a 
revision of the men1orandum was necessary prior to submitting to· 
the President. (See TAB ~ 

The second decision memorandum written on this subject was prepared 
by OMB on August 12. (See TAB B) 

Some staff members feel options offered in this memorandum are too 
limited. For this reason, Bill Gorog prepared an additional decision 
memorandum (See TAB C) 

A consolidated package must be prepared for the President on this 
important issue and you are requested to coordinate this effort. 

A courier will be leaving here for Kansas City on Tuesday, August 17 
- approximately 2 P.M. - and this decision memorandun1 should be 
on it. 

cc: Jim Lynn (Don Ogilvie) 
Bill Gorog 



ACTION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

August 12, 1976 

THE PRESIDENT 

DONALD G. OGILV~ 
ACTING DIRECTOR 

Proposed Aviation Noise Policy 
Statement 

Secretary Coleman wishes to issue an aviation noise policy statement by 
September 1, when h~ is scheduled to testify before the House Aviation 
Subcommittee on the Administration•s noise policy. He promises to 
announce a major new program to curb aircraft noise and stimulate new 
plane production. The following discussion presents options concerning 
what the policy statement should say. Financing choices associated with 
one of the options are covered in TAB A. 

Background 

About six million people are significantly affected by airport 
noise, 600 thousand seriously so. 

Environmental groups and airport neighbors have long pushed 
for federal aircraft noise reduction action. Congressional 
attention to the problem is increasing, although no legislative 
action will be taken this year. 

The main federal action to date has been issuance of noise 
standards for new aircraft in 1969. However, given the 
longevity of jet aircraft, over 75% of the current air 
carrier fleet does not meet the standards. The oldest 25% 
of the jet fleet (B-707s, DC-8s) are also the noisiest. 
Later model aircraft (B-727, DC-9), which comprise 50% of 
the fleet, are less noisy but do not meet the 1969 stand
ards. 

There are many ways to reduce aviation noise which are practiced to 
different degrees at present. Chief among them are: 1) imposition 
of a jet ban or night curfew (e.g., such as at Washington NationaJ); 
2) operational techniques such as runway use adjustments and 
scheduling to avoid the use of the noisiest types of planes at 



close-in airports; 3) land purchase, soundproofing buildings and 
local zoning measures; 4) retrofit of existing aircraft engines 
with sound absorbing material or replacement of the engines with 
quieter ones; and 5) retirement of the older, non-standard-meeting 
aircraft and repl~cement with new, quieter airplanes. 

Options 

2 

There are three major courses of action regarding what basic policy statement 
should be issued. The options differ in the emphasis they place on the noise 
reduction methods stated above. The options are: 

1) Issue the statement and include in it a 4-10 year, $3.5 billion 
program funded mainly by an environmental surcharge. This 
would help replace the noisiest types of aircraft with new 
technology and retrofit some of the later model planes which 
do not meet the 1969 standards. 

2) Defer making a policy statement until after September 1, to 
permit a paper to be presented to you which compares the 
costs and effectiveness of various noise abatemept options. 

3) Issue a policy statement which limits the federal regulatory role 
to assistance on operational techniques and future aircraft noise 
reduction. 

Discussion of Options 

Option #1--This option would require most commercial aircraft operating in 
the U.S. to meet the 1969 noise standards over 4-10 years. It is intended 
that the oldest, nois~est jets (B-707s, DC-8s) would be replaced with a new, 
higher technology aircraft while the later model, non-standard planes 
(e.g., B-727s, DC-9s) would be retrofitted with sound absorbing material. 
A fuller discussion of this option can be found in TAB B, prepared by DOT. 

Key arguments in favor of this option are: 

It would lower aircraft noise levels over 4-10 years and take 
action on the long standing noise problem. 

It could ease the pressure on local airport authorities to establish 
curfews and other operating restrictions which, if widespread, would 
be disruptive to air travel. 

It could create sizable orders for new aircraft and stimulate airframe 
manufacturers into launching new, advanced aircraft types with 
improved fuel efficiency as well as quieter engines. Employment 
in the aerospace industry would also rise substantially and the 
competitive advantage of U.S. manufacturers would be enhanced. 



Local authorities could undertake land purchases~ zoning regulations 
and other noise abatement steps with a definitive~ long-term 
federal noise control policy with which to plan, 

3 

Option #2--This option would delay issuing a policy statement until after 
September 1, to permit a decision paper to be prepared which presented you 
with the full range of noise reduction options available, The paper would 
discuss the relative costs and benefits of options such as: 1) retrofit 
of all non-standard aircraft so as to achieve compliance; 2) retrofit of 
the noisiest set of aircraft only; 3) use of operating techniques and 
limited curfews at the most serious noise problem airports; and 4) establish
ment of a noise pollution tax which escalates with the degree of noise an 
aircraft emits. 

Factors in favor of this option are: 

Option #1 has no quantification of the benefits expected to be 
achieved and no comparison of the replacement/retrofit option 
with other measures which could be taken. 

Some of the other approaches to noise reductions may be more cost 
effective than Option #1. For example~ if all non-standard air
craft were retrofitted it would cost only l/4 to 1/3 of Option #1 
and yet also provide significant noise relief, Further, Option 
#1 would devote 90% of the noise reduction funds to planes which 
account for only 10% of the operations at noise-problem airports. 

Options such as initiation of a noise pollution tax on non-standard 
aircraft and imposition of partial curfews appear to offer sub
stantial noise reductions and have the advantage of being able 
to be tailored to local needs and wishes. A community could trade 
off, for example, a diminution of night service with a quieter 
environment. 

The replacement/retrofit proposal may have substantive flaws which 
should be further explored. For instance, the airline interest 
group which conceived of the replacement/retrofit idea contends . 
that retrofitting the non-standard but less noisy aircraft (e.g., 
B-727s, DC-9s) would have no appreciable noise benefit, but would 
cost $200-300 million, It is also not certain that Option #1 will 
result in a new generation of aircraft, given that the airlines 
could choose to purchase existing aircraft types, or to re~engine 
or retrofit a large number of the planes that DOT presumes would 
be replaced. 

Option #3--This option would limit federal actions to promulgations of 
regulations for future aircraft types (to make them quieter than the 1969 
standard levels) and establishment of the quietest operating procedures 
consistent with a high safety standard, 
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Factors in favor of this option are: 

It would keep federal involvement at a minimum level, allowing each 
community to determine the degree to which it wishes to impose 
operating restrictions (e.g., curfews) and other noise abatement 
measures. This seems appropriate because: 1) over half of the six 
million people appreciably affected by aircraft noise are located 
around five airports; 2) a community could trade off the degree and 
cost of service with the amount of noise it wished to accept. There 
is evidence that many areas prefer to tolerate noise rather than re
duce air activity because of service and employment losses that 
operating restrictions can bring. 

It is not clear that action to control noise at the source greatly 
changes people's perceptions of being annoyed. There does not 
appear to be a clear correlation, for example, between the 
introduction of the new, quieter aircraft and the level of complaints 
made at a given airport. This may be due to the gradual nature of 
changes in the noise emissions made. 

The noise problem is not growing, with 1975 being probably better 
than 1974 in terms of total noise generated. Since it is 
estimated that l/3 to 1/2 of the noisiest aircraft will be 
retired over the next 10 years, the noise from the increase in 
total operations will be offset by a reduction in the number of 
most offensive planes. 

The proposal appears to be inconsistent with Secretary Coleman's 
decision to let the Concorde, which is twice as noisy on takeoff 
as any other commercial jet, into the U.S. However, DOT contends 
that there is no inconsistency since the Concorde is a very 
limited demonstration which has a more symbolic than real noise 
impact. 

Recommendations 

Agency comments were only received on Option #1. As mentioned earlier, 
the statement did not provide detailed discussions of the various options 
other than replacement/retrofit, so no comments on these are available. 
The agency comments which were received indicate: 

In favor of Option #1 (replacement/retrofit)--DOT, NASA, State, 
and HEW. 

In favor of Option #2 (further analysis)--CEQ and Justice. 

In favor of Option #3 (limited federal involvement)--CEA, COWPS, 
and OMB. 
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While no official position was expressed by EPA, it is known that they 
favor strict noise standards and heavy federal involvement in airport 
noise actions. 

Views of the White House staff are as follows: 

• Mr. Seidman supports the Secretary's proposal (Option #1) 
but believes that any announcement should await specific 
implementation strategy. Mr. Gorog also supports the 
Secretary's proposal, but believes that options other than 
the three presented here should be considered. He has 
prepared an independent decision memorandum for your 
consideration. Mr. Scowcroft is concerned that the 
Secretary's proposal is silent on the international 
implications . 

. Messrs. Schmults, Hartmann, Marsh, and Gergen recommend 
that the issuance of DOT's proposal be deferred (Option #2) 
because other options need to be developed and presented 
for your consideration. Mrs. Hope also agrees that more 
options should be considered but believ~s that public 
announcement of a White House request for more analysis 
should be made because the Secretary's proposal has 
appeared in the press. 

Mr. Friedersdorf supports the issuance of an aviation noise 
policy statement that involves a limited federal role (Option 
#3). 

Decision 

Option #1, issue the t·eplacement/retrofit noise policy statement ___ _ 
(See TAB A on financing if this is chosen). 

Option #2, defer decision to develop and present other options -----
Option #3, approve a statement that involves a limited federal role ---

Attachment 



TAB A 

The following discusses various financing options available for the 
replacement/retrofit proposal. There are three basic alternatives 
available. 

Options 

Option A--DOT would propose that the CAB approve 2% environmental 
surcharges on tickets and freight rates that would generate about 
$3 billion over 10 years. At the same time the surcharge is 
imposed, ticket and freight taxes collected for the airport/airway 
trust fund would be reduced by 2%. Revenues from the environmental 
surcharge would go into a special escrow fund managed by the air 
carriers. The fund would be used primarily as downpayments for 
the replacement of the oldest, noisiest jets, but the carriers 
would have flexibility in deciding how to use these funds to 
achieve noise reduction objectives. 

DOT would further recommend legislation to authorize spending $350 
million of the existing airport/airway trust fund surplus to retro
fit some of the newer airplanes which do not meet present noise 
standards. (Alternatively, DOT would propose that the cost of 
retrofitting these two and three engine planes be paid from the 
CAB approved fund mentioned above, thus avoiding the need to seek 
legislation authorizing use of the trust fund for this purpose.) 

Option B--Reduce the ticket tax as in Option A above, but keep the 
federal involvement minimal by letting the airlines recover through 
fare increases the funds needed to meet the federal standards. 

Option C--Oo not reduce taxes, but simply require the airlines to 
meet the federal standards by a given year (_e.g,, 1987), 

Discussion of Options 

Option A, which would establish a special escrow account for the 
airlines to draw upon for noise abatement purposes, has these 
advantages: 

The air carrier industry has several weak elements (Pan Am, 
TWA, Eastern} which would find meeting the DOT standards 
very difficult within their existing resources, 

A special escrow account will assure airframe manufacturers 
of substantial resources available to purchase new aircraft, 
enabling them to undertake the large capital start-up costs 
required for a new generation to be launched. 

DOT believes reduction of the ticket tax is warranted be
cause there is a large ($1 .4 billion) surplus in the 



aviation trust fund which is expected to grow even larger 
with time. The Congress could well reduce the tax and 
eliminate this surplus. 

By using the ticket tax and the aviation trust fund, aviation 
users would finance the cost of quieting the noise which 
their travel creates. Reducing taxes while initiating a 
surcharge also has the advantage of keeping air fares 
constant. 

Would provide more assurance of compliance with noise standards 
in 6-10 years than other options. 

DOT has concluded this option would have minimal inflationary 
dmpact primarily because private sector outlays would be spread 
over a 10 year period and would be in the airframe industry which 
has idle manufacturing capacity, 

Option B, which would reduce the ticket tax by 1/4 but leave the 
airlines to find sufficient funds to meet the federal standards has 
these merits: 

Leaves the airline industry with the decision of determining 
whether it is in their economic best interest tu purchase new 
planes or retrofit their existing ones, No artificial in~ 
centives are established as in Option A. 

May avoid a financial stability problem which purchase of 
hundreds of new aircraft during a short time (as envisioned 
in Option A) may produce. Since the airlines have been 
traditionally overcapitalized, with many having poor 
debt/equity ratios, taking on additional debt through 
the purchase of many new aircraft may actually worsen 
their financial picture. It may also perpetuate the 
cyclical "boom or bust'' tendency of the airframe 
manufacturing industry by creating a demand for new 
equipment which was not made by the marketplace. 

Pooling and redistribution of taxes is contrary to antitrust 
policy. 

Avoids building up entitlements for particular air carriers 
such as in Option A above, thus treating all existing and 
potential new carriers equally. (It can be argued that 
Option A is contrary to our aviation regulatory reform 
proposal since it cross-subsidizes carriers with noisy 
planes and builds up a fund for all existing carriers). 

Option C, which would provide no financing, has these considerations: 

Avoids establishing special financing means to pay for 
federal environmental standards which would be a very bad 
precedent to set for other air, noise or water standards, 

2 



Since the Administration has consistently argued that the 
aviation industry should contribute more than it presently 
pays towards the $1.7 billion federal cost of operating 
the aviation system, a tax cut would be contradicting our 
own policy. 

Not advocating a tax cut places the debate on the reason
ableness of a tax cut on its merits, not on what program 
such a cut might finance. 

Proposing a tax cut such as in Options A and B above would 
create a $225-300 million increase annually in the 1977~86 
deficit. 

Recommendations 

3 

Option A, reducing taxes and establishing an escrow account is recommended 
by DOT and Mr. Seidman. 

Option B, reducing taxes with no special fund, did not receive a specific 
endorsement. 

Option C, making no financing proposal, is recommended by CEA, COWPS, 
Justice, Treasury and OMB. 

Decision 

Option A, reduce taxes and establish an escrow account ______ _ 

Option B, reduce taxes only ---
Option C, make no financing provision ___ _ 
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The Administration has a unique opportunity to propose an innovative 
aviation progra...'ll managed by the private sector to reduce airport 
noise, stimulate private financing of new aircraft, increase employ
·ment in the depressed aeronautical manufacturing industry, advance 
aircraft technology, and preserve the American share of the world 
aircraft market which is now being ·challenged by the Europeans. 

The Department of Transportation submitted to the ·Office of 11anage
ment and Budget on June 1 a proposed Aviation Noise Policy Statement. 
This Noise Policy placed the primary responsibility on the airport 
proprietors and state and local goverpments to talfe action to reduce 
airport noise by locati~g airports outside popalated areas, to assure 
compatible land use and zoning, a11d to acquire land around airports. 
The policy further clarifies the responsibility of the federal government 
to'reduce aircraft noise at its source both by promulgating noise 
standards for new airplanes and by bringing the 75% of the existing 
fleet that does not now comply with federal noise standards into 
compliance within eight years. This policy statement is currently 
in the process of interagency review.· I urge that the statement be 
approved, with certain refinements.· 

Bringing the current ·aircraft fleet into compliance with federal noise 
standards will require special financing arrangements. The Department 
of Transportation recommends that airlines be permitted to collect 
a 2% surcharge on airline tickets for ten years and use these funds 
primarily as down payments· for the replacement of the oldest, noisiest 
four engine jets in the commercial fieet. 1/ The carriers, not the 

0 -

1/ A 2% surcharge for a ten year period. would raise about $3 billion 
-.which is almost one-half of the.cost of replacing those old noisy four 

' engine airplanes that would remain in the fleet at the end of Hl84, 
the date when full compliance with federal noise standards would 
be required. If after further analysis within the Administration, we 
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federal government, would operate the fund and they would have 
maximum flexibility in determining hmv to use the funds. At the smne 
time the surcharge is imposed, the ticket tax collected for the Airport 
Trust Fund would be reduced by 2%. The Trust has accumul8Jed a 
surplus that now exceeds $1 billion. If the ticket tax continues to:be 
levied at its present rate, the surplus will exceed $2 billion by 1980 
assuming full funding of all current authorizations. Although we would. 
prefer to broaden the uses of the Trust Fund to include maintenance 
of the air traffic system, Congress has permitted this only to a 
lilnited extent. Eventually, the surplus will eUher become a target 
for unjustified spending proposals or the tax will be reduced. Of course, 
the moment the tax is reduced, the airlines probably \VOuld apply to the 
CAB to increase their fares to a like_ amount, but it is doubtful that -
the CAB ·would permit the increase, and if it does, there \VOt.l.ld be no 
direction as to how said increase is spent. I believe that this proposal 
is sound public policy because it prevents an increas'e _in the cost of air 
travel while dedicating resources to the attainment of important 
objectives. It is also my judgment that Congress will reduce the ticket 
tax by 2% to 3%. ' 

\Ve recommend further that the Administration seek legislation to 
authorize the expenditure of an additional $350 million from the existing 
Trust Fund surplus that would be used to quiet down some of the newer 
two and three engine airplanes. The Congress will the11 have the 
opportunity to consider whether the retrofit of the newer airplanes 
with sound absorbent c1naterial provides sufficient noise reduction to 
be worth the cost. 2/ · _ 

I would like to highlight for you some of the advantages of this 
program: 

Jviinimum Federal Involvement: Use of a surcharge collected and 
managed by the carriers with CAB approval avoids direct and continuing 
federal involvement in private sector capital investment decis1ons. 

{Iootnote continued) . 
reach agreement that this objective may be achieved with less financing 
then we could reduce the number of years or the surcharge percentage. 
Several options along these lines a_re described in the attachments. 

2/ Alternati\·ely, we could include the cost of retrofitting these two 
- and three engine planes in the CAD-approved fund that would be used 

for aircraft replacement and avoid the need to seek specific legislation 
to authorize the expenditure of trust funds. 
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The financial burden will be placed on airline users rather 
than on the general public. 

A surcharge avoids use of general federal revenues. 

The airlines collect the surcharge, determine the distribution 
formula, and decide whether they prefer to replace or. retr.ofit 
airplanes. 

New Technology: Stimulating private fjnancing for aircraft replacement 
will provide the estimated $1 billion needed for Boeing to develop the 
7X7 and $500-$800 million for McDonnell-Douglas to build to DCX200. 
A new generation of U.S. manufactured airplanes is presently stalled 
at the design stage because U.S. air carriers have not been able to 
finance new airplanes. 

Employment: Aircraft replacement will generate jobs in the aerospace 
and related industries. 

An accelerated replacement program by the airlines that 
generates about $12 billion dollars in aircraft sales, 
including sales abroad, would create over 240,000 jobs 
in the aerospace and related industries_. 

. . . 
• . Aircraft orders could reverse the heavy unemployment 

of the scientists and engineers in the commercial jet 
manufacturing _industry. 

Immediate aircraft replacement would prevent a major shift 
of jobs to European countries whose manufacturers have 
.captured a larger share of the aircraft market. 

Exports: Accelerated production of these airplanes will help American 
manufacturers remain competitive in the world market. 

• 

• 

Aerospace p:roducts have been, in recent years, an impot·tant 
export of the United States, equaling 7% of the total in 1974. 
Twenty-seven percent of 1974 U.S. aerospace sales in 1974 
were exported. 

European governments are now subsidizing: their aerospace 
industries. {France's 5 year plan for 1971-75 contained a 
$220 million annual subsidy for its aerospace industry). 
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.. . European aerospace manufacturers are beginning to produce 
aircraft, for example, the A-300-B~ that will Hike sales away 
from U.S. manufacturers if U.S. companies do not produce 
new aircraft soon. 

Energy: Production of a new generation of plr..nes will promote 
1 

energy conservation by improving fuel efficiency about 30% over the 
older four engine planes. 

Better Air Service: New generation airplanes are more cost efficient 
to the airlines. 

New technology airplanes will be more ef~icient to the carriers 
than the older aircraft in terms of seats, range and operational 
characteristics (easier maintenance, increased reliability 
of systems). 

Improved air service would be achieved without a significant 
increase in cost to users since DOT, as part of its proposal, 
requests a 2% reduction in the ticket tax collected for the 
Airport Trust Fund. 

Noise Reduction: Affirmative federal action to reduce aircraft noise 
by the early retirement of the noisiest, oldest four engine jets (about 
500 B-707s, DC-8s) and the retrofit of some of the newer two and 
three engine jets (B-727, B-737, DC- 9) is necessary. · \ 

• 

. . 

New aircraft containing new noise control technology would 
reduce by more than two-thirds the land area and number of 
people presently impacted by noise problems for sLx million 
Atnericans, helping to forestall increasing daJnage suits -
against airpqrts. 

Proliferation of curfews and other airport use restrictions 
that increasingly threaten to interfere with interstate. 
commerce and disrupt the air traffic system will be deterred. 

Air Quality: New airplanes will comply with engine pollution standards 
to be in effect in 1979. 
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I believe this proposal offers you an opportunity to acldress affirmatively 
a number of serious environmental, energy, transportation, export 
promotion and employment problems ·with minimal federal involvement 
and maximum private sector flexibility. If you approve the concept 
generally, I hope to worlc closely with my colleagues in the Cabinet 
to refine and improve the pr.oposal to enable you to announce it as 
soon as possible. · · 

6;) 
William T. Coleman, Jr. 

Enclosures: 

Preferred financing proposal 

Alternative financing proposals 

. Backup paper on financing aircraft 
noise reduction •. 

\ 
• '· 



1JEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION . ;. .. . . 

AVIATION NOISE FINANCING 

• DOT- recommends a financing plan with the following key elements: 

1. CAB would be asked to approve, and the Executive Branch would 

support (perhaps with an expression of Congressional desire), an aqross 

~he board surcharge for 10 years of 2% on domestic passenger tickets and 

freight waybills. The airlines v1ould be required to deposit the revenues 

from the surc'b.arge in an Aircraft Replacement Fund. 

Effect: 

About $3 billion (in jnflated dolla!'s) would flow in~o the Aircraft 

Replacement Fund over 10 years. This amount ·would finance approximately 

one-half of the cost (roughly $6.4 billioll) of some 200 to 275 of the B-707s 

and DC-8s that would otherv;ise be in airlim~ servicP. at the P.nd of 1984, 

when the_ noise standard applies to those aircraft.* 

2. The Aircraft Replacement Fund would be managed by intercarrier - ~ ~ 

agreement under whicl:i each carrier would have entitl.ements to the Fund 

in p-roportion to its total system passenger and cargo revenue. 

Effect: 

Administration of the Fund by the airlines would minimize federal 

involvement. 
./ 

3. The federal air passenger ticket ;and fl·eight waybill til.xes would be 

··reduced from 8% to 6% and from 5% to 3%, respectively. ' . 
* The amount of $3 billion to be collectecl through the surcharge has been 

chosen because it is the sum that commercial banks have indicated to 
the airline industry would be required to induce their participation in 
financing an early aircraft repL'lcement program. DOT is, however, 
conducting an analysis to ascertain whether some lesser amount mig·ht 
induce the JXtrticip::ttion of the financial community. Upon comgletion 
of that :1TL1.lysis the recommendation as to the duration of the 2 )(1 surcharge 
will be adjusted oo that the collection will yield the amount deemed 

.. 
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Effect: 

The lower user taxes flowing into the Airport and Air ... .vay Trust 

Fund would cover all outlays chargeable to the Fund under the 

ADAP bill. (An amendment would be needed to permit the use of 1
, 

uncommitted balances ($1. 4 billion) to finance the full annual authorizations 

included in the ADAP Act. ) 

Once the pending ADAP bill is enacted without a tax reduction, unused 

Trust Fund balances would grow rapidly (to $1. 7 billion by 1979) and 

become a target for tax reductions or unjustified spending proposals. 

From a national interest point of view, the use of these excess 

' revenues to help meet environmental and broad economic objectives is a 

sound and defensible policy alternative. 

4. Any balances remaining in the Fund after program objectives have 
. . 

been achieved would be deposited in the Airport and Airway Trust Fund 

and dedicated to noise control purposes (including land acquisitions and 

easements). 

_5., The cost of retrofitting two and three engine airplanes will be paid 

from the Airport and Airway Trust Fund. 

Effect: 

About ~350 million (inflated dollars) will be taken from the Trust Fund 

for retrofit. 
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Attachments: 

1. Effect of Aircraft Replacement Fund on carriers' finances . 
. · 

2. Estimated Aircraft Replacement Fund revenues, 1977-1986. 
I 
• 

3. (A&B) -- Impact on airport/airway fund of lower tax rates. 

·I 

\ 
• 



CARRIER CONTiHBDi'Tb1f"i\ND. ENTITLEfi'£NT 
·(Dollars in mill ions) 

,. 

·Carrier 
Contribution (2% . Number of 

· · Pas~cwr & !~a~_bilTSU'rcharge- tlon-Corr-;E1.tfn9 
~o Years, 1927-198§) . - lofTS& De-at-s 

Trunk 

A11eri can 
Braniff 

· Continental 
Delta 
Eastern 
National 
Northi·Jes t 
Pan fl.rneri can 
Trans h'or1 d 
United 
Western 

Total Trunk 

Local Service 
• Ai 1 Egheny 

Frontier 
North Central 

.' Ozat~k 
Piedmont 
Air Hest 
Southern 

'"" .. ' 

Texas International 
Total Local Service 

$ 424.8 
119.8 

. 132.5 . 
384.0 
357. l . 

. 83.2 
162.3 
28.7. 

3)9.4 
598.3 
126.2 

$ 2736.2 

$ 103.5 
41.2\ 
39.6 . 
31.5 
35.9 
44.0 
26.3 
15.8 

$ 337.8-

• 

9i 
11 
5 

34 

10 
79 

... 90 
100. 
23 .. 

443-. 

i . t ., . 
.~" t I 

--.. 

... ~ 

• 

. Tot a 1 
Enti t1 ementY 

$ 377 
124 
112 
299 
342 

75 
171 
353 \ 
379 
469 
109 

. $ 28lO 

·.$ 

$ 

80 
37 
34 

.28 
28 

'38 
25 

•17 
'281 

Entitlement less 
- Cootribution-

.._ -

$ 

$ ( 23.5) 
( 4.2) 
( 5.6) 
( 3.5) 
{ 7.9) 
( 6.0) 
( 1. 3) 

1.2 
$ ( so. 8)-

. . . 1J Total entitlement is determined by distributing the funds collected among ·carriers, on the basis of the 
. proportion that each carrier's system revenues bear to the total of all revenues collected by the carriers. . . . . . . . . . . •.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. • • 
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Carrier 

0 

ng Tiger 
eab· ard 
i rl i ft 

Total Carqo 

Other 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 

. 
Contribution 2% Number of 

. .'Passen~er & l4aybi 1 Surcharge- ~o.n.-Complyin ... CJ. Total . ·Entitlement less 
JO Y~ars~ 197)~9B6t. 707 1s & OC-S·s · Entitlement ·Contribut1on 

-'. 31.1 
17.4 

' . 4.5 
$53.0' 

48.2 
125.5 

... 14.8 
ll. 5 

$201f.lf 

$3327.0· 

\' 

I ' ·• 

.. 

16 . 
11 
5 

32' 

31 
-
-
3T 

495· 

--lZ. 
523 

.. 
8 (23. 1) 

46 28.6 
, .. ; 24 19.5 

'78 25.0 

92 43.8 
42 (83.5) 
11 ( 3.8) 
7 hi.# ., 

" 152 

3327~0 \ - 0 -

• 
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nc commercial operators 'and flying·cl~bs. Revenue contribution and entitlements for these carriers 
are not provi~ed due to lack of revenue data. 

\ 

I 

~ . 

. ' 



. .. ' -·--·-··· - .-... _____ -:..;...;;;....__...._ ___ . 

1977 . 1978 

FT RF.PLACEMENT FUND 

et Surcharge 224 244 

11 surcharge 22 26 -. 
246 270 

: ..... 

·' 

,I I 

• . . 
I . 

*' M; 'dtlhw, I .... ·:............ ........... _________ ~-·-···-·-··· ......... -

I ,.. f 

REVENUE COLLECTIONS - AIRCRAFT REPLACEM~NT FUND 

1979 1980 1981 

258 271 284 

28 32 ... 36 

206 303 320 - -
\ 

• 

. . ,.., . 
,·:' • i 

1982 

303 

38 -
341 

• 

.• 

1983 

322 

38 

360 
- : 

/ 

.. 

1984 

341 

40 

381 ·-

. Attachment 2 

1985 

360 

40 

400 

Ten 
Year 

1986. Total ' · 

377 2484 

42 . 342 -. 
419 3327 
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5/27/76 CASE A. EXISTING TAX STRUCTURE • LATEST CONFEREE COi·iPROMISE ON ADAP & 1'11UNTENANCE . . . . 

(In$ Millions) 

-· 1976 .IQ. 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 -· - - - - -eginnir•g Un~ommittcd Balance 889 l269 1378 1520'' . 1693 1892. 2105 
lus Trust Fund Revenues 969 254 1046 1128 1205 1268 1338 - - - - - -. .. Sl!btota 1 .1858 1523 2424 2648 2898 3160 3443 

ADAP 412' 103 525 555 590 625 f·~a in tenance .. 
250 I 275' 300 325. .. F&E 250 62 250 250 250 250 RE&D 68 . . 18 77 85 90 95 •. 1128 1340' .. 132:2. 1483 1668 1865 Suo total 

' \ 
lu3 Estimated Interest * 141 38 198 210 224 240 - - - - - -di~g Uncommitted Balance 1269 1378 1520. 1693 1892 2105 • 

• 

Interest for· FY 1976 and the transition quarter is as sho~;m in the FY 1977 Budget• interest thereafter 
is calculated at ·BX of average cas~ balance. · • 

ginning Cash Balance- .2013 2393 2502 2644 2817 . 3016 3229 -Pius Revenu~s Less Expeqses 239 71 -56 -37 -25 -27 Ending Cash Ba1~nce 2252 2454 2446~ 2607 279i 2989 rag2 Cash Balance ~fJ"4) (2625) {2804) (3002) Interest 141 38 198 210 224 240 lante Carried Forward 2393. - - -- - -2502 £644 2817 3016 3229 . . . 
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. . 

·cASE. B~ 
6X PASSENGER TICKET TAX, 3% ~IAYBILL TAX, LATEST CONFEREE COMPROr.USE ON ADAP & MAINTENANCE 

(In$ Millions) 

...... 1976 .. . .IQ 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 - - - - - -ginning Uncommitted Balance . 889. .1259 1378 1276 . I 1165 1038 ·' 884 .. 
" . 

969. . 254 811 874 932 '981 1035 ·- - - - ·- - -1858 1523 2189 2150 2097 2019 1919 
ADAP 412 103 . 525 555 590 ·625 f.laintenance 250 .275. 300 325 F&E 250 I 62 250 250. 250 250 ... 1 RE&D 68 18' 77 85 90 __2..§. - - ·-Subtotal 1128. 1340 1087 985 . 867 724· 

141 38 189 180 171 160 - - - - - -ding Uncommitted Balance 1269 1378 1276. 1165 1038 ; 884 

.. 
. . 

Interest for FY 1976 and the transition quarter is as shown in the FV 1977 Budget; interest thereafter 
is calculated at 8% of average cash balance. • 

ginning Cash Balance 2013 2393 2502 2400 2289 2162 2008 Plus Revenues Less Expenses 239 71 -291 -291 -298 -314 Ending Cash Balance 2252 2464 2211· 2109 T99T 1848 
'• 

rage Cash Balance 
(2351) (2254) (2140) (2o·os) ; interest 1 lll 38 i89 180 171 160 1an.ce Carried For • .;ard ---.:..._. 

2502 Noo 2289 -- 2ooa . . 2393 2152 . . 
• .... 
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ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS FOR 

· A VJATION NOISE FINAJ'{ClliG 

The following .options might be considered as alternatives to DOT 

proposal to facilitate replacement and retrofit of aircraft that do not 
I 

comply with the FA..~\ noise standards: 

Option #1 

1. CAB would be encouraged through an expression of legislati~e 

. intent to permit an environmental surcharge of 2% on domestic passenger 

tickets and freight waybills for 5 years. Revenues from the surcharge 

would be placed in an escrow fund to be used primarily for replace1nent 

of 4 engine aircraft. 

Effect: 

About $1. 4 billion would be provided for the replacement fuz:.d over 

5 years. \ . 
2. The replacement fund would be ma.."1aged by the 2Jrlines under 

an ·inter- carrier agreement. 

Effect: 

Administration of the replacement fund by the carriers would keep 

federal involvement to a minimum. 

3. The replacement fund would be disbursed as follows: 

• - - 50% would be distributed in cash to the participating- airlines 

in proportion to the surchar~es each contributes to the fund; 

- - 50% would be used as a loan gum·antee fund with the 
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entitlement of each participating carrier computed on the basis 

of its total system revenues. Loan guarantees would be authorized 

up to three times the amount of each airline's entitlement. 

Effect: 1 -· 
About $1. 4 billion in cash' would be available to. carriers. 

Use of a loan guarantee fund enables carriers to obtain financing for 

new airplanes. 

4. Any unused balance in the loan guarantee fund after all loans 

have been paid off will be placed in the Airport 8.nd Air·ways Trust Fund. 

5. The tax on passenger tickets ?,J1d freight waybills collected for 

the Airport and Airways Trust Fund would be reduced by 2% for 5 years. 

Effect: 

A reduction in the ticket tax to balance the surcharge prevGnts the 
. \ 

·cost of air trai'1Sportation from increasing . 
• 

6. Appropriations would be authorized from the Airport and Airways 

Trust Fund to pay the cost of retrofitting those non-FJL.-q 36 aircr~t 

which the airlines elect to retain in domestic service'· rather than replace 

or retire them. 

Effect: 

Th~ cost of retrofitting 2/3 engine airplanes is estimated to be about 
. . 

$350 million (in inflated dollars). If t11e. airlines choose to retrofit the 

approximately 75 four-engine aircraft which may be economic to retrofit 



· · then the cost would increase by $225 million. 

Option #2 

1. The CAB ·would be encouraged to approve a 2% surcharge for 

7 years on carriers' domestic passenger tickets and freight waybills. 

Revenues from the surcharge would go into a replacement fund. ; 

Effect: 

About $2 billion in revenues, 30% of the approximately $6. 4 billion 

needed to. replace 4 engine airplanes ·would flow into the replacement fund. 

2. The replacement fund, managed by the airlines under an 

inter-carrier agreement, would be distributed according to the amount 

each carrier contributes. 

Effect: i .. 

Administration of the fund by carriers Ininimizes federal involvement. 

Funds ·could be used for purchase of any type of new aircraft. 

There would riot be any cross subsidy or pooling of funds: . 
• 

3. International carriers and the portion of a domestic carrier's 

airplanes used in international service (determined by the propo~tion 

its international revenues bear to total revenues) are exempt from the 

domestic standard and do not participate in the domestic Aircraft Replace-

ment Fund. 

,--' 

.. 
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Effect: 

About one-third of TV! A's and almost all of Pan Am's fleet would 

be exempted. The exempt portion of an American carrier's fleet would 

come within the international fund (5 below). I 
• 

. 4. Any balance in the replacement fund at the end of the 7 year period 

would be placed in the Airport a.r."1d Airways Trust Fund. 

5. The tax on passenger tickets and freight waybills collected for 

·the Airport a.nd Airways Trust would be reduced by 2% for 7 years. 

Effect: 

A reduction in the ticket tax that corresponds to the surcharge ·will 

not increase the cost of air transportation. 

6. A surcharge on all international tickets and waybills would be 

collected to facilitate replacement of 4 engine airplanes in international 

service for both domestic and foreign carriers. A distribution formula 
. . 

would be worked out through ICAO. 

Effect: 

Separation of domestic and international operations prevents uneven 

~eatment of either domestic or foreign carriers. 
/ 

'1. Appropriations would be authorized from the uncommitted balance 

($1. 4 billion) in Airport and Airways Trust Fund to pay for retrofit of 

2/3'engine airplanes. 
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Option #3 

1. Require the carriers to submit a plan within 6 months after 

a noise rule takes effect stating the number of airplanes they intend 

to retrofit and the number they intend to replace. 
I . . . 

Effect: 

The FAA, airframe manufacturers, and airlines will know the 

estimated demand for retrofit kits and new airplanes and can estimate 

the costs. 

2. An escrow fund would be created and would receive moneys from 

two sources: 

- - the $1. 4 billion surplus in the Airport and Airways Trust 

Fund· 
' 

-:- -.a 1% s~chs.rge. approved by th~ CAB to be levied on domestic 

passenger tickets a]ld freight waybills. 

Effect: 

About $2 billion would be placed in the fund in 5 years. Of this amount, 

$1. 4 billion would be available immediately to be used for replacement. 

The carriers would decide how they would meet the noise requirements. 

3. Disburse the funds as follows: 

- - Estimate the retrofit costs and set the amount necessary to meet . ~~~~----------------------------------------~-------
them aside; 

- - Allocate the funds remaining after retrofit equally among the 

airplanes to be replaced .. 
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Effect: 

The total cost of retrofit ($350 million in current dollars) would be 

covered. 
. 

About $1.6 billion, approximately 25% of the amO'~mt needed to replace 
; 

4-engine airplanes (roughly $6.4 billion), would be available for that 

purpose. 

\ 
' 

• 
' 
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BACKUP PAPER ON FINANCING AIRCRAFT NOISE REDUCTION , 

I. INTRODUCTION 

• There are four parts to the aircraft noise problem: 
I 

Ohe, an unacceptably high level of noise at major U.S. • 
airports, and the resultant pressure for a responsible 
Federal Government noise-reduction program. 

·Two, the inability of much of the airline industry to 
obtain conventional financing to undertake a noise 
reduction program. 

Three, the present unavailability of nev:-generation air
craft as suitable replacements under the program . 

. 
Four, declining employment in the U.S. aerospace industt'y, 
and threatening encroachment of government subsidized 
foreign competition on the U.S. share of the world aero-
space market. 

II. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 

A. The National Airport Noise Problem 

• 

• 

Aircraft noise has become a serious problem at seven key U.S . 
airports and a considerable irritation and annoyance at about 
one hundred more, derogating the quality of life for 6 to 7 
million citizeli'S. Pressure from airport operators and consumer 
groups compel action by the Federll Government in order to avoid: 

-- Curfews at major airports, which would interfere with air 
commerce and disrupt our national air system by delaying 
mail and cargo, and requiring expensive and difficuit 
repositioning and rescheduling of aircraft. 

Billions of dollars in potential law suits and/or 1and 
acquisitions. / · 

F~deral preemption of local restrictions and the resultant 
Federal liability for claims against local airport operators. 

To correct the noise problem, DOT proposes issuance of a regulation 
requiring operators of the air~raft not meeting FAR 36 standards 
to comply with these standards within a 6- to 8-year periods 
depending on aircraft type, by rEtiring and replacing them exceot in 
the case of neHer aircraft for \\'hich retrofit makes sense. 

' 
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There are 2,148 jet aircraft in the U.S. corilmercia1 fleet today . 
Of these, 77 percent, or 1,654 planes, exceed FAR 36 standards. 
These consist of approximately 500 1960-vintage four-engine air
craft, 1,100 more recent hm- and three-engine aircraft, and 50 
early 747's. Relatively few of the noisy aircraft are found in 
the fleets of the all-cargo and supplemental carriers. The 
majority are ovmed by the trunk carriers; four trunks--American, 
Pan Am, THA, and United--account for nearly two-thirds. 

I . 
If all 1,654 noisy aircraft were retrofitted; the cost in today's 
dollars would range from approximately $870 million to $1.6 
billion: 

$255 million for the 1,100 b1o- and three-engine a-Ircraft 
(at an average cost of over $200,000 per aircraft). 

From $600 million to $1.3 billion for the approximately sob 
four-engines (not including the 747's). The cost of these 
kits--which have not yet been developed--is estimated to 
range from $1.2 million to $4.5 million, depending on certain 
assumptions, the most important of which is the number of 
aircraft to be retrofitted. A reasonable estimate, assuming 
all four-engines were retrofitted, would.be from $1.2 million 
to $2.5 million per aircraft. The higher unit cost, as com
pared to the two- and three-engine retrofit, is a function 
of the greater difficulty of retrofitting these planes, the 
larger number of engines, and the smaller numbers of planes 
involved. -

The 50 747's would ·cost approximately $13 million to retrofit. 
. \ 

Retrofit is conceded to increase operating co~ts for ~ost narrow
bodied four-engine aircraft, and it is expected the airlines 
will choose to replace rather than retrofit these aircraft. 
The kits are expensive and would add nothing to the useful 
life of the planes. The airlines have indicated it \'JOUld. be 
economically preferable to replace almost all 'rlith a quieter, 
mor~ efficient aircraft, if one were available, contingent 
upon obtaining the necessary financing. 

Not all the four-engine aircraft in the fleet today will be in 
the fleet at.the end of 1984. But not all will have been retired 
either. Between now and then, it is expected that the airlines 
will purchase on the order of 700 additional aircraft* to meet 

* Projecting the composition of individual carrier fleets and the total U.S. 
fleet 8 years into the future is a difficult, complicated exercise, requir
ing considerable amounts of judgment as to carrier decisions, as well as 
quantitative data. The figures included in this paper are preliminary 
and may be revised; however, the relationships and the ranges are firmly 
established and can be used with reasonable confidence. 
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anticipated traffic growth and to 
aircraft {additional requirements 
reduction policies not included). 
the program should be noted here: 

replace worn out, uneconomic 
resulting from Federal noise 
Several points central to 

The airlines are not expected to need a significant number 
of new aircraft before 1980 or 1981. Existing aircraft, 
combined.with orders currently on the books and supplemented 
only slightly by additional purchases, should handle p~o~ 
jected traffic increases until then. In addition, because 
of their poor financial condition, ·some carriers \vill find 
it difficult to obtain financing for new equipment. For 
this and other reasons, the carriers can be expected to post
pone rep 1 a cement orders unti1 they beCOiTie absolutely necessary. 

On the other ha~d, to meet the 1984 noise regulation with a 
·new technology aircraft, the airlines vtould have to place· 
firm orders for such aircraft in the next 12 to 18 months. 
"'thus~ there j~ a qap of from 2 to 3. ver~rs h~ttoJ~en the invest
ment decision the-airlines would mak~ in the normal course ~ 
of events--absent a noise regulation--and the accelerated 
decision they must make to comply with the noise reduction 
program. 

' Many of the noisy four-engine aircraft currently in the 
fleet will be retired under the airlines' anticipated 
schedule. But more than half--between 275 and 350--are 
expected to be still in the fleet by the end of 1984 (as 
c~rgo and charter aircraft, if not in passenger scheduled 
service). Most of these planes are, or soon will be, fully 
depreciated. However, the expense' of retrofitting them, \'lith 
kits rangJng from $1.2 million to $4.5 million, would make 
co~tinued operation in most cases unccon~~ic. 

The cost of a realistic and economic program to meet the noise 
reduction requirement by 1984 has been estimated as follO'tlS: 

$400 to $450 million {in 1976 dollars) for retrofit of approx
imately 950 two- and three-engine aircraft, 50 747's, and 
approximately 75 four-engines that may be economical to 
retrofit. -< 

From $4.0 to $5.5 billion {in 19.76 dollars) for accelerated 
replacement of the other 200 to 275 noisy four-engines 
expected to be in the fleet after 1984. 

If the airlines choose to retrofit none of the narrow
bodied four-engine aircraft then the cost of replacement 
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increases to a range of from $5.5 billion. to $7 billion 
(in 1976 dollars). 

B. The Financial Situation of the Trunk Airline Industry* (Detail 
in Appendix A}. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

1 
Although the national interest quite clearly compels a noise· 
reduction program, the financial condition of the trunk airline 
industry, and in particular of certain companies Hithin the 
industry, calls into serious doubt the industry's ability to 
finance such a program through conventional means. 

In the normal course of events, the airline industry will have 
to raise on the order of $25 billion to $30 billion (in inflated 
dollars) beb-Jeen nm'l and 1985 in order to purchase an estimated 
700 new aircraft that wi 11 be made necessary by tl~affi c gra;~th 
and obsolescence of existing aircraft, to repay debt, and for 
other miscellaneous capital expenditures. 

As is well knovm, the air carriers have had almost 10 years of 
very lean earnings (since 1967 an average pre~tax profit margin 
of 2.5 percent and ROI of 5.7 percent). There seems little 
doubt that for the last year or so (princifally as a result of 
the 1974-75 economic recession combined''~~::; rapidly escalating 
costs) the industry's collective ability to finance any major 
capital acquisitions has been at an extrem~ low point, both in 
terms of its own history and as compared to other industries. 

. ' . 
Fortunately, the resurging economy is bringing the industry out 
of its doldrum~ and positive earnings are in sight for the next 
several years. The size of the existing fleet, Hith the addition 
of current orders, is sufficient to make the need for new air
craft investments relatively low through the period from 1976 
to 1979 •. By the time substantial ne\'1 aircraft capacity is needed,. 
it seems likely that the industry will have redeveloped adequate 
financial strength to. fund it. (This assumes no extraordinary 
financing needs and the he 1 p of regula tory reform.) 

However, the realistic noise reduction program would add $5.6 to 
$7.7 billion-(in inflated dollars) to ·the industry's capital 
requirement, which clearly constitutes an extraordinary financing 

* The focus of attention in this paper is on the financial condition of the 
trunk air carrier' industry because the. majority of the noisy aircraft, 
and virtually all of the noisy four-engine aircrJft wh~ch should be 
replaced, are concentrated thel·ein. Any financinu options considered by 
either the industry or the government must of course take into account 
the fact that there are noisy aircraft owned by comoanies outside the 
trunk airline indust~v. 
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need.* Capital r1.eeds v10uld increase by 19 to 31 percent~ from 
which the airlines would derive no direct traffic or revenue 
increases, and only slight capacity increases. An incremental 
requirement of this magnitude is beyond the near-term ability 
of the industry to finance in any normal fashion, since both 
the debt and equity markets have been foreclosed effectively 
for several years.** 

Yet, to obtain delivery of new generation aircraft in time;to 
comply with the regulation by 1984, the airline industry v10uld 
have to accelerate its replacement schedule and make firm purchase 
corrmitments within the next 12 to 18 months. The industry very 
simply is not in adequate financial condition to make such 
commitments. It will begin to do so eventually, but too late to 
obtain the economically and environmentally efficient aircraft 
desired for the noise reduction program, to generate the jobs 
needed now in the aerospace industry, and to counter the com
petitive threat of new-technology foreign aircraft.*** 

Compounding the problem greatly is the financial condition of 
certain individual carriers vlithin the industry. The use of 
aggregate data to analyze the ability of an industry to meet a 
specific financial need is often misleading. Individual 
companies, possessing a specialized knowledge of their own 
situation, can find \vays aroundJinancial barriers that seem 
insurmountab 1 e to the indus try analyst. In this case, hm·tever, 
the reverse is true. Several of the financially \-:eakest 
carriers in the industry are also the owners of large numbers of 

*Assumes the combination of replacement and retrofit discussed earlier, 
· with a 5 percent annual inflation rate and using 1982 price~. Excludes 

those four-engine aincraft possessed by other than the trunk airlines. 

**In hearings on the Aviation Act, the heads of several banks and insurance 
companies, the industry's traditional institutional lenders~ testified 
that they did not anticipate making further loans to any carriers, and 
advised that capital formation was, and would continue to be, a critical 
problem for the industry. 

***An additional consideration is the potential impact of some approaches 
that have been pt·oposed for dealing \vith the industry's re-equipment 
problem. Frank Borman, the CEO of Eastern Airlines, has recommended, 
for example. that the industry conduct a design canpetition, select a 
single new aircraft, and then agree to ·purchase that·aircraft only. 
The consequences of such an approach for the ·competitive structure of 
the. aerospace indus try are serious. 
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noisy aircraft, and will face some of the largest requirements 
for funds with \'ihi ch to rep 1 ace those aircraft • 

. 
TIIA, for example, has had an extremely difficult time remaining 
solvent over the past year and a half. In fact, having asked 
for and been refused Federal subsidy, it has avoided bankruptcy 
only through extraordinary efforts on the part of management and 
acquiescence on the part of its lenders. THA's problems wi.11 not 
vanish overnight. Even though it will approach breakeven {n 1976, 
and should see a return to profitcbility in 1977, the company is 
a few years a\vay from being an effective competitor for funds in· 
the capital marketplace.* Yet by 1985, THA probably will require 
from $2 to $3 billion in capital (in inflated dollars) m~rely 
to stay competitive and remain in business. The added cost of 
achieving noise reduction goals (that is, of replacing before 
1985 those aircraft that \·:ould othendse remain in its fleet) 
could increase TY!A's capital needs by as much as $1.5 to 2.0 
billion (in inflated dollars) beh:een nm1 and then. Present 
projections say it is highly unlikely that TI~A could finance 
independently such a tremendously increased Cqpital requirement. 

T\'/O of the other carriers strongly impacted by the noise regulation!t 
Pan Am and Pmerican, also have had financial difficulties recently 
and would face similar problems ~n financing lhe purchase of 
replacement aircraft. Pan Am's capital requirements in the 1976 
to 1984 period could increase on the order of $1 billion (from 
around $2 billion to as much as $3 .billion), as Hould AmericGn's 
(from around $3 bi)lion to around $4 billion). 

C.· The Need for a New-Generation Aircraft (Detail in Appendix B): 

• 

. \ . 
No major new aircraft has been developed in the UnitedStates 
for almost 10 ~ars. In that time important design and techno
logical advances have been wade -- rrany specifically to meet the 
new economic, operati~g, and environmental constraints dictated 
by rising labor ~osts, energy shortages, and changing market 
demands.· 

* TW~'s recent announcement that it plans to sell 2 million shares of 
common stock .should not be construed as a sign of abi 1 i ty to COf!lpete. in · 
the capital marketplace. The company quite c_learl~ has been force~ 1nto 
the sale by financial exigencies and as a ~esult w1ll suffer a ser1ous 
dilution to its equity base. The shares w1ll sell at a current.mark~t 
price of around $13 as compared to a book value of $21: Someth1ng ~1k: 
15 percent of the company will thus be sold for approx1mately $25 m1ll1on, 
or the price of ~ne 747. 
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• 
Although the technology exists, th(' present inability of the U.S . 
airline industry to finance a new qr·twration of ail~craft prevents 
the manufacturers from rroving beyond the design stage. It is 
clearly in the national interest, hrl\'lt!Ver, and in the interest of 
the air traveler and the airline ittrltl5try, to take advantage of 
of such gains: 

Greater noise reduction: A nrw technology aircraft would 
sound about three times quietr~r than a nonretrofitted 707, 
and twice as quiet as a retrof i t.ted .707. 

Greater fuel efficiency: In thl' period from 1981 (v,rhen the 
lirst new-technology aircraft ~uuld be introduced under the 
accelerat~O-l'eplacement progr,,tn) until 1986 (vthen all new-
technology replace!TY2nt aircr.Jft. \.,auld be delivered) the 
tota 1 savings in jet fue 1 is c:~~ t irnated to amount to about 
2.5 billion gallons. 

Productivity: Measured again~t existing aircraft, a new
technology aircraft would ofll'l' greater payload for its 
size and \'Ieight, would be rrorl' 1·eliable and more easily 
maintained, and would cost lc~.~. to operate and less to 
acquire per unit of productivity. 

D. TheDec1ining Prospects of the U.S •. ~Aerospace Industr,¥ (Detail 
in Appendix B). -

The United States achieved its pn11ninence in the world aerospace 
market because of its technical supl~riority; most important civil 
aviation advances historically hav1' been,made in U.S. products. 
But lack of orders for a new plarw has virtually stalled technical 
development since the widebody je'.~~ were introduced. Nev:er foreign 
aircraft such as the A-300-B show the potential for meeting certain 
market demands which current U.S. pt·0ducts cannot (i.e. efficient 
o·peration.over short-medium range I'L)utes). This, corrbined with 
declines in U.S. Government outlay~ for aircraft and engines, 
has already had serious consequences for U.S. airframe and engine 
manufacturers, a major source of l'l'tployment and export sales. 
Since 1968: 

./. 

Real i n9us try sa 1 es have dec 1 i ne~ 37 percent. 

Employment has declined 37 percent. 

Aerospace exports as a percent. of GtlP have declined 42 percent. 

Each $30 million lost in s·ali'S translates into a loss of 
1,000 full time jobs and $15.5 million in payroll . 

.. 
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Hhile the U.S. industry shrinks in real terms, foreign aerospace 
manufacturers -- spurred by Government subsidy -- are grm·ling larger. 
more capable technologically, and more agressive. It is conceded 
that the U.S. cannot continue to hold its present 80 percent market 
share (of world civil aircraft in operation). The question;of how 
large a share European and other foreign manufacturers take ~ill 
depend in part on how long U.S. production of a new aircraft is 
delayed. A 2- to 3-year acceleration of·the present timetable could 

·be very important in that it 't!oul d all 0\'l U.S. manufacturers to pro
duce a new generation of planes when U.S. airlines will need them 
and when new foreign products will be on the market. 

\ • 
• 

' 

... --·· 
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APPEf!niX A 

FINMlCIAL COi!DITIQ;I OF THE TfWi:K /l.IP.LHIE INDUSTRY 

The ability of the airline industry to finance equiprr.ent replace
ment depends, as it \'lCuld in any other industry, or. its ability 
to gener~te funds internally (through depreciation and earnin~s) 
and/or externally (from the equity market and/or debt market). 
Table 1, following, projects sources and uses for the 1977-1984 
period, using the specified economic and traffic assumptions. 

1. Intern a 1 Sources 

As the table shows, depreciation will yield.a total of $10.0 billion 
through 1984. Aircraft sales will yield only about $400 million,· 
leaving tile airlines $18.7 billion short of their total·ner.ds of 
$29.1 billion. This amount must be met through earnings, new loans, 
leases, or ne1·1 equity financing. The cost of a realistic noise reductior~ 
program would increase the total need for funds by the end of 1984 
by #round 23 percent, to $36 bill ion and \·Jould' increase the deficit 
by around 3n percent, to S?.5 billion.* 

f 

Industry earr.ings are projected to \~ange from $.3 to $.5 billion 
in 1976-1977 to $.6 to $.7 billion toward the end of the period,** 
and could total about $5 billion, which would leave a financing 

·need of $13.7 billion, or about $21 billion \'/hen noise reduction 
costs are taken into account. This "gap 11 must be r.1et through 
external sources the equity market and/or the deb't market • 

2. External Sources • 
. .. 

Because of the airlines' poor earnings record for the past 10 years 
(see Table 2) both the equity and debt ri1arkets have been effectively 
foreclosed to then'fcr some time. Airline stocks have not been a 
recomnended buy for much of this period, and are not being recor:rnended 
·as an investment for the future, except for possible short-term 

* Assumes the cost of the replacement/retrofit program is in the middle of 
the $5.6 to $7.7 billion range. · 

** To earn $.5 billion, the industry \·:oulct have to achieve ahout 9 percent 
to 10 percent ROI at Clll'rent investn~ent levels. Since 1967, ROI for 
the domestic trunks plus Pan Americ~r. has ranged from a high of 8.5 per
ccrit to a low o~ 2.1 percent, averaging only 5.7 percent. 
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gains in the next six months.* At present, airline stocks 
stand at anproximately 60 perc8nt of ~heir 1967 value (versus 
120 percent for the Dovt-Joncs Average). 

The major source of airline debt financing throuqh the l9&o•s-
tradi tiona lly the 1 arge ·j llSUl~ance ccrnpani es--has ~been cl oscd for 
six years. Unc.ler t!e\·t York lm·r, Ne\'t York insurance ccrnpanies. are 
forbidden to make further loans. In a statement submitted t'o 
the House Public \·!orks and Transportatio_n Ccrr:Tiittee :~eorge ~enkins; 
Chairman of f·~etropolitan Life Insurance, said: 11 

••• \·te feel 
confident that Metropolitan will lose no money on its current 
airline investments as they run off, ·cut under present conditions, 
none\·! money \'iill be loaned ... Before le:tders Hill corr.mit ne\'/ debt 
capital, Jenkins added, 'i(they) \·!ill require a sound equity base and 
good profits . • . " · . . 

' \ 
The DOT'is confident that the proposed Aviation Act of·1976 will 
return the Aviation industry to long-ten:-~ profitability and eliminate 
the capital expenditure prob 1 em of the future. · Hc~·:ever, no rer::edy 
is seen for the problem of funding the capital decisions that must be 
made now in order to achieve a quieter and ~ore fuel efficient fleet 
_by the end of 1984. Airline earnin~s_ are the.key to both internal 
and ~xte.rna1 funds g~oerat.ion .. but as .the fot~eanino data makes clear 

.even· a hi~h level of earnings \·Jill not insure that the industry \'!ill be 
able to finance the~$5.~ to S7.7 hillinn nAAriArl for the noise 

. rerlucti on program through norma 1 means •. 

3. Problem Carriers 

• 

\ 

The financing problems anticipated for the industry Nill be· 
concentrated hetvi ly in IT!ajor carriers, vrhich have the most four
engine aircraft in their fleet and consequently the greatest retrofit 
burden, particulal~ly f,rr.erican, H!A, and Pan Am. P.s shmm in Table 3~ 
these three carriers have together accounted for a large ~ortion of 
the industry'~ losses o·;er the last five years and, Nith the possible 
exception of American, have relatively undesirable debt burdens. 
Further, as shown in Table 4, American end THA, (pl~esuming that 
they could obtain the debt financing they \\'Ould need,) ur.r:'el' the 
burden of the ncise reduction program would have debt/equity ratios of ov 
4 and 5.7 respectively, \·Jhile Pan Arn's·Nould be near 2. These carriet·s 
are likely to have great difficulty in raising the capital that \·:ould b2 
requi r~d by the noise r~gu 1 a ti on. • 

* A potential exception to this statement is the pending TWA issue of 
2 million shares of stock. As explained in the text, the need for such 
an issue ii created by TWA's poor financial situation and at the expected 
price of the sale will seriously dilute the company•s equity base. 
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, PROJECTED USES !\riD SOUP.CES OF FUiWS 
U S l ··r, u·;·:-;-,. I 0 c .. ') T r"r) s • • r, :,t, · .. , /·,P..;._.~r, 

1ffi~Tq-J7J f.;;G}9G1,-r -_______ , _____ _ 
jCurrcnt Dollars in Billions) 

Uses of Funds 1977 1980 1984 1977-1984 
·I . 

Property & Equipment $1.28 $1.6B $5. 7B $24.4B 
O::~>t r~cpayr;;ent .5 • 5 .4 . 3-.6 
Divid~nds & Other .3 .6 _.1_ 1.1 --. 
Total Uses $2.08 $2.78 $6.28 $29.1B 

.-.;· 

·, 
\ 

Sources of Funds 

Depreciation 1.1 1.1 . 1.6 10.0 
Sales of Aircraft .1 .o .1 .4 

Total Sources 1.2 1.1 
. 

1.7 10.4 
·$ 

Uses Less Internal Sources $ .8B . $1.68 $4.58 $18.78 

.. 
. . 

NOTE: The follo·o'ling gro\·lth rates are assumed in the projecticns: . \ . 
.R'eal GNP 

Inflation 

- RPWs 

3.7% 

5.1% 

Domestic 6.5% 

International 5.3% 

System 6.2% 

• 
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SELECTED FINANCIAl DATA FOR TRUNK CM~RIER Ir\DUSTRY 
(System Opcraticns, Inc1uding Pan Am) 

.. 
19G7-1S75 .. 

(Dollars in millions) 

Operating Pre-Tax Pre-Tux ,. Return on l/ 
Revenue Profit Profit .t·iargi n · Invest~~nt -

1957 $6,11·7 $638 10.4% 8.5% 
• 

1968 6,902 411 5.6 '6 .1 
.. 

1969 7,765 247 . 3.2 4.6 
. . 

(154) (1.9) 1970 8 '131 1.8 
. ' 

1971 8,811 55 0.6 3.7 

1972 \ 9;703 266 ... 2.8 6~0 

.:1973 10,905 287 2.6 5.6 

1974 12,865 447 3.5 5.8 

J121}. 
. .. l-) 1975 . 13' 37 4 2.8 

9 Yr. Tota1 $84,653 $2;075 2.5% NA 

.J . 
y Return element includes net income ond interest on 1ong term debt. . . . . . . .... 
Source: CAB Form 41/iPI-32 Reports 



TABLE 3 
' SELECTED F!N/l.NCIAl OAT/\ FOP. TRUNK Cf.1RP.IFRS (Including Pun Am) 1971 TO 1975 

Carriers with Large 
N•.ar.bers of Operating nevenues 'Net Income (Loss) Profit (Loss) Mnrgin 

4-Enaine Aircraft ($ rt:i11ions) ( $ ~'I ill ions) (Percent) 

Trans ';/orl d $ 7,679.9 '$ (24.5) , (0.3)% . 7 3. o:~ 
. ' 

Ar:1e ri can 7,583.5 (39.5) (0.5) 45.4 
I 

United 9,681.2 155.6 1.6 48.2 
• 

Pan ~.:neri can 7,169.1 (233.9) (3.3) 75.9 ., 
' 

Others 

'"Eastern 6,629.2 (65.1) ( 1. 0) 68~2 

Delta -\ 5,502.5· 268.8 ... 4.9 44.8 

Braniff 2,281.3. 93.1 4.1 . 57.7 

Hes tern 
" ' 2,113.4 74.5 3.5 43.8 

tiorth\·:est 2,984.8 . 203.5 ·6.8 28.3 

Conti nenta1 2,081.4 21.3 1.0 . 71.7 

Nati anal .1,821.1 82.3 4.5 46.7 _ ... 
~ 

11 Trunk Air Carriers -System Operations, De~ember 31., 1915 ..... 



AIRLINE 

American 

Pan Am 

TWA 

United 
\ 

. Industry 

SOURCE: 

CAPITAL EXPE'W~!TtNES 
(1977-1984) 

$·3-3.5 

1. 8 

$2-.3 

4.2 

$27.1 

\ . 

Alliance One Institutional 

TABLE 4 

PROJECTIONS'OF DEBT EQUITY RATIOS, 
SELEC'l£0 tRUNK CARH1tk"S~9/b, '198Y, N~D 1984 
. (Oo11ars·in 13i'l lions} 

LONG TERr·1 EB 
EQUITY-' 

1976 1980 1984 

.78 .47 2.3 
• 
3.0 1.7 • 74 

3.0 2.2 2.8 

1 • 1 .56 .34 

1.3 .74 .98 
.;., 

Services ana TPI-32 

REPLACE11DlT CAP IT~l 
REQUIRED BY 1984~ 

$1.2 

1.0. 
'· 

1 • 5-2.0 

2.0 

5.6-7.7 

lf Assumes borrowings for capftal needs without respect to cal_"riers ability to obtain financing. 

4.4 

2. 17. 

5.77 

1.52 

1.78 

2/ Based on number of four-engine aircraft remaining in fleet after 1984,-with replacements (including spares) 
valued at a 1982 cost of $27 million each. . · · 

.... 
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P.PPEf!DI X B 

P.DVMHf,GES OF Jl.CCELER,\TED DEVELOPI·lE:H OF NHI TECHNOLOGY Jl.I RCRAFT 

1. Greater Noise Reduction 

A neN-technology replacement ail~craft \'/Ould be far quieter tha11 
the quietest existing aircraft. The gain achievable is illustrated 
in Figure 1, which outlines the area exposed, on a single event, . 
to a noise level equal to or greater tha~ 90 EPNdB--roughly 
equi va 1 ent to the sound of a busy dmmtm·m street. 

-- The 90 EPNdB contour of the 707 /DC-8 aircraft (technology of 
the 1950's) extends more than 20 miles beyond the brake release 
point of takeoff and roughly nine miles prior to the touchdown 
point on landing. 

--The Dt'-10, employing the late l960 1s technology CF-6 engine, 
is able to confine the 90 EPNdB contour to i much smaller area, 
equivalent to the over-water area south of Lognn International. 
It is significantly quieter than a SN1 retrofitted 727 1 which 
meets F/l.R 36 standards • 

. -- Fur·thel~ important noise reduction advances are reflected in the 
noise contour of a new Tri-jet which has doublE: lc:yer acoustical 
linings, and the 1970's technology CFI'l-56 or aTlOD engines \·tith 
ne~ design fan and turbine stages. Those engines are expected 
to be avai 1 ab 1 e for use in ne\·; aircraft. 

2. Productivity, Oper~ting and Safety Gains \ 

• 

Technological advances possible today \·till result in a nei'J aircraft 
\•lith greater payload for its size and \'!eight--an aircraft that is 
more reliable, rr.ore easily maintained, costs less to operate, and 
costs less to-acquire per unit of productivity. These benefits 
accrue to the public, the air traveler, an~ the airlines. 

Greater effi ci enci es are achieved through such techno 1 ogi cal advances 
as: 

-- Supercritical aerodynamics concepts ·in \'ling airfoil and body 
design, h'hich can yi~ld a lighter_and more efficient aircraft • 

• --lighter, more aerodynamic pl~opulsion system and more efficient 
engines and nacelles. 

-- Digi.tal electronics for.avionics systems and in-flight control to 
avoid engine abuse, improve navigation and epproach precision, 
provide increased reliatility, r.lainta'inability, safety and fuel 
cffi ci enci es. 
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New structural concepts, new materials, and computer~aided designs 
\·Ihich \'till result in a lighter aircraft made up of fe1·ter, less
camp 1 ex parts. 

The r.ev1 aircraft Hi 11 be safer for the air tr·ave 1 er, through im
provem2nts in inflight control, and new interior materials of much 
improved fl arr:mabil i ty /srr.oke/toxi city characteristics. 

The ne\:1 aircraft \-:ill comply v1ith the more rigorous engine po1lutant 
standards set for 1979, · 

The ne;·1 aircraft, by virtue of improvements in systems and avionics, \·lil1 
be certified with a t\-to-man flight deck cl~e\·t--an important contri-· 
bution to control of airline costs and hence ticket prices. 

In terms of seats,range and operational characteristics, the new air
craft will be more closely attuned to marketing requirements of the 
1 ate 1970's and mid 1980's •. On many routes today the aircraft used. 
are smaller than optimal, making additional flights necessary; on 
other routes aircraft of 1 on gel~ range than nec.!=ssm~y are used, \'/hi ch 
incurs both v:eight and efficiency penalties. A market-matched air
craft would convert into increased airline ~fficiencies. 

The new aircraft will use comput~r-aide~ flight profile management, 
i·;hich increases aircraft, airportand a·irways system productivity. 

• The ne\·1 aircraft \'lill accept the standardized intet~l ine ca,~go 
container (LD-3). This \·muld allu.·; much improved _efficiency in 
the high grov1th air cargo industry, by avoiding much of the 1 abol~ 
and handling costs, while interfacing efficiently.with all-cargo 
and interline air cargo services. \ 

• 
3. Energy Savings 

Replacesent of 707/DC-8 aircraft \dth ne\'1, high-!echnology 
aircraft waul~ result in reduced energy consumpt1on per seat 
mile flmm. l/ The estimated magnitudes of the savings from various 
noise reduction programs are shown belo~: 

A program resulting in the retrofit of about 100 of 
the 707/DC-8 aircraft and r~placement of the ~est· 
\·lith ne\1,· high-technology alrcraft·\'lould p1~ov1~e an 
energy saving of a~10ut 2.5 billion gallons ·?f ~et 
fuel--an energy cost saving of about $900 m1ll1on 
over the period of the program (19Sl-19S6)at today's 
price. 

.· 
lJ This is bused on comparison of the fleet mix that \·tas estimated to result 

from in;plu:entution of the proposed ~~rosrams \'lith the fleet mix estir.:11teC: 
to result in the event that no p1·ograr:1 '"'ere unde1·taken. The neH, high
tcchno1o9)' aircruft is estimuted to be 30~ more fuel efficient than a 
707/DC-S on a seat mile·pe·r gallon basis. 
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• . 

~ program resulting in the replvccment of all 707/DC-8 . 
aircraft with new, high-technology aircraft would provide 
an energy saving of about 2.8 billion gallons--a cost 
saving of over $1 bi 11 ion over the prograrn pct'i od. 

A program resulting in the retrofit of all 707/DC-8 
aircraft would i~pose an additional energy requirement 
of about 220 million gallons over the program period. 

It should also be noted that retrofit of the 727/737/Dc~g 
aircraft would not cause a measurable change in the eneroy 
requirem~nt of the cornmerci a 1 aircraft fleet. ""' 

The annual energy saving of the program would in 1986 
amount to about 8% of the total jet fuel consumption of 
the commercial aircraft fleet. 

4. Positive I~~!pact on the U.S. Aerospace Industry 

• 

• 

The 2- to 3-year gap betv1een expected development and 
accelerated develop~ent of a new-generation aircraft is 
significant for the national interest in general, but could 
be crucial for the U.S. aerospace industry. Lacking a 
market for a new plane -- and thus the opportunity to put 
their dravti;.g-board technology to ,\':ot~k -- the tl.S. manufacturers 
already have lost sorr:e of the technologic31 advantage they have 
always enjoyed over foreign competition. 

A potentially more critical loss is U.s.-share of the world 
aerospace market. If de1ivery of a ne\·r aircraft is delayed_ 
to 1985, as appears likely absent the spur of a realisti9 noise 
program, forei ~n cor.:pet iti on -- v;ith ne1·!er products to offer -
may secure thei re ho 1 d on a major share of the 1·1orl d r:1arket, and 

. the U.S. industl~y may decline to a level from \·:hich it cannot 
·. easily recover.* 

reductio:·: 

The economic impact on the aerospace industry and on the U.S • 
economy in general \·;auld be enormous. Hith sales of $28 billion, 
and employment of arolind 950 thousand, the industry has been a 
major factor in the U.S. economy fo1· nearly the 1 ast quarter 
century. Si nee 1968, hm·fever -- as a result of the prob 1 er.1s of 
its cl"icmt industry, the U.S. airline~, and a reduction in military 
purchases -- aerospace has experienced ·a very sharp decline: 

Direct employment has declined 37 percent. 

Industry pilyroll as a percent of all manufacturing 
payroll has declined 30 percent. 

r-"{1le(fo;i:~st1c r:iart-.et is also at issue. In the absence of a ne1·! 
U.S. 180-to-200 passcnget· aircraft, U.S. airlines ate looking at 
such fot·ci gn ai rcruft as· the French-made A-300-8, \'-lhi ch a 1 ready 
developed is substJntially cheaper-- though less efficient -
th:m a nc1·1 gcm:ration U.S. aircraft Hould be. 
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• 

As a percent of GnP, aerospace industry sales have 
declined 42 percent. 

Real aerospace industry sales have declined 37 percent • 

As the real domestic and military markets have declined, U.S. 
manufacturers have grown heavily dependent on foreign 

.. 

markets for sales of civil aircraft. Since 1968 civil aircr.aft exports 
as a percentage of total civil aircraft sales hav~ almost d6ubled. 
U.S. airftame and engine manufacturers have turned more and more --· 
to consortiums \'lith Europ~an firms, both to share developmental 
costs and to ensure continued access _to European markets. Hm·rever, 
the consequent sharing of production will further erode U.S. 
aerospace eiT.ployn;ent. * 

• Anxious to reduce U.S. dominance of the lucrative aerospace market~ 
foreign _governments have becoite increasingly protective of their 
own aerospace industries and markets, and increasingly aggressive 
about penetrating other markets, forming alliances \·there necessary 
to do so (the French and German co~bined forc~s to produce the successful 
A-300-B). Thus~ \·thi1e the U.S. aerospace indtJstry hus been declining 
in real terms, European and other foreign governr.~ents have been 
subsidizing expansion of their own aerospace industries, and threaten 
to encroach on both the U.S. and \·iot·ld markets. A loss of only 
5 percent oi present U.S. sales to foreign competition would result 
in a loss of 47,000 jobs and $729 million in payroll. 

Assuming that past relationships hold true, the proposed pl~ogram 
would accelerate by 2 to 3 years the rehiring of about 25;000 
aerospace \•/Ol'kers at a payro 11 of about $400 mi 11 ion a 'year. 

. ~. . 

• 

* An important consideration here is the effect erosion \·muld have 
on the structut·e of the U.S. aerospace industry. The competition beh1een 
the u~rce me!jor manufacturers has helpet.i to establish and rraintain U.S. 
technological su~eriority. If a sizable share of the world market is 
1 ost to foreign competition, one and p·oss ib ly th'O manufactut·ers could 
suffer seriously. 

.. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 
I 

SUBJ~CT: 

I 
I 
I 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

August 12, 1976 

THE PRESIDENT 

DONALD G. OGILvfES::> 
ACTING DIRECTor 

Proposed Aviation Noise Policy 
Statement 

Secretary Coleman wishes to issue an aviation noise policy statement by 
Sept~ber 1, when he is scheduled to testify before the House Aviation 
Subcofmittee on the Administration's noise policy. He promises to 
anno~r~e a major new program to curb aircraft noise and stimulate new 
plane~production. The following discussion presents options concerning 
whatdfhe policy statement should say. Financing choices associated with 
one t the options are covered in TAB A. · 

~ 
-- ~out six million people are significantly affected by airport 

nrise, 600 thousand seriously so. 

Environmental groups and airport neighbors have long pushed 
fpr federal aircraft noise reduction action. Congressional 
attention to the problem is increasing, although no legislative 
aFtion will be taken this year. 

T e main federal action to date has been issuance of noise 
s andards for ~aircraft in 1969. However, given the 
1 ngevity of jet aircraft, over 75% of the current air 
c rrier fleet does not meet the standards. The oldest 25% 
o the jet fleet (B-707s, DC-8s) are also the noisiest. 
L~ter model aircraft (B-727, DC-9), which comprise 50% of 
t e fleet, are less noisy but do not meet the 1969 stand
a ds. 

I 
There are many ways to reduce aviation noise which are practiced to 
d~fferent degrees at present. Chief among them are: 1) imposition 
of a jet ban or night curfew (e.g., such as at Washington National); 
21) operational techniques such as runway use adjustments and 
stheduling to avoid the use of the noisiest types of planes at 



close-in airports; 3} land purchase, soundproofing buildings and 
local zoning measures; 4) retrofit of existing aircraft engines 
with sound absorbing material or replacement of the engines with 
quieter ones; and 5} retirement of the older, non-standard-meeting 
aircraft and replacement with new, quieter airplanes. 

Options 

2 

There are three major courses of action regarding what basic policy statement 
should be issued. The options differ in the emphasis they place on the noise 
reduction methods stated above. The options are: 

1) Issue the statement and include in it a 4-10 year, $3.5 billion 
program funded mainly by an environmental surcharge. This 
would help replace the noisiest types of aircraft with new 
technology and retrofit some of the later model planes which 
do not meet the 1969 standards. 

2) Defer making a policy statement until after September 1, to 
permit a paper to be presented to you which compares the 
costs and effectiveness of various noise abatement options. 

3) Issue a policy statement which limits the federal regulatory role 
to assistance on operational techniques and future aircraft noise 
reduction. 

Discussion of Options 

Option #1--This option would require most commercial aircraft operating in 
the U.S. to meet the 1969 noise standards over 4-10 years. It is intended 
that the oldest, noisiest jets (B-707s, DC-Bs) would be replaced with a new, 
higher technology aircraft while the later model, non-standard planes 
(e.g., B-727s, DC-9s) would be retrofitted with sound absorbing material. 
A fuller discussion of this option can be found in TAB B, prepared by DOT. 

Key arguments in favor of this option are: 

It would lower aircraft noise levels over 4-10 years and take 
action on the long standing noise problem. 

It could ease the pressure on local airport authorities to establish 
curfews and other operating restrictions which, if widespread, would 
be disruptive to air travel. 

It could create sizable orders for new aircraft and stimulate airframe 
manufacturers into launching new, advanced aircraft types with 
improved fuel efficiency as well as quieter engines. Employment 
in the aerospace industry would also rise substantially and the 
competitive advantage of U.S. manufacturers would be enhanced. 



Local authorities could undertake land purchases, zoning regulations 
and other noise abatement steps with a definitive, long-term 
federal noise control policy with which to plan, 
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Option #2--This option would delay issuing a policy statement until after 
September 1, to permit a decision paper to be prepared which presented you 
with the full range of noise reduction options available. The paper would 
discuss the relative costs and benefits of options such as: 1) retrofit 
of all non-standard aircraft so as to achieve compliance; 2) retrofit of 
the noisiest set of aircraft only; 3) use of operating techniques and 
limited curfews at the most serious noise problem airports; and 4) establish
ment of a noise pollution tax which escalates with the degree of noise an 
aircraft emits. 

Factors in favor of this option are: 

Option #1 has no quantification of the benefits expected to be 
achieved and no comparison of the replacement/retrofit option 
with other measures which could be taken, 

Some of the other approaches to noise reductions may be more cost 
effective than Option #1. For example, if all non-standard air
craft were retrofitted it would cost only 1/4 to l/3 of Option #1 
and yet also provide significant noise relief, Further, Option 
#1 would devote 90% of the noise reduction funds to planes which 
account for only 10% of the operations at noise-problem airports. 

Options such as initiation of a noise pollution tax on non-standard 
aircraft and imposition of partial curfews appear to offer sub
stantial noise reductions and have the advantage of being able 
to be tailored to local needs and wishes. A community could trade 
off, for example, a diminution of night service with a quieter 
environment. 

The replacement/retrofit proposal may have substantive flaws which 
should be further explored. For instance, the airline interest 
group which conceived of the replacement/retrofit idea contends . 
that retrofitting the non-standard but less noisy aircraft (e.g,, 
B-727s, DC-9s} would have no appreciable noise benefit, but would 
cost $200-300 million, It is also not certain that Option #1 will 
result in a new generation of aircraft, given that the airlines 
could choose to purchase existing aircraft types, or to re-engine 
or retrofit a large number of the planes that DOT presumes would 
be replaced, 

Option #3--This option would limit federal actions to promulgations of 
regulations for future aircraft types (to make them quieter than the 1969 
standard levels) and establishment of the quietest operating procedures 
consistent with a high safety standard, 
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Factors in favor of this option are: 

-- It would keep federal involvement at a minimum level, allowing each 
community to determine the degree to which it wishes to impose 
operating restrictions (e.g., curfews) and other noise abatement 
measures. This seems appropriate because: 1) over half of the six 
million people appreciably affected by aircraft noise are located 
around five airports; 2) a community could trade off the degree and 
cost of service with the amount of noise it wished to accept. There 
is evidence that many areas prefer to tolerate noise rather than re
duce air activity because of service and employment losses that 
operating restrictions can bring. 

-- It is not clear that action to control noise at the source greatly 
,changes people's perceptions of being annoyed. There does not 

I 

appear to be a clear correlation, for example, between the 
introduction of the new, quieter aircraft and the level of complaints 
made at a given airport. This may be due to the gradual nature of 
changes in the noise emissions made. 

--!The noise problem is not growing, with 1975 being probably better 
ithan 1974 in terms of total noise generated. Since it is 
!estimated that 1/3 to l/2 of the noisiest aircraft will be 

/
retired over the next 10 years, the noise from the increase in 
,total operations will be offset by a reduction in the number of 
(most offensive planes. 

--]The proposal appears to be inconsistent with Secretary Coleman's 
1decision to let the Concorde, which is twice as noisy on takeoff 
as any other commercial jet, into the U.S. However, DOT contends 
that there is no inconsistency since the Concorde is a very 

1
limited demonstration which has a more symbolic than real noise 

I impact. 

Recomm~ndations 

Agency lcomments were only received on Option #1. As mentioned earlier, 
the st~tement did not provide detailed discussions of the various options 
other ~han replacement/retrofit, so no comments on these are available. 
The ag~ncy comments which were received indicate: 

--lin favor of Option #1 (replacement/retrofit)--DOT, NASA, State, 
land HEW. 

--~In favor of Option #2 (further analysis)--CEQ and Justice. 

-- 1In favor of Option #3 (1 imited federal involvement)--CEA, COWPS, 
land OMB. 

I 



-
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While no official position was expressed by EPA, it is known that they 
favor strict noise standards and heavy federal involvement in airport 
noise actions. 

Views of the White House staff are as follows: 

• Mr. Seidman supports the Secretary's proposal (Option #1} 
',but believes that any announcement should await specific 
',implementation strategy. Mr. Gorog also supports the 
~ecretary's proposal, but believes that options other than 
the three presented here should be considered. He has 
prepared an independent decision memorandum for your 
consideration. Mr. Scowcroft is concerned that the 
Secretary's proposal is silent on the international 
:implications • 

. tessrs. Schmults, Hartmann, Marsh, and Gergen recollJTJend 
hat the issuance of DOT's proposal be deferred (Option #2) 
ecause other options need to be developed and presented 

for your consideration. Mrs. Hope also agrees that more 
options should be considered but believes that public 
lnnouncement of a White House request for more analysis 
$hould be made because the Secretary's proposal has 
lPPeared in the press. 
I 

. Mr. Friedersdorf supports the issuance of an aviation noise 
policy statement that involves a limited federal role (Option 
#3). 

Decisitn 

Option.#l, issue the replacement/retrofit noise policy statement 
(SeeiTAB A on financing if this is chosen). ----

Optionl#2, defer decision to develop and present other options ____ _ 

Option1#3, approve a statement that involves a limited federal role __ _ 

I 

I 
Attach~ent 

I 

I 
I 

I 



Jim -

Am trying to find out from Gorog's 
office whatthis means --- Strange way to do it. 

Also I do not think General Scowcroft 
is recommending Option 1. 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

JIM CONNOR 

DON OGI~ 

August 12, 1976 

Proposed Aviation Noise Policy 
Statement 

Attached is a condensed version of the aviation noise policy memo 
that was circulated among the White House staff last month. For 
your convenience, I have also enclosed the earlier draft of that 
memo (dated July 19) together with copies of the comments we 
received from the White House staff. 

Attachment 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Au.gust 13, 1976 

MEMORANDUH FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROH: William F. Gorog 

SUBJECT: DOT Proposed Policy Statement on Aircraft 
Noise and Replacement 

Secretary Coleman proposes to announce an aviation noise 
policy and a private sector aircraft replacement program. 
Because of the breadth of the issues and because legislation 
will be required, he seeks your approval prior to making his 
statement public. 

Secretary Coleman feels strongly that a decision should 
be made as soon as possible. He has been called to testify 
September 1 before the House Aviation Subcommittee on 
the Administration's aviation noise policy. 

Two decisions are required: 

whether to issue a policy statement establishing 
noise standards, as proposed by the Department of 
Transportation {DOT), or a more limited statement 

if noise standards are to be ·set, what financial 
alternative should be a part of DOT's statement. 

At Tab A is discuss ion of the noise problem , the air 
carrie rs' need f_or replacement aircraft, and the desir
ability of stimulating a new generation u.s. aircraft. 

Reasons for a Policy Statement 

~ircraft noise is a serious problem for 600,000 Americans, 
at 26 major airports; it is a significant problem for 
6 million, at about 100 airports. 
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DOT's proposed statement wil~ clarify ~he Federal 
responsibility for reducing aircraft noise at its source 
through the promulgation of noise standards for new and 
existing aircraft. It delineates the major responsibilities 
of carriers, airport operators, and State and local 
Governments •. By leaving responsibility for noise abatement 
requirements other than source noise regulation with 
State and local authorities, the proposal leaves liability 
with them. Such clarification of Federal action and 
responsibilities will permit airport operators and air 
carriers to make future plans with greater certainty. 

Further, it will promote public understanding of the 
economic costs associated with achievement of the socially 
desirable goal of aircraft noise abatement. To some 
extent it may relieve pressure on local authorities to 
impose unrealistic, disruptive measures •. 

Secretary Coleman feels (see Tab B) that the program 
would also: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Assure air carriers a means to replace certain 
~ging aircraft: the airline industry, which has 
had a very low return on investment for a decade, 
lacks adequate financial community support to purchase 
needed new aircraft. 

Stimulate the development of a new generation of 
aircraft: there are now no u.s. manufactured long 
range aircraft suitable to replace those that will 
reach the end of their useful lives in the early 1980's. 

Stimulate private sector jobs in the aeros·pace 
and related industries: each new aircraft program 
would add 10,000 new jobs within two years, 25,000 
new jobs within six years. 

Conserve energy: new technology aircraft would 
be 25-40% more fuel efficient than existing B-707s/DC-8s. 

Reduce noise significantly below present standards: 
new aircraft would be 60% quieter than B-707s/DC-8s, 
and being 40% larger, would serve more people with 
fewer flights, thereby reducing landing/take-off 
noise events and airport congestion. 

Maintain the u.s. pre-eminent position in the inter
national aviation market in the face of stiff new 
government-subsidized-competition from France and 
Germany: sales of u.s. aircraft abroad are our 
second largest dollar export. 

• 
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Encourage State and local governments to·require 
that land use around airports be compatible with 
airport noise. 

DOT recommends that domestic air carriers and the domestic 
portion of u.s. international air carriers' fleets be 
required to meet Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 36, 
(FAR 36) noise levels or to be retired according to the 
following schedule: 

• 

• 

• 

B-747's - within six years 

4-engine narrow-body jets - as soon as possible, 
but within six to eight years 

2- and 3-engine narrow-body jets - 1/3 within three 
years, 2/3 within six years, with 1/3 permitted 
to continue in use after six years at airports other 
than the major ones with substantial noise problems. 

Reasons for a Limited Policy Statement 

An alternative to the comprehensive statement proposed 
by Secretary Coleman would be to proceed with the issuance 
of a noise policy statement, but limit Federal actions 
to promulgation of more strict noise standards for future 
aircraft types and establishment of the quietest operating 
procedures that are safe. 

~ 

This alternative would allow each community to determine 
the degree to which it wishes to abatement measures. 
This seems appropriate to some agencies because: 1) 
over half of the si~ million people appreciably affected 
by aircraft noise are located around five airports, 2) 
a community could trade off the degree and cost of service 
with the amount of noise it wished to accept. There 
is evidence that many areas prefer to tolerate noise 
rather than reduce air activity b~cause of service and 
employment losses that operating restrictions can bring. 

It is not clear that action to control noise at the source 
greatly changes people's·perceptions of the annoyance 
that jet planes cause. 

Financing Alternatives 

The imposition of noise standards on existing aircraft 
will place a financial burden on some air carriers that 
they cannot meet. Credit markets. are virtually closed 
to the industry, because the return on investment since 
1967 has averaged 5.7%. Even with some loosening of 
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in the aviation regulatory reform bill, it ts unlikely 
that the industry can assume the full burden of me~ting 
the FAR 36 noise standards within the proposed time 
frame. · · 

At the same time it is desirable to begin a new generation 
of u.s. aircraft. The aerospace industry, given the 
financially weak position of u.s. air carriers, does 
not have the economic incentive to go forward with these 
programs at this time. Each new u.s. aircraft has an 
R&D cost on the order of $1 billion. Thus the noise 
policy statement, potentially a significant stimulus 
toward the needed new generation of aircraft, must consider 
alternative means to generate the capital required to 
retrofit and/or replace aircraft. 

Option 1. - DOT recommends issuing the· noise policy state
ment with the following financial plan: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Impose a 2% surcharge for 10 years, on all domestic 
·passenger tickets and freight waybills. 

Deposit surcharge revenues in an Aircraft Replacement 
Fund, managed by intercarrier agreement. 

Grant each carrier drawin0 rights to the Fund in 
proportion to its total system passenger and cargo 
revenue. Withdrawals would be permitted only for 
retrofit/replacement of 4-engine aircraft not meeting 
FAR 36 noise standards, or replacement of non-FAR 36 
2- and 3- engine aircraft. 

Deposit any balances remaining"in Fund after program 
objectives have been achieved in the existing Airport/ 
Airway Trust Fund, dedicating them to noise control 
purposes (including land acquisitions and easements). 

Seek legislation to authorize payment of the cost 
of retrofitting 2- and 3-engine aircraft ($250 million) 
from the Airport/Airway Trust Fund. 

Seek legislation to reduce the Federal air passenger 
ticket and freight way bill taxes collected for 
the Airport/Airway Trust Fund from 8% to 6% and 
from 5% to 3%, respectively. 

Effect: 

The $3-3.5-billion flowing into the Aircraft Replacement 
Fund over 10 years would finance approximately one-half 
of the $6.4 billion cost of replacing the some 200 to 
275 B-707s and DC-8s that would otherwise be in airline 
service at the end of 1984, the date by which the noise 
standards must be met. This would probably be about 
10% of the industry-wide capital requirements for this 
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The user taxes flowing into the Airport/Airway Trust 
Fund under the reduced rates would cover all outlays 
chargeable to the Fund under the Airport Development 
Aid Program (AD~P) bill through FY 1980. Without a tax 
reduction, unused Trust Fund balances will grow rapidly 
(to $1.7 billion by 1~79) and become a target for tax 
reductions or unjustified spending proposals, already 
being advanced by the aviation industry. 

Pros: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

.• 

Administration of the Fund by the airlines would 
minimize Federal involvement. 

The capital provided will spark development of 
a new generation airplane, but will not encourage 
excess capacity because the surcharge provides only 
part of the revenues needed for replacement. 

Interference with market choices is minimal; the 
carriers have flexibility to decide how to use the 
revenues from the surcharge. 

Redistribution of surcharge revenues equalizes 
the impact of the program, avoiding an unduly 
severe impact on the four carriers that own 60% 
of the B-707s/DC-8s. 

The cost of noise reductions is placed on the users, 
like a price increase (and cost-pass-through) imposed 
by an unregulated industry to meet environmental costs. 
. . 

• Because the CAB approves air fares on the basis 

• 

• 

• 

· of industry wide average historical costs, a surcharge 
is required to pay for future incr-eased costs. 

Because of the reduction in the ticket and freight 
taxes, the cost of air travel would not be increased. 

"Trading" a reduction in excess revenues in the · 
Airport/Airway Trust Fund for a special surcharge 
to help meet environmental and broad economic objec
tives is sound policy. 

The Congress would be tasked to determine whether 
the minimal noise reduction due to retrofit of 2-
and 3-engine aircraft is worth the $250 million cost. 



Cons: 

• 

• 

. . 
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Pooling and red1stribution of some revenues is contrary 
to antitrust policy •. 

Controversy over revenue pooling, whether in the 
Congress or befqre the Civil Aeronautics Board, 
may delay announcement of new aircraft programs. 

Redistribution of revenues penalizes those airlines 
that do not have large numbers of noisy aircraft. 

, 

The principal criticism of Option 1 is that it would 
create a $3.5 billion fund, collected from passengers 
of all carriers in order to make the down payments on 
new aircraft for those carriers with B-707s or DC-8s. 
(Many carriers could draw funds toward replacement of 
2- and 3-engine aircraft. These total drawing rights, 
however, would be $350 million, about 10 percent of the 
funds collec~ed.) An alternative to· the DOT option 
is: 

Option 2: - Modify Option 1 by having ~ach carrier establish 
its own Aircraft Replacement Account, just as the airport 
security surcharge used to be handled. Each carrier 
would collect the charge from its own passengers, use 
the funds only for retrofit (or an equivalent amount 
toward replacement), remit excess collections to the 
Airport/Airway Trust Fund, and report receipts/disbursements 
regularly to the CAB and DOT. While the surcharge receipts 
would be taxable,· the carriers with severe replacement 
problems do not have current tax liabilities. For carriers 
who do have to pay taxes, the existing investment tax 
credit and accelerated depreciation schedules would preclude 
too large a tax bite on the surcharge account. 

Option 3: - Adopt the DOT noise policy requirements, 
and leave to the private sector all financing questions 
and the timing of new u.s. aircraft production. Request 
the Congress to reduce the ADAP taxes (as in Option 1), 
but leave to the carriers whether to seek a corresponding 
fare increase from the CAB. 

Option 4:- Issue.no noise standards for existing aircraft. 
Leave to local governments and airports determination 
of acceptable noise levels. 

Option 5: - Request further study, to include development 
of financing options based 1) on tax incentives for financing 
new aircraft production, and 2) on using current ADAP 
funds for R&D expenses of new u.s. aircraft. 
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The following options modify ~he extent of the DOT proposed 
statement: 

Option 6: - Limit the surcharges in Options 1 or 2 to 
flights over 850 miles, so that long-range passengers 
pay the costs.associated with long range aircraft, and 
exempt pre-1975 2- and 3-engine jets from retrofit/replace
ment requirements. 

O~tion 7: ~ Modify Option 1 or permit 2 to 2- and 3-engine 
aircraft to be retrofitted using monies collected by 
the surcharge (Avoids a Congressional decision on using 
ADAP funds; does something (even if not much in terms 
of actual noise reduction) for all air carriers and all 
jet airports.) 

Option 8: - Modify Options 1, 2, or 3 to delete pre-1975 
2- and 3-engine aircraft from noise standards, on the 
grounds that the benefit derived is not worth the cost. 

Press Plan 

Attached at Tab c for your approval is an announcement 
to the effect that you have approved a rioise policy statement 
and directed Secretary Coleman to complete some editorial 
work and issue the statement promptly. 

The announcement is intended also as a statement of support 
for the u.s. aerospace manufacturing industry. 





Background Information 
for DOT Proposed 

Policy Statement on Aircraft Noise and Replacement 

Statement of the Noise Problem 

Airport neighbors, environmental groups, members of Con
~ress, air carriers, 

1
and airports operators are calling 

for a clear Federal commitment and action plan to reduce 
aircraft noise: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Aircraft noise is a serious problem for abo~t 600,000 
Americans, at 26 major air carrier airports: it 
is a significant problem at about 100 airports. 

Aircraft noise has depressed the value of land surround
ing airports. 

Lawsuits for nuisance and condemnation in various 
cities have cost airport operators $25 million in 
judgments and settlements, and hundreds of millions 
in land and easement acquisitions in the past five 
years. They have paralized airport planning and 
expansion. 

To reduce night-time noise, airport operators are 
being forced to impose use restrictions, such as 
curfews and jet bans, that may lead to a significant 
burden on interstate commerce. (The curfews shift 
·the noise incidents into the more conjested daytime 
hours.) 

A highly vocal group in Congress has held a number 
of public hearings and introdticed legislation to 
retrofit all airplanes at Federal expense, and create 
regional land use commissions. 

EPA, which can establish its own noise regulations 
under the Federal Aviatidn Act, has proposed mandatory 
retrofit of particularly noisy airplanes. 

Airport operators and air carriers have asked the 
Federal Government to assume total responsibility 
for aircraft noise reduction and assume the liability 
for damages. 

Amendments to the Federal Aviation Act in 1968 required 
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to issue noise 
standards for new and existing aircraft, taking into 
account the technological and economical feasibility 
of any noise standards established. FAA promptly issued 
noise level standards (Federal Aviation Regulations, 
Part 36 (FAR 36)) for new-design aircraft. All aircraft 
designed since 1969 (i.e., the DC-10 and the L-1011) 
meet FAR 36 standards. As of 1 January 1975 all new 
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production commercial jet aircraft, even though designed 
prior to 1969, must meet FAR 36 noise level stand~rds. 
(The affected aircraft types are the B-727, B-737, B-747, 
and DC-9.) · · 

The FAR 36 standards permit larger aircraft to make more 
noise than smaller aircraft. They establish maximum 
permissible noise levels at specified measurement points. 
Noise generation on take-off is a function of take-off 
weight (principally fuel load). Thus aircraft not meeting 
the standards at maximum take-off weight will often generate 
less noise than the maximum permitted when operated on 
short flight segments. 

The FAA has not, however, issued noise level standards 
for the 1600 aircraft (77% of the current jet fleet) designed 
before 1969 and produced before 1975. The public and 
Congressional pressure for a noise policy statement is 
directed at these aircraft. 

The Aircrqft Not Meeting FAR 36 Noise Standards 

Three types of aircraft do not me~t FAR 36 noise standards: 

• 

• 

• 

B-747 - about 50 aircraft, half of the present inventory • 

4-engine, narrow-body jets (B-707, DC-8, B-720)
none meet the standard (about 500 aircraft) These 
are the noisiest, oldest, least fuel efficient aircraft. 

2- and 3-engine, narrow-body jets (B-737, pc-9, B-727)
some meet standards, some 1000 do not. 

Some airlines have already·retrofitted their early-production 
B-747s to meet FAR 36 standards. The retrofit increases 
fuel economy and lowers operating cost. The cost of 
retrofit is ~bout $250,000 per aircraft. 

Significant (easily perceived) noise benefits can be 
realized by retrofit and/or replacement of the 4-engine, 
narrow-body jets. However, the cost of retrofit is high 
($2-3 million per unit or a total of nearly $1 billion); 
retrofit would add to the operating expense, and fuel 
consumption would increase 1.5 percent. These aircraft 
should be retired in the normal equipment cycle in the 
early to mid-1980's. Re~rofit of these aircraft cannot 
be accomplished, for technical reasons, until the early 
1980's, the same time period in which replacement is 
possible, ~t a cost of about $6.4 billion. 

The B-707/DC-8 aircraft are twice as loud as the existing 
newer 2- and 3- engine aircraft and 2.5-3 times as loud 
as new technology aircraft that now could be produced. 
They are relatively energy inefficient; new technology 
aircraft could result in fuel and operating cost savings 
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Marginal noise benefits can be realized by retrofit of 
the 2- and 3-engine narrow-body jets. The ea~ does not 
perceive the difference between retrofitted and non-retro
fitted aircraft. The cumulative noise level problem 
is severe at only a few airports. These aircraft will, 
for the most part, be in service into the mid and late 
1980's. They could be retrofitted in four to six years' 
time at an average cost of $200,000 and a total cost 
of $250 million. The fuel penalty would be negligible. 
Replacement cost would be about $14 billion. 

Noise Standards for International Aircraft 

We should not impose noise level requirements upon u.s. 
international air carriers more stringent than those 
applied to foreign carriers operating to/from the United 
States, for to do so would place u.s. carriers at a compe
titive disadvantage. ~~ere u.s. air carriers serve both 
domestic and foreign routes, the domestic requirements 
should be applied only for that percentage of total opera
tions that are in domestic service~ 

we· have objected in the past to efforts by foreign govern
ments, notably Japan, to impose unilaterally noise standards 
or taxes on international carriers. State and DOT are strongly 
of the view that such matters should be placed initially 
before the International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). Only failing agreement through ICAO should the 
United States unilaterally impose noise standards. 

Fleet Replacement 

The Nation's air carriers do not have the resources to 
order the 700 new aircraft that will be required (some 
$14 billion) in the next decade for normal replacement 
and to meet traffic growth, independent of the noise 
problem. The noise issue, with a possible requirement 
to retrofit {at a cost of nearly $1 billion) or to hasten 
retirement, only compounds this fleet equipment problem. 

The major replacem~nt issue is not the replacement mandated 
by imposition of a Federal noise standard. Rather it 
is a matter of funding the normal replacement cycle. 
At worst, a 1984 noise standard deadline would move forward 
the retirement of a few aircraft by 2-3 years. 
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Relatively few carriers have substantial numbe~s of B-707s 
and DC-8s that require replacement: 

• 

• 

• 

American has 80-90, Delta has 32-34, United has 
100, and Western has 18-23. 

I 

Pan American has 57 (but many will be retired in 
any case by 1981, most are in international service, 
and so would be exempt from domestic noise standards) 

TWA has 90-100 (but many are in international service) • 

Replacement Aircraft for the Next Decade 

U.S. airframe manufacturers agree that the primary replace
ment aircraft for commercial air transportation in the 
1980-1990 period will be a 200 passenger, widebody, medium 
range aircraft incorporating new technology. This aircraft 
will offer th~ opportunity for improved fuel efficiency 
(30-40%), more significant noise reduct.ion, reduced opera~ing 
costs, and optimal fleet planning. 

The worldwide potential market in the next decade is 
1400 aircraft, or nearly $30 billion in sales. If two 
u.s. manufacturers and one European manufacturer were 
to start deliveries at the same time, the u.s. market 
share, based on past experience, would be over 90%. 
If deliveries by U.S. manufacturers lag only two years 
behind the Europeah, the u.s. share might be sharply 
reduced to less than 60%, a loss of·$10 billion in 
sales. If the lag were four years,_then the potential 
u.s. market share might be so small that no u.s. aircraft 
would be produced. 

Time is a critical factor~ decisions made now will have 
a major impact on u.s. aerospace sales and employment 
in the 1980's. Once start-up sales are made, it will 
be four years until certification is attained and before 
volume deliveries can begin. In real terms this means 
that if u.s. manufacturers are to start delivery of the 
next generation aircraft by 1981 -- the probable delivery 
date for the European counterpart -- major sales commit
ments must be made by Fall 1977. Because of the lead 
time required to finalize specifications, U.S. manufacturers' 
decisions on the next generation aircraft should be made 
this fall. 
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The impact of market-share on employment is substantial. 
For example, on Boeing's existing lines a difference in 
the production of thirty ai~craft represents a difference 
of 3,000 jobs. The job-generating potential of the next 
generation aircraft is even more dramatic. Second year 
added employment will'mean 10,000 new jobs for the airframe 
company, its engine supplier, and its vendors. By the 
sixth year approximately 25,000 new jobs will have been 
created, almost all requiring engineers, technicians 
and other· highly skilled labor. / 

The u.s. is currently ahead on wing and engine development. 
If we announce an aircraft before the government-subsidized 
Europeans, we will have greater total sales, lower aircraft 
unit costs, and more man-years of employment. This competi
tive edge is the reason for pushing the production decision 
to as soon as possible. 
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THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590 

August.l2, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: William Gorog 
'Deputy Assistant to the President 

for Economic Affairs 

Subject: Aviation Noise Policy and Aircraft Replacemen~ 

• 

As we discussed by telephone this morning, I understand that several 
members of the White House staff have been considering alternatives 
to the aircraft replacement financing proposal that I submitted to 
the President on July 2. I do not believe that these alternatives 
are well thought through, nor would they obtain the objectives as 
effectively as the proposal I submitted to the President on July 2. 
My reasons are as follows: 

1. My proposal places primary reliance on revenues from user 
charges collected by a 2% surcharge on the ticket tax and a 2% sur
charge on the waybill freight tax. This surcharge is the substantial 
equivalent of a price increase in an unregulated industry. The 
revenues from the surcharge are distributed by a formula which 
entitles each air carrier to a portion of the fund in the same ratio as 
its ·system revenues bear to total system revenues. On an industry
wide basis, this means that 85% of the benefits of the fund will accrue 
to each carrier on the basis of its individual contribution; 15% of the 
fu.nd will be shared in order to meet the·particular needs of carriers 
that have severe financial problems and a large number of aircraft 
that do not meet the federal noise standards. The sharing element 
is a small, but necessary, element of the total program because four 
air carriers own 00% of the old four-engine jets that do not meet 
federal noise standards, and three of those carriers (Pan Am, TWA, 
and American) will have a very difficult time in securing financing 
for the replacement of these aircraft. . 

2. The reason why our noise rule would affect different carriers 
unevenly is at least, in part, a result of the way routes and fares 
have been regulated by the CAB. The B-·707 and DC-8 are used 
primarily on long thin routes--routes awarded by the CAB and used 
by TWA, Pan Am, American and United. Consequently these carriers 
have a substantial portion of the burden. 
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3. If a surcharge is collected and the distribution is not modified 
to remedy the gross inequitie·s among the carriers in terms of financial 
strength and need to replace airplanes, then some carriers with the 
least need will have a substantial windfall. This windfall will not 

· only give them an unfair competitive advantage, but it may well 
stimulate certain carriers to purchase more capacity than they need. 
This perpetuates the problem of the early 70's where excess capacity 
resulted in low load factors and low profits. 

4. My proposal is very similar to one to which the air carriers, 
with the exception of one airline, have tentatively agreed. This is a 
good example of a cooperative, joint effort designed to achieve several 
important national objectives including noise abatement, employment 
opportunities, new technology, and improved export potential. An 
Administration that espouses joint industry efforts to meet environ
mental and other problems should support this industry effort to meet 
an industry problem. 

5. There is a critical need for replacement airplanes for the 
B-707s and DC-8s in 1981-1982. Without the fund that I propose, such 
a replacement will probably not be available until a much later date. 
Moneys from the replacement fund will give aerospace manufacturers 
sufficient incentive to begin production of a new generation airplane 
immediately .• 

6. My proposal would provide a)Jout pne-third of the cost of 
replacing the noisiest jets. Carriers would have to secure private 
sector finances for the remainder. Thus effective management and 
a good prospective earnings picture would be essential to carrier 
participation in this program, which would not substitute federal support 
for private sector decision-making. 

7. My. proposal would minimize federal involvement. The fund· 
would be managed and operated by .the carriers.· The revenues would 
not be federal dollars or a federal subsidy. The carriers would be 
restricted in only three ways: They must use the money for replace
ment; they must meet FAA noise regulation deadlines, and unused 
revenues at the end of ten years would revert to the ADAP Trust 
Fund. The carriers could decide how to use their entitlement from 
the replacement fund. Approval of this formula by the CAB is possible 
under existing statutes; no legislation would be necessary for this purpose. 
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8. My proposal woukl provide a portion of these revenues to 
replacement costs for U.S. flag carriers. Any program that does 
not include U. S. international service and does not provide for 
participation by Pan Am, which has not had a profitable year since 
1968, and TWA, which had about $86 milliori in losses in 1975, 
would be incomplete, if not grossly unfair, given the fact that these 
carriers often compete against subsidized foreign air carriers and 
that they will not benefit as much as the domestic carriers from 
regulatory reform. My program will greatly enhance the Adminis
tration's seven point action plan for U.S. flag carriers and obviate 
the need for subsidies, guaranteed loans, or other long-term federal 
aid, which have been requested often by the carriers. It has been 
carefully designed to permit participation by U.S. flag carriers without 
the need for providing assistance to foreign carriers and without 
violating any provision in treaties or bilateral agreements prohibiting 
discrimination against foreign carriers. . 

9. Although there are other alternatives, the one I have recom
mended seeks to achieve the objective in the most equitable' efficient, 
and short term manner. Other alternatives have problems. For 
example, a straight fare increase would not permit dedication of the 
revenues for aircraft replacement and would create pressures for 
increased labor costs. The CAB sets rates on the basis of industry-wide 
average historic costs and therefore does- not take into consideration 
either the prospective costs of replacing noisy airplanes or the 
substantial difference in costs among the air carriers that will result 
from new federal noise requirements. Thus, the surcharge represents 
a more equitable substitute for a price increase because of the unique 
way airline fares are regulated. 

Federal loan guarantees would not allow the private market 
place to operate in making decisions about whether air carriers are 
a sound investment but would substitute substantial government 
interference. Government loans would have a similar effect and 
require more government involvement over a long period of time. 
If ADAP Trust moneys were used, not only would legislation be 
required, thus inviting all kinds of Congressional embellishments, 
but substantial government monitoring and regulating would be required 
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since we would be overseeing _the expenditure of dollars that would 
be characterized as federal.· !.have recommended the use of 

.· 

ADAP funds for the retrofit of the two and three engine airplanes only, 
but this is a deliberate ~tternpt on my part to have the Congress 
address the question of whether the noise reduction achievable is 
cost effective. 

&4. 
William T. Coleman, Jr. 

cc: Judith Hope, Domestic Council 
Stephen Piper, CIEP 
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DRAFT 
August 7, 1976 

Proposed Presidential Statement to 
Accompany Approval of DoT Noise.Policy.Proposal 

• I 

I have reviewed the aviation noise policy statement pro-

posed by the Secretary of Transportation and concur with 

its recommendation for a definitive program to abate 

aircraft noise over an 8-year period. On the basis of 

my review of both the noise issue and the capital invest-

ment requirements of the airlines anq the aircraft manu-

facturers, I believe that a limited Federal role in the 

solution of these problems is necessary and appropriate. 

There is a pressing need for clarification of Federal 

aviation noise policy: 6 million Americans are affected 

by aircraft noise qt the present time. Lawsuits are hamper

ing the development of our air transportation system. The 
< 

Department of Transportation's statement will announce our 

action to reduce aircraft noise at its source through the 

promulgation of noise standard~ for new planes and the 

establishment of a fixed timetable for full compliance by 

all aircraft. The statement will delineate· the major re-

sponsibilities of the carriers, the airport operators, and 

the State and local Governments. 

Further, the policy statement will promote public recog-

nition and understanding of the economic costs associated 
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with achievement of the socially desirable goal of aircraft 

noise abatement. 
I 

Role of Aerospace Industry 

The U.S. aerospace manufacturers, the principal suppliers 

of commercial jet transport equipment to the world's air-

lines, have an important role in achieving noise reduction. 

In terms of both technology and economics, the best means 

to achieve prompt and. significant noise reduction at America's 

major airports is by production of a new generation of air-

craft. Moreover, a commercially viable u.s. airframe and 

engine manufacturing capability is an ·important national 
~~set, 

defenseA contributes more to our exporttrade than any other 

manufac~uring industry, and provides job opportunities for 

over half a million people in high technology industries. 

I 

United States policy should support the private; profitable 

U.S. aerospace industry so that it can qontinue to compete 

in an expanding free and open world market without subsidy. 

A commercially viable U.S. aviation manufacturing industry 

can retain world leadership in all phases of aviation, 

because it can develop and market those products which best 

satisfy world demand for new aircraft -- aircraft that 

are tailored to the current and future needs of the market-

place, the need to maximize fuel efficiency and to minimize 

adverse environmental impacts. 
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The role of the Federal Government in supporting the u.s. 

aircraft and engine manufacturers is important, yet should 
I 

be limited to: (1) providing assistance in promoting aero-

nautical research and development; (2) supporting the long 

term financing of aircraft exports through such facilities 

as Export-Import Bank credits and guarantees; and (3) seek-

ing the elimination of trade barriers through multilateral 

government practices, or from the granting of aid and 

~ubsidies f?r the design, manufacture, and marketing of 

competitive aircraft by foreign governments. 

The commercial interests of the U.S. aircraft and engine 

manufacturers are best served by policies that promote 

the growth of air transport services world-wide and encourage 

a return on air carrier earnings sufficient to attract 

capital and to finance the purchase of advanced.technology 

commercial jet aircraft better suited to current market 

and environmental needs. It is equally important that u.s. 

airframe and engine manufacturers have equality of market-

ing opportunity in all countries. To the extent possible -

and within the confines of foreign policy and domestic security 

considerations -- foreign and United States air carriers 

should be encouraged and able to purchase aviation equip

ment on the basis of technological and commercial con-

siderations alone. 
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In light of these considerations I have instructed 

Secretary Coleman to proceed with a program to quite 

aircraft noise~and to ~ncourage development and production 

of new technology aircraft. I have asked that he complete 

promptly the development of several sections of his pro

posed policy statement, and to make that statement public 

not later than September 1. 




